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If you are not absolutely delighted 
with your purchase for any reason 
you may return it to us and we will 
gladly exchange it for you or send 

a refund. Simply ring for an 
authorisation number and return 

it to us by recorded delivery. 
(We will make a small restocking 

charge of £4 or 10% of the purchase 
price and we would ask that you 

return the item in perfect condition.) 
. ‘YOUR STATUTORY RIGHTS ARE NOT AFFECTED 

N64Console. 
N64 Console + Mario 64 . 
N64 Console + Zelda 64 . 
N64 Console + Turok 2. 
M64 Console + Int'l S/Star Soccer '98 

Console + Goldeneye. 
TM4 Console + F Zero X. 
N64 Console + Rogue Squadron .... 
N64 Console + Banlo Kazoole. 
HM Console + Star wars: Racer. 

. .£69.99 

. .£89.99 
£104.99 

. .£99.99 

. .£96.99 

. .£91.99 

. .£93.9^ 
£103.9^ 

. .£96.99 

.£107.9< 
A SA¥e MORf WHMH YW BUY THY FOUOWfMO ^ 
f AT THY SAME TtME AS A HEW H641 
Dust Cover.£4.99 
Top Gear/Drive Steering Wheel.£38.99 
Official Grey or Coloured Joypad.£16.99 
Rumble Pack.£5.99 ( 
1 MB Memory Card.£4.99 ^ 
RGB/S-VHS Scart Cable.£6.99 

I Logic 3 Carry Case.£14.99 . 

ORDfff WITH CONFfDffNCff from 
i one of the largest oomes suppliers in the 
country. Over 310,000 customers so far! 

’ fsfcfass dmUvmty frmm oi€harg9 
t to UK mainland. We provide the 
FASTEST delivery service around: 1 -3 
working days max on stock items. Next 
working day delivery from £4. Orders 
placed before 3pm are sent the same 
day (subiect to stock). 

tOOO'S OF TITLES. We also 
I stock games and accessories for 
Sony Playstotion & other consoles 
and PC (±> ROM. 

Other companies may take your 
MONIY immediately but with 
Gameplay you will be safe 
knowing that year €wdtf tard 
win not ho dobitod yntll 
your ordor h dospntrhodi 

’ Order by credit card, cheque. Postal 
Orders or cash (please send cash in 
a registered envelope for your own 
protection), ^rry, no COD. 

To most areas in the ^ 
UK, subject to security 
checks and stock. 

All machines bought from Gamepfq|r are fullyd 
guaranteed by Nintendo and we otfeiNuli after^ 
sales support. Unlike some of our competitors,^ 
we only sell official UK consoles backed up by q 
genuine British warranties, if your machine 
develops a fault within the guarantee period, we 
are the ONLY mail order compairy who will 

COLLECT IT FROM YOUR DOOR AND 
REPLACE IT FREE OF CHARGE!! 

ogle 3 Carry Case.£14.99 
PLUS Gcr £!.•« OFF EYEPY GAME BOUGHT AT 

THE SAME TIME AS YOUP HEW HASH 

Mission Impossible .£32.99 
Monaco Grand Prix.£35.99 
Monster Truck Madness .£33.99 
Mortal Kombat 4.£32.99 
Mortal Kombat Mythology £21.99 
Multi Racing Champ . . . .£12.99 
Mystical Ninja.£24.99 
Mystical Ninja 2.£39.99 
Nagano Winter Olympics .£24.99 
NASCAR Racing '99.£29.99 
NBACourtside.£24.99 
NBA Live'99.£33.99 
NBA Pro '98.£21.99 
NFL QuaiTback Club 2000£33.99 
NHL Breakaway '99 _£29.99 
Penny Racers.£29.99 
Premier Manager 64 . . . .£32.99 
Quake.£24.99 
Quake 2.£30.99 
Rakugakids.£24.99 
Rampage World Tour 2 . .£32.99 
Rogue Squadron.£36.99 
SCARS .£24.99 
San Francisco Rush 2 . . . .£33.99 
Shadows of the Empire . .£34.99 
Snowboard Kids .£24.99 

1080** Snowboarding . . . .£33.99 
Allstar Baseball 2000 . . .£33.99 
Allstar Tennis '99.£36.99 
Astro Lanes.£34.9<^ 
Banjo-Kazooie.£26.99 
Beetle Adventure Racing .£26.99 
Bio Freaks.£34.99 
Blastcorps .£18.99 
Body Harvest.£14.99 
Bomberman.£18.99 
Bomberman Hero.£27.99 
Buck Bumble.£29.99 
Bust A Move 3.£29.99 
Carmageddon.£33.99 
Castlevania.£32.99 
Chameleon Twist.£16.99 
Chameleon Twist 2 .£35.99 
Chopper Attack.£37.99 
Command & Conquer . . .£37.99 
Dark Rift .£17.99 
Diddy Kong Racing.£24.99 
Doom.£11.99 
Duke Nukem Zero Hour .£32.99 
Extreme G.£14.99 

Oameplay also atoek pra-owned garnet 
in addition to our neur garnet: 

✓ All garnet mutt oatt Intpeption 
to enture nearly-new quality. 

✓ All 2nd hand gemot are 
guaranteed for 3 months. 

✓ Extremely competitive priee. 
Thit it how you can tell ut a game: 

1. Your game mutt be in nearly iliy 
condition. Vve cannot accept anything 
with torn or stained manuals or damaged 
boxes and you must clean the CD before 
sending it to us. Remember that all 
games are tested when we receive them. 
If your game doesn't work, we will not 
buy it and you will have to pay a £4.00 
charge to get it back. 
2. You must ring us before sending 
your game in as prices for 2nd hand 
games can change quite regularly. You 
will be given an authorisation number 
which will be valid for three days. 
3. You will receive a credit for the 
agreed amount which you may use 
against other games, either new or used. 

If you would like to buy a 2nd hand 
game, simply ring sales for the current 

priee. If your choice is not in stock you 
may book a copy and it will be seat is 

soon AS one .becomes available. All 
prices Mstgu here are, for new games. 

Please ring for 2nd hand prices. 

Star Wars: Pod Racer . . . .£39.99 
Superman .£37.99 
Super Mario 64.£27.99 
Tetrisphere .£18.99 
Tonic Trouble.£35.99 
Top Gear Overdrive . . . .£34.99 
Top Gear Rally.£34.99 
Turok 2 .£31.99 
Twisted Edge Snowb'ing .£37.99 
Vigilante 8.£32.99 
V Rally 99 .£18.99 
Virtual Pool.£34.99 
WailiaeGolf .£32.99 
Wave Race 64 .£24.99 
Wayne Gretzky's Hockey .£25.99 
Wayne Gretzky's '98_£36.99 
WCW vs NWO: Revenge .£24.99 
Wetrix .£19.99 
Wipeout 64 .£28.99 
World Cup '98.£29.99 
WWF Attitude.£41.99 
A^FWarzone.£39.99 
Whi's Story .£31.99 
Zelda 64 .£36.99 

Extreme G 2.£33.99 
FI World Grand Prix_£24.99 
FI World Grand Prix 2 . . .£33.99 
FIFA'99.£33.99 
FIFA Road to the World Cup£27.99 
Fighters Destiny.£24.99 
Flyinq Dragon.£34.99 
Forsaken.£26.99 
F Zero X.£24.99 
G.A.S.P.£21.99 
Gex64.£12.99 
Goldeneye.£35.99 
GT Racing 64.£14.99 
Holy Magic Century .£21.99 
Int'f Superstar Soccer 64 . .£24.99 
Int'l Superstar Soccer '98 £32.99 
Killer Instinct Gold .£32.99 
Lamborghini 64.£14.99 
Lylat Wars no Jolt Pack . .£24.99 
Mace .£24.99 
Madden NFL 64.£25.99 
Madden NFL '99 .£33.99 
Mario Kart 64 .£23.99 
Mario Party.£34.99 
Micro Machines 64 .£32.99 

RUMBLE PACK WITH 
1 MB MEMORY £ 1 G.99 

memory £9.99 
RUMBLE PACK 

^Pr £7.99 
RECHARGEABLE 

EjSjjm / RUMBLE PACK 

H £12.99 
iHOCKWAVE - UNIQUE SENSOR 
ADDS RUMBLE TO ALL GAMES 
£19.99, 

LOOK 3 CAHHYCASK 
Cushioned interior, partitions 
AND POCKETS, DURABLE, 
^LIGHTWEIGHT & 

^WATERPROOF. 

£15.99 
N64 Cleaning 
Kit £9.99 
Dust Cover 

memory cards allow you ill^B : ^ 
to save high scores, ^ 
game position, replays 

NiNTtNDo 256k Memory card the 
ONLY CARD TO WORK WITH TUROK 2 & 

South Park..£13.99 

1 MB MEMORY CARD 
4times bigger than the 256KB memory card. 
£5.99 OR £4.99 with a game 

8MB MEMORY CARD - 40 times bigger 

THAN THE 256KB MEMORY CARD. £17.99 

GAMEBOY POCKET 
(CHOICE OF COLOURS) 

£39.99 Vdl 
GAMEBOY 
printer 

^HHA£46.99 
GAMEBOY«*^ ^ 

camera m 
...... £28.99 E 

Bust A Move 4.£23.^ 
Colour Tetris DX.£18.99 
Game & Watch Gallery 2 .£21.99 
- .£19.99 

.£22.99 

.£18.99 

.£18.99 

.£20.99 

.£22.99 

.£24.99 

.£22.99 

.£22.99 

.£22.99 

.£22.99 
£17,99 

^ot/RS Bailable 

BLACK 
£1 7.99 EACH OR 

£16.99 EACH WHEN YOU 
BUY TWO OR MORE 

Joypad extender cable.£3.99 
Composite/RGB Scart Cable - 
Improve picture/sound quauty when 
connected to a scart tv .. .£8.99 
S-VHS Cable - higher quality than 
composite scart but requires SVHS 
compatible tv or Video . . .£8.99 
Replacement RF Lead.£11.99 
Hi-Fi Audio Lead - Phono lead to 
CONNECT an N64 to a Hi-Fi .£9.99 
Dust Cover.£6.99 

1080° Snowboarding Secrets .£10.99 
Banjo-Kazooie Unauth'd Secret £9.99 
Diddy Kong Unauth'd Secrets .£10.99 
Gameboy Secrets & Strategies .£10.99 
Goldeneye secrets, strats & sols£10.99 

AAaRIO 64 SECRETS, STRATS & SOLS £10.99 
N64 Secrets, strategies & sols .£14.99 
South Park Official Guide . . . .£10.99 
Turok 2 Unauthorised Guide . .£11.99 
Vigilante 8 Hint Book .£9.99 
WCW V NWO Revenge Guide .£10.99 
Zelda Official Guide Book . .£11.99 

Allows you to play all 
compatible games 
^.g. Turok 2, South f 
Park) in hi-res graphics. 
NINTENDO 4MB PAM 
UPGRADE £23. 99 
JOYTECH 4MB UPGRADE 

Datel Action 
Replay Pro 

CONTAINS LOADS OF 

BUILT-IN CHEATS FOR ALL llugj 
N64 GAMES. YOU CAN 

ADD MORE CHEATS AS 
NEW GAMES ARE 

RELEASED OR INVENT 

YOUR own! 

NEW LOWER PRICE! £27.99 

South Park. 
Top Gear Rally. 
Turok 2. 
V Rally . 
Warioland 2. 
Zelda . 
Gameboy Action Replay 

Item description 
Cut out this order form and post to: 

W (replay, entertainment house, 

XR0SS CHANCELLOR STREET, LEEDS, LS6 2TG 

.Have you ordered before? Yes / No 

The coolest furniture in the worldl 
L Choose from green, orange and 

blue. Two styles - Game 
Throne and Tomato 
chair £14.99 each.. 
Experience the J 

calming hypnotic U 1 
effect that volcano 

lamps bring to your 
room. Choose from 

Name: Steering Wheel & foot pedals 
with workinq gearstick. Fully 
programmemfe with leather | 
^steering wheel' 

Address: 

_Choose from | 
.pink, green, orange, 
I purple and blue. 
' £21.99 

cover Works ^ 
on N64, PSX & 
Saturn. Rumble 

facility.. 
^ RRP £49.99 

£35.99 

.Signature: I Postcode: 

I Tel:. ^^ 

, CaShH Cheque □ Postal Order □ CardD Cheques payable to'Gamepiay'. J 
I !■■■■) Prices subject to fluctuation. E & OE. j 

I Card No. □□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□□ Expiry Date Issue No. □□ , 

'Please note - express cheque clearance cannot be used for bank drafts or building society cheques. Sent to press 11/8/99 

N64 cheat Line 
09066 098050 
L 100 games & 
] wallcfhroughs! 
Calls cost 60p per minute. 

Please ask jbermission 
before calling! ALSO AVAILABLE 

?^RITAIN^S LARGEST MAIL ORDER SUPPLIER OF COMI^TER GAMES! 
JP JP JP A A ^ r rml^l-lAI j/fj 

BUY 2 2ND HAND 
GAMES, GET £4 OFP! 

R64(9) 

£ 

£ 

£ 

£ 

£ 

Optional express cheque clearance. If you are 
PAYING BY CHEQUE BUT DO NOT WANT TO WAIT FOR IT TO 
CLEAR PLEASE ADD 50P HERE FOR EXPRESS CLEARANCE* 

£ 

Postage is FRII for all gomes shipped wilhin the U.K. DC p 
Oolionol NEXT WORKING DAY DELIVERY ovnllnhle- f 4 00 £ 

for 1st item plus £1.00 for each subsequent a ■ 
Ov^s postage - £2.50 per software item. 1 V/ 1 ML £ 

1 ^ELL/M OH 1 

RRP£49.99 
[£36.99] 
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y the time you read this I will 

have reached the grand old age of 

25, and the more perspicacious of 

you will immediately realise that 

this means that I have been on 

this 'ere planet a quarter of a century. Such is 

my age and decrepitude that just as 

elephants who grow too old to enjoy their 

nomadic existence wander off to die, I too 

have to make way for the young and healthy, 

the fit and the strong. Well, sort of... 

(Actually, if pushed. I'd have to say that I am 

making way for... for... well, other people). 

Anyway, where was I? Oh yes, the mag. Well, 
aside from my imminent departure, it has been 
a rum old month of the good, the very good 
and the downright appalling. What threatened 
to be yet another frustratingly dull four weeks 
for N64 gaming was saved by the likes of the 
awe-inspiring Shadow Man and a whole brace 
of titles that, whilst being good, just fell short 
of brilliance. It is now clear that the coming 
months are going to be the best ever for the 
N64, and Nintendophiles will have much to 
rejoice about. Obviously, the most Important 
announcement is that the sequel to Zelda Is on 
Its way, on cartridge, to an N64 near you, and 

we've got the shots to 
prove it. Then there's also 

those three games that I 
need not name as well as 

Ridge Racer 64, Rayman 2 and a fully fledged 
sequel to Turok 2. You'll find all the gen on 
these titles and much more in Total N64 - it just 
keeps on getting better! 

Oh well, that'll be that then. Jon's rubbing 
his hands together with glee, and I have to 
skulk off to the darkest part of the galaxy. 
Before I go, I would like to thank the guys - 
Jon, Lee and Coxy (especially Coxy for his hard 
work during the re-design) - and also welcome 
Neil Davey to the Total N64 team. 

Enjoy this issue (sniff). Thanks for reading, and 
take it easy on the stairs. 

Simon Philtips Editor 

PS Has anyone got sticker number 71 from the Star Wars: 
Episode 1 sticker book? I've got loads of swaps!!!! Maybe 
I'm not getting too old after all... 
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Boyzone continues to improve, and is now 
undeniably the best Game Boy Color magazine 
anywhere! The newest reviews, the greatest 
tips, the hottest news scoops and more, only 
in Boyzone. It doesn't get any better! 
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When you leave 
Rayman alone for a 
while, he detaches his 
body and starts 
playing basketball 
with it! 

because his next adventure, Rayman 2: The 
Great Escape, is a truly sublime videogame, full 
of completely off-the-wall humour, insane 
characters, gorgeous worlds and (gasp!) 
innovation - the kind of innovation we only ever 
expect to see from Nintendo, or possibly Rare. 

Nasty, evil cyborg pirate types have 
invaded Rayman's home world and 
kidnapped all of the inhabitants, forcing 
them into a life of slavery and generally not 
being polite. Rayman managed to avoid 
capture and now faces the daunting task of 
finding the four magical masks that will 
enable him to gain new powers and see off 
the threat once and for all. Indeed, the 
storyline is something that has been 
treated with utmost importance, with many 
seamless cut-scenes dividing the riotous 

ISSUE 31 

Rayman is not really the most heroic looking guy, but he's the 
only one who can stop the pirates. We predict that in the next 
few years he'll become one of the most recognisable games 
Characters in the worldl 

anti I a couple of months ago, 

we all thought the game 

would simply be another 

slightly odd French platformer. 

Well, remember how the world definitely 

did not end on July 4th? Nostradamus 

was wrong, but we were even wronger... 

Rayman is, by anyone's standards, quite an 
odd-looking chap. Rabbit-like ears frame big, 
innocent-looking eyes and a nose that looks 
like a mutant marrow... an orange mutant 
marrow. All of this is perched, sans neck we 
might add, on a chubby purple body. Rayman 
has no arms or legs, yet has complete control 
over his white gloved hands and shiny yellow 
trainers which hang in mid-air as if by magic. 

We don't know what he is, and we don't 
know where he came from, but what we are 
sure of is that... well, we like him. 

We like him because he's not as annoyingly 
chirpy as Mario, or trying too hard to be cool, 
like Sonic. We like him because he isn't 
particularly cute, like Yoshi, and we like him 
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to handle. The animation is fluid and 

cartoon-like, the special effects are 

wonderful, and the design of Rayman's world 

is by turns odd, original and awe Inspiring. If 
Rare can better this with Donkey Kong 64, 

we'll eat our pants. 
Rayman himself is wonderful to control; 

the game draws you in immediately because 

it simply feels so good. His many abilities are 
easily and naturally accessed, and the camera 

rarely has any of the problems that all 
designers of 3D games still succumb to. 

Playing the game is also great because there 

is so many different things to do and because 

the action rarely lets up. There are so many 

fantastic levels that we can't even try to mention 

them all here. What? Oh, okay then... 

‘ action, scenes that were actually 

animated on real cartoon film! 

Any game's graphical prowess is usually 

indicative of the love that has been 

languished upon it in all areas of 
development, in which case Rayman 2 must 

feel absolutely smothered. Every month we 

say that one new game or another has 'the 

best graphics on the N64', but this is merely a 

sign of how fast the system is evolving. Until 

we started seeing much of Rayman, we 
thought Shadow Man held that title, but now 

it belongs to Rayman 2. 
For all intents and purposes, it looks no 

different to the PC or Dreamcast versions, 

displaying crisp, detailed textures at the kinds 

of distances that the N64 really has no right 

Rayman is the latest in the list of videogame characters to star in a TV 
show of his own. There are thirteen episodes in production now that 
will be ready to be aired around the world some time in 2000. 

The show, completely generated in 3D computer graphics (along 
the lines of, say. Reboot or Beast Wars), follows the amiable Rayman 
and his buddies on their adventures in the huge city of Aeropolis. 

The show has a team of experienced computer animators 
working on it, and it even has funding from the Quebec 
government, so it should be something to look forward to! 



Rayman's game world is a huge and varied 
one, including over thirty levels of roller 
coaster action-packed thrills. It's also 
gorgeous to look at, although if you stop to 
look for too long you may find yourself on 
the end of a robot pirate's rusty sword! 

Worldly Wond^ 

^ / 
PRESS © TO SPEED OP 
PRESS 3 70 JUMP 077 

The pirates that have kidnapped Rayman's 

buddies are quite a nasty bunch, and 

they'll stop at nothing to get up to all 
kinds of nastiness. Unfortunately, in order 

to finish his quest, Rayman is going to have 

to go right into Pirate Central. 

In the swamplands, you 
should probably avoid going 
too near the piranhas, as they 
are as big as the average baby 
elephant... Lava levels are a staple in 

any adventure game, but 
rarely have they been as 
gorgeous looking as those 
in Rayman 2. 

Ancient architecture fills 
many of the levels, and 
Rayman must beware the 
spirits of the dead when 
he is exploring them! 

Irate Pirates 
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The original game's rock-hard 
gameplay is near legendary! ^ 

Action (Ray)Man 
Like Ricky Martin, Rayman has the moves. He is a highly . 
versatile character who can run, jump, climb, splay himself 
between two parallel walls and haul himself up the middle, 
lift objects, swing from the ceiling, water-ski, slide, use his 
ears as a helicopter and use his detachable flying fists in a 
number of ways. He's going to need to learn all this and 
more if he's to rid the world of those dastardly pirates... 

Since the "2" in Rayman 2 denotes a sequel, 

he must have appeared somewhere before, 

right? That somewhere was the PlayStation, 

where Rayman rejuvenated the 2D platform 

genre with the best example since Rare's 

Donkey Kong Country series. It may not have 

broken sales records, but Rayman attained, 

and still has, a large cult following thanks to 

his original adventure. 



/man's world is full of some of the strangest 
iracters this side of Neighbours. Many of 
jm need your help, but some are also 
aluable in aiding your quest. 

Globox: A fat frog-type thing who has been 
captured by the pirates. Rayman has promised 
Globox's kids that he will save their daddy! 
Apparently, Globox can summon the rain! 

Smallbeings: These strange Ijttle creatures 
can often be found in groups of four, arguing 
over who is the king! They love dancing and 
practical jokes, but there is a serious side to 
them - Rayman needs to free them from the 
cages where they are imprisoned... 

Ly: Ly is fiery, clever, quick and agile. 
Her feline charms have not gone 
unnoticed by Rayman, who has 
something of a soft spot for her! 

cannon balls (which reminds us of the 

Hewson classic Nebulus), a frantic race 

through the forest against Ray's love interest 

Ly, and a certain level involving a barrel of 

gunpowder - if you thought the ability to set 

sticks on fire in Zelda was great, you'll love 

this: hoisting the barrel over his shoulder, it's 

possible for Rayman to back onto a flame, 

then hold on tight... and, hey presto, a ready¬ 

made rocket transport! 
It is blindingly obvious to Total N64 that 

Rayman himself is here to stay, and Ubisoft as 
games developers have been elevated to the 
next level. Everything is in place to make 
Rayman 2: The Great Escape a serious 

contender for the best game of 1999. And 

with the likes of Shadow Man around, and a 

trio of titles from Rare on the way, that is 

something that is not to be taken lightly. 

Between the platform levels you can 

try your hand at water ski-ing, flying a 

craft through a space station reminiscent 

of the Death Star trench run (only 

reminiscent, George - calm down), or 

surfing down rivers of lava on huge 

berries. What about riding on a roller 

coaster at breakneck pace, twisting to 

avoid branches, iron walls and lava lakes, 

or attempting to leap aboard a rocket 

with legs for a mad rodeo session? 
Of course, we mustn't forget racing 

through a giant spider's web with the spider 
hot on your tail, or sliding down an icy shoot, 

trying to escape a hideous beast with the 

action viewed from between his dripping jaws. 

Our favourite bits so far, however, are a 

stunning scramble to the top of a tower, as it 

sinks, while a pirate ship peppers the air with 
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Out of the dark comes forth new shots of 
the racing game that all self-respecting 
N64 owners are going to want to get their 

hands on. Despite being conspicuous by its 
absence at E3 earlier this year, it seems that Ridge 
Racer 64 is coming on gazelle-like. As these shots 
show, graphically RR64 is showing all the signs of 
being visually superior to its PlayStation 
counterparts. However, it seems that the N64 
version will bear more of a resemblance to earlier 
incarnations of the esteemed racer, which will no 
doubt frustrate those of us who were hoping for 
an N64 version of Ridge Racer 4. 

However, given that the game will fj 
support four-player racing and feature 
pretty much every track from the Ridge In uBHIh 
Racer series, at least we can rest safe in PlSVStS 
the knowledge that the N64 game wilt be 
the most comprehensive version to ever grace a 
home console. 

Information, saeenshots and, better still, code is a little 
scant on the ground at the moment but rest assured well 
be bringing you all the news as and when it filters through. 

From video footage we've 
seen, the game seems to 
maintain a high update with 
loads of action going on! 

PM . J 
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DEVELOPER: NINTENDO PUBLISHER: NINTENDO 

ook what we got our hands on just before deadline! These are 

the first screenshots in the world of the quasi follow-up to The 

Ocarina Of Time, currently known as Zelda: Gaiden. Whether 

this will come on a link (chuckle) on cartridge which slots into the 

original is not yet clear, but the game features many new areas to 

explore and some significant gameplay enhancements. Nintendo are 

unexpectedly not very forthcoming as far as info is concerned, but 

liUiliCT 



MONSTER 
MOKSTER TRUCK MAOmSS 

MONSTER! 
he not so low-down and dirty racer 
(that isn't just a racer) is revving its 
big, fat chubby engine. We've been 

playing the near-finished cart and can 
confirm that Monster Truck Madness 64 is 
looking set to become everyone's favourite 
monster truck game on the N64. 

Fortunately, the developers have been at 

pains to create not only the most gorgeous- 

looking racer on the N64, but also one of the 

most fun racers to date. With a wealth of 

multiplayer options such as four-player Monster 

Truck football and ice hockey, as well as your 

standard racing games, it all adds up to an 

amazing amount of fun. We'll be bringing you 

the ultimate review next issue. 

PHRLISHER: MIDWAY | PEVELOPER: HIBHVDITAGE 

We're not sure about the relative 
merits of updating classic 
arcade games onto the IM64 - 

think Robotron 64 and a cold shiver will 
head towards your coccyx. However, 
Midway are full steam ahead with their 
plans to update those 80s classics that 
swallowed all of your ten pence pieces at 
an alarming rate. Along with the 
stunning-looking Gauntlet Legends, 
you'll also be able to play Paperboy 64. 
Possibly one of the most unlikely 
settings for a game (and potentially one 
of the least exciting), you get the chance 
to deliver newspapers! 

Being arcade-land, it's obviously a lot more 
exciting than that, and Paperboy 64 throws 
more perils and dangers your way. What paper 
round do you know that Involves avoiding 
wild bears and rabid racoons? With obstacles 
of this nature, you'd expect the poor 
paperboys (or girls) to be paid danger money! 

Those familiar with the original will feel , 
very much at home. Of course, there's all-new 
levels specifically created for the N64, but ^ 
overall Paperboy 64, as you would expect, ^ 
covers familiar ground. 

Aimed at younger players (or those old enough 
to know better). Paperboy should prove to be 
something of a hit when it finally gets a UK release. 
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TH^ark and moody 
look of jHyfarid Heaven is 
currently being spruced 
upcpnj|Werably.. 
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FDR HEAVER’S SAKE! 
B H H Uf JjHfe B B^B B B BB B jK jKfl B B ■ c:dse you were wondering. Hybrid Heaven 

HB B K B ^B^B Mm B M B on the a more 
BIB BB fliB B|b B Bb fliB BB bB Bb BB B 
MM M M M MMM B^jfl BB M M^M issue 28. Apparently, Hybr/d Hea\/en has been into 

IB B B HB MMM BB B B i^B M^M IF ^B B B gaming garage for a 

PIC^ 

VH n case you were wondering. Hybrid Heaven is 

B on the way, albeit in a much more tweaked 

B and lovelier version than we tested back in 

issue 28. Apparently, Hybrid Heaven has been Into 

Konami's gaming garage for a bit of an overhaul, 

~ which should mean that a game that we have already 

tipped for the top will be even better by the 

time it hits the shelves. We'll be bringing 

you a full preview next month, but until 

then, enjoy these screenshots. 

Hybrid Heaven has been into 
Kenamrs gaming garage far 

abiittfanttverbaui... 
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MINE’S A TROPHY! 
mmmmm □ oadsters Trophy continues to 

dominate our thoughts as it 
remains in an almost latent state of 

development before Titus unleash this, one 
of the most promising of racing games to 
grace the N64. Given the stunning World 
Driver Championship (see last issue's 
review), you can bet that Titus will be 
giving it the once-over in a bid to out¬ 
perform Midway's supreme racer. 

The prospects for Roadsters Trophy are 
already looking pretty good, though. You get 
the opportunity to drive over 30 different 
vehicles - all of them convertibles - on ten 
distinctly different tracks (plus hidden ones) in 
varying weather conditions complete with the 
usual reverse and mirror track modes available. 

tkera’s nat a titat at Mr. Pap-up. 
It has to be said that there's very little to separate 

Roadsters Trophy from any other racing game, 
though the options to place bets on the outcome of 
the race and the ability to taunt your opponents 
does go some way to offering at least some 
differences from other racing games. However, It's a 
racing game... what more do you want? 

That said. Roadsters Trophy is looking stunning. 
The tracks and cars (which are gorgeously realised) 
look very Impressive and there's not even a hint of 
Mr. Pop-up. If Titus can maintain the speedy frame 
rate. Improve the Al and tidy up the handling, 
there's no reason why It shouldn't be one of the 
best racers on the N64. We're pretty excited at the 
prospect of getting our hands on it, and so should 
you. The wait is nearly over... 



The game has a 
variety of different 
tracks, including a 
snow level. Whoah! 
Never seen one of 
them before..._^ 

HUTIIMH" 
VIDEO GAMES. DISSECTED. 

C-ONTROL 
ISSUE 12 ON SALE NOW 

rR/XRiDe] 

BRICKIN’ IT! 
USB BMIBS 

ego Racers has slipped to a release date of October 
Fortunately, the premise remains the same: Create a driver 
and car (hey, it's Lego don't you know!) or, for the non- 

creatively minded, you can choose from an existing set-up and race 
over twelve different courses based on the four most popular 
themes - Pirates, Space, Castle and Adventurers. 

Though we are still concerned about the apparent lack of tracks, we are 

pretty confident that the options and the configurability of the game 

should more than make up for it. More next issue. 



We reviewed Activision's 
stonking cars 'n' guns 
thriller Vigilante 8 in issue 

27, furnishing it with a well-deserved 
Silver award. 

To celebrate the game's stunning sales 
since its release. Total N64 has teamed up 
with Activision to give fifteen of our lucky 
readers the chance to win a copy of the game. 

All you have to do Is answer the 
Ifollowing question: 

Which of the following was 
not an heavily armearoi car 
in a Jaaies Booh movie? 

Please read the following carefully: 
By entering the competition you are agreeing to be bound by the foRowing term* 
and conditions; this CMnpetftien to open to aR residents In the UK, except for 
employees of Rapide Publishing, their immediate family and anyone connected 
with the implemerttatleii ef the promotion. No reeponsltoility will be accepted for 
entries lost or damaged fn tite post or insufficiently pre-ttamped. Proof of posting 
will not be accepted as proof of deRvery. intrioMiecome the absolute property of 
the promoter and wilt not be returned There are no cash alternatives to this priao. 
The decision of the judges will be final and binding and no corresponderKe wIR be 

entered into. The closing dabr for receipt of entries is 1st October 1999 and the 
winner wWI be sent their prize as soon as possible after this date. 
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Lupus the dog is the 
one character that 
has not really been 
affected by this, 
quite radical, change 
of aesthetics. 

0 ISSUE 31 

DRIffil IN TNE Pin 
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It seems that Midway have decided that World Driver 
Championship needs a bit of extra time in 
development before its PAL release, and so they 

have ushered the game back into the studios. The NTSC 
^code received some stunning scores, including a TN64 Gold 

problem is. Midway believe IlSIlllllll/ IS SHSMI]/ 
Iiiineiimm wm... 

with, so they are going to try and make it more accessible. 
While we are confident that this can only be a good thing, 
we are nevertheless worried at the prospect that they are 
going to tamper with what we thought was a perfect 
driving game. We'll keep you posted... 

Huge weapons, evil Pugs, globs of 
green blood, and the best 
grapbics tbe HS4 bas ever seen! 

rTnrn e reported last issue on 

I J yet Force Gemini's 

apparent much needed 

makeover, which has now been 

confirmed by the bods at Rare. Gone 

are the Rainbow meets Power Rangers gun-wielding tots of 

earlier versions of the code, and they've been replaced with 

more mature looking Battle Of The Planets types. The rest 

of the game remains the same, however. The huge 

weapons, the evil bugs, the globs of green blood, and the 

best graphics the N64 has ever seen - the game looks like a 

fireworks accident in a paint factory! Unfortunately, 

however, there isn't a big fat guy dressed as a green owl... 



3nother month here at TN64, and another 
batch of tasty DK64 screenshots, which 
prove why an Expansion Pak is necessary 

to even think about running this game. 
L Nintendo and Rare are still confident that the 

V game will make its projected November release 

ft date - indeed, like Perfect Dark, the game is a vital 

I piece of Nintendo's Christmas onslaught puzzle. 

■ Donkey Kong 64 will no doubt redefine the 

W platform genre, and we wait with baited breath 

^ for its release. 

WiEASE 

Total N64 has teamed up with SCI for 
a mega Carmageddon 64 
competition! 5 lucky readers will win 

a set of funky Carmageddon 64 accessories, 
including a bag, t-shirt and black jacket 
each adorned with the Carmageddon logo 
in kinky black rubber! If you were a hero 
who drove around the streets in a souped 
up motor, squashing the zombie threat 
which hangs over 
the Earth, this is what you'd wear! 

All you have to do is answer 
the following question: 

If three zombies share a 
humaa braio out equally, 
hew much wouM each 
zombie receive? 

A. 33braios 
B. 1/3ofabraio 
C. Babraio : 

Please read the following carefully: 
By entering the competition you are agreeing to be bound by the following terms and conditions: this 
competition is open to all residents in the UK, except for employees of Rapide Publishing, their immediate 
family and anyone connected with the implementation of the promotion. No responsibility will be 
accepted for entries lost or damaged in the post or insufficiently pre-stamped. Proof of posting will not be 
accepted as proof of delivery. Entries become the absolute property of the promoter and will not be 
returned. There are no cash alternatives to this prize. The decision of the judges will be final and binding 
and no corresp®»rt!ence will be entered into. The dosing date for receipt of entries is 1st Ortober 1999 and 

the winner will be sent their prize as soon as possible after this date. 
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• Over 200 teams to choose from 
• Over 23 special new move combinations 
• Arcade quality graphics and exceptional player A1 
• Motion-capture animation featuring Michael Owen and Les Ferdinand 

• Real-time commentary provided by Peter Brackley 

"The realism is set to break football game barriers." 

With unsurpassed realism, silky smooth gameplay and exceptional 

graphics, Michael Owen's World League Soccer 2000 takes 
3D football games to a new level of excellence. 

NINTENDO.*^ 

Silicon 
Dreams www.thq.co.uk 

MICHAEL OWEN’S WORLD LEAGUE SOCCER 2000 © 1999 SILICON DREAMS STUDIO LTD. DEVELOPED 
NINTENDO ® 

p SILICON DREAMS. N64 VERSION PUBLISHED EXCLUSIVELY BY THQ INC. THQ AND THE THQ LOGO ARE TRADEMljl 

NINTENDO 64, © AND ARE TRADEMARKS OF NINTENDO CO., LTD. 

t OF THQ INC. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 

the season 
"The best visuals and the best player intelligence 

of any football game." 
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Send your photos to: 
'Potty Compo', Total N64, Rapide Publishing, 
1 Roman Court, 48 New North Road, Exeter, Devon, EX4 4EP. 

•m* 

CHOW MEM HOW KBW 
f^ooziSA 

With the level of quality involved in N64 
games of today, one wouldn't be surprised 
to find the N64 owner over-indulging in 

excessive and lengthy bouts of progressive gaming. 
Although it can be a lot of fun, at times it can 
become a tiring and very painful experience. Rapid 
button pushing can cause severe and agonising 
cramps, and when you're playing for long periods, 
hunger could well strike in a very demanding way. 
Well, to combat the pitfalls of modern day gaming, 
TN64 have joined forces with Pot Noodle to bring you 
a fantastic competition giveaway. 

We're are all familiar with the Pot Noodle advert on 
television about the prisoner and the two spiders. Well, 
these spiders not only make for entertaining viewing 
but could well save the blisters from your fingers. The 
ultimate comfort-gaming accessory, the spiders are 
attached to a glove and allow maximum grip when 
holding a joypad or mouse^^^ 

To celebrate these creepy spider puppets and the demand 
gameplay puts upon gamers these days, we are giving away a 
spider to ten lucky readers. Not only that, but for the winner 
of our 'We've Gone Potty' competition, we have a year's 
supply of "spanking gorgeous" Pot Noodles as well. 

To stand a chance of getting your hands on this 
delicious offering, all you have to do is send us a 
photograph of yourself eating a yummy Pot Noodle. 
There is a catch, though!! We want you to wait until 
your Pot Noodle has cooled down a bit (so you don't 
burn your mouth off and sue us!) and then stuff as 
much of it into your mouth as possible. The funniest 
photo with the most noodle will win the prize. 

the compeflBBftyou are agreeing to be bound by the following terms and conditions: this 
I is open to all residents in the UK, except for employees of Rapide Publishing, their immediate 
anyone connected with the implementation of the promotion. No responsibility will be 
r entries lost or damaged in the post or insufficiently pre-stamped. Proof of posting will not be 
proof aidelivery. Entries become the absolute property of the promoter and will not be 
lereare no cash alternatives to this prize. The decision of the judges will be final and binding 
^dndence will be entered into. The closing date for receipt of entries is 1st October 1999 and 

will be sent their prize as soon as possible after this date. 
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CHEATS & TIPS FOR OYER 2000 GAMES 

IMCLUDIMG release dates, charts & news 

HI I'M m CHEATMASURr IE YOU'RE STUCK AMD FRUSTRATED THEM CALL ME. I'M THE WORLDS 
LEADIHG SUPERPOWER FOR CHEATS, HIHTS AHD TIPS. A SIMPLE CALL AHD YOU'VE GOT THE CHEATI 

GAMEBOY COLOR 

NINTENDO 64 
plus GOLDENEYE 1OT0BE WON 

PLAYSTATION 

Calls cost 60p a minute to this number 
Call the number above & play 'HUNT THE 

PRIZEMISTRESS' for your chance to VI/"# 
All entries must be received by the final closing date of 30th November 1999 

lliis service should only be used with the ogreement of the person responsible for poying the telephone bill. Calk cost 60p a 
minute and maximum call cost is 0.00. Ensure you ore calling from a touch tone phone. At least one of each prize will be 
awarded 14 days after the closing dote, however the number of prizes to be won will increase with the number of entries 

received, up to the moximum slated alongside the prizes. Entry into the competition means full acceptance of the rules and 
conditions. Send a SAE for full competition rules to Interactive Telcom Ltd, 8 Grants Walk, P125 5AA. 

South Park 
Space Dynamics 
Space Station: Silicon Valley 
Star Soldier 
Star Wars: Rogue Squadron 
Super Mario 
Super Robot Spirits 
Super Smash Brothers 
Superman 
1080 Snowboarding 
Tetrisphere 
Top Gear Overdrive 
Top Gear Rally 
Triple Play 2000 
Turok 1 
Turok 2 
Twisted Extreme Snowboarding 
Vigilante 8 
Virtual Chess 64 
Virtual Pool 64 
V-Rally '99 Edition 
Waialae Country Club 
War Gods 
Wave Race 
Wayne Gretzky's 3D Hockey 
Wayne Gretzky's 3D Hockey '98 
WCW Nitro 
WCW Vs NWO World Tour 
WCW Vs NWO Revenge 
Wetrix 
Wipeout 64 
World Cup '98 
World Driver Championship 
WWF Attitude 
WWF War Zone 
Yoshi's Story 
Zelda 

Mortal Kombat: Sub Zera 
Mortal Kambat: Trilogy 
Multi-Racing Championship 
Mystical Ninja: Starring Goemon 
Nagano Olympic Hockey 
Nagano Winter Olympics '98 
Nascar Racing '99 
NBA Courtside 
NBA Hangtime 
NBA Zone '98 
NFL Blitz 
NHL Breakaway 
NFL Quarterback '98 
NFL Quarterback Club '99 
NHL '99 
Nightmare Creatures 
Ocarina of Time: The Legend of Zelda 
Off-Road Challenge 
Penny Racers 
Perfect Striker 
Pilot Wings 
Pokemon Stadium 
Powerful World Soccer 3 
Puyo Puyo Sun 64 
Quake 64 
Quake 2 
Quest 64 
Star Wars: Racer 
Rakuga Kids 
Rampage Universal Taur 
Rampage World Tour 
Robotron 64 
Rush 2 Extreme Racing USA 
San Francisca Rush 
S.C.A.R.S. 4 
Shadaws of the Empire 
SimCity 2000 
Snowboard Kids 
Snowboard Kids 2 

A Bugs Life 
Aero Fighters Assault 
Aero Gauge 
Air Barcl^r 64 

S All-Star Baseball 2000 
\ All-Star Baseball '99 

Automobili Lamborghini 
Banjo Kazooie 
Battle Tanks 
Beetle Adventure Racing 
Bio Freaks 

I Corps 
Body Harvest 

I ^ Bomberman 64 
Bomberman Hero 

Buck Bumble 
Bust a Move 2 
Bust a Move '99 
California Speed 
Castlevania 

, X, Chameleon Twist 
Chameleon Twist 2 

\ Chopper Attack 
\ Cla)^ghter 64 
] Cruis'n the World 
1 Cruis'n USA 
I Dark Rift 

I Deadly Arts 
Diddy Kong Racing 
Doom 64 
Duel Heroes 
Duke Nukem 64 
Extreme G 1 
Extreme G 2 
FI Pole Position 
FI World Grand Prix 
FIFA 64 
FIFA '98 
FIFA '99 

Fighters Destiny 
Flying Dragon 
Forsc^en 
Fox Sports College Hoops 99 
F-Zero X 
Gauntlet Legends 
Gex 
Glaver 
Goemans Great Adventure 
Golden Eye 
Golden Nugget 64 
GT 64 Championship Edition 
Hexen 
Iggy's Reckin Balls 
International Super Soccer 
ISS '98 
Jeopardy 
World Soccer World Cup France '98 
J-League 1 1 Beat 97 
Ken Griffey Jnrs. Slugfest 
Killer Instinct Gold 
Knife Edge: Nose Gunner 
Kobe Bryant in NBA Courtside 
Lode Runner 3D 
Lylat Wars 
Mace: The Dark Ages 
Madden 64 
Madden NFL '99 
Magical Tetris Challenge 
Major League Baseball: Ken Griffey Jr 
Milo's Astro Lanes 
Mario Karts 
Mario Party 
Mario 64 
Micro Machines 
Mike Piazza's Strike Zone 
Mischief Makers 
Mission Impossible 
Mortal Kombat 4 

me SAVING fUNCTIONS FOR USF DURING YOUR CALL - PRESS Q TO RESTART SERVICE PRESS 0 TO MOVE BACK ONE STEP 

PERSONS AGED UNDER CALL THUS NUJNABER ONLY 

Calls fa the aho^G numbers cast a minute 

This service should only be used with the agreement of the person responsible for paying the bill. Colls to the number for persons aged under 16 years have o moximum cost of £3.00, the call will be terminated by forced 
release after 5 minutes. Calls to the number for persons oged 16 years ond over have no moximum cost and call time restrictions. Ensure you ore calling from a touch tone phone. Accuracy of the informotion is not guar- 
^ onteed. Please put comments or queries in writing to Interoctive Telcom Ltd., 8 Grants Wolk, PL25 5AA or call our customer service on 0845 0202011 (local call rate applies). 
^ CUSTOMER SERVICES 084S 02020 1 1 

IT'S FUN TO ENTER & THERE'S A 
GENUINE CHANCE TO M/MTMMSW 

Select the GAMES you require CHEATS & 
TIPS for from our new INTERACTIVE FAX 

BACK selection menus 
OR *■ 

Select our informotive NEWSLETTER that 
is pneked^^ith CHEATS,^JPS, REVIEWS, 

CHARTS, RELEASE MES and 
COMPETITIONS 

To order FAX CHFATS & TIPS, lift the handset 

on your fax machine, dial the number below 

and follow the simple instructions. 

FAX-BACK SERVICE _ ^ 

CHEATMISTRESS 
PRESENTS THE 

ULTIMATE 
WALKTHROUGH 

TO THE ULTIMATE 
% GAME 

09062 995020 09066 098151 
Calls cost 60p a minute to this number 

Callers to this fax back service must be 16 or over as a long call may be involved 
a minute to this number 
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CHART 
The Star Wars games are still 
doing the business, with F1 
World Grand Prix II and Quake 
II also flying off the shelves as 
expected. 
Micro Machines and Mario 
Party are proving that they are 
still the ideal rental games... 
Now that we've seen more of 
Rayman 2 we definitely can't 
wait to get our hands on a 
finished version of the game... 

rOP 10 CHART 
JUl AUG GAME PUBLISHER DEVELOPER SCORE 

1 1 STAR WARS: lAGER NINTENDO LOCASARTS OSo/o 
- 2 FI WORLD GRAND PRIX 2 NINTENDO PARADIGM 92% 
2 3 ROGDESQDADRON NINTENDO LOCASARTS 92% 
- 4 DRAKE II ACTIVISION RASTER 93% 
5 5 FIFA’09 EA EA 94% 
6 B SOOTH PARK ACCLAIM ACCLAIM 09% 
1 7 THE LEGEND OF ZELDA NINTENDO NINTENDO 95% 
- 8 MARIO PARTY NINTENDO NINTENDO 92% 
9 9 MICRO MACHINES 04 TORDO CODEMASTERS CODEMASTERS 91% 
- 10 GOLDENEYE NINTENDO RARE 95% 

TOP 10 IQIAI 
rmsBii lU HG4 MOST WAHnO 

JUL AUG GAME PURLISHER DEVELOPER SCORE JUL AUG GAME PURLISHER DEVELOPER 
. 1 nMunuiMi NINTENDO PARADIGM 82% 1 1 imuii URISOFT URISOFT 

1 2 STAR WARS: RACER NINTENDO LOCASARTS 85% 2 2 PERFECT DARK NINTENDO RARE 

2 3 ROGUE SQUAORON NINTENDO LOCASARTS 82% 3 3 DONKEY KONG COUNTRY NINTENDO RARE 

4 4 THE LEGENOOEZELRA NINTENDO NINTENDO 85% 4 4 ZELDA: GAIDEN NINTENDO NINTENDO 

5 5 SOUTH PARK ACCLAIM ACCLAIM 88% 5 5 JET FORCE GEMINI NINTENDO RARE 

6 6 TUR0K2 ACCLAIM ACCLAIM 82% 6 6 WWFWRESTLEMANIA2Q00 THO ASMIK 

1 ? MICRO MACHINES 64 TURRO CODEMASTERS CODEMASTERS 81% 1 7 RANJO-TOOIE NINTENDO RARE 

- 8 MARIO PARTY NINTENDO NINTENDO 82% 8 8 ISS2000 KONAMI KONAMI 

3 9 fIFATR EA EA 84 9 9 ROADSTERS TROPHY TITUS TITUS 

10 10 WCWVS NWO REVENGE THO ASMIK 81% 10 ID [ridge RACER: REVOIVER NINTENDO NAMCO 

nUAi 
(cxm : X HB4 MOST PLAYI ETRO CHART ^ ago 
JUL AUG GAME PUDLISHER DEVELOPER 1888 1888 GAME PURLISHER DEVELOPER SCORE 1 

1 n aiMiiAi ACCLAIM ACCLAIM 83% 1 ■ ■Mi mi— NINTENDO RARE 83% 

2 2 WORLD DRIVER CHAMP. MIDWAY ROSS 83% 2 WWFWARZONE ACCLAIM ACCLAIM 81% 

3 3 QUAKE II ACTIVISION ACTIVISION 83% 3 - ISS 88 KONAMI KONAMI 83% 

. 4 CDMMANDB CONQUER 64 EA WESTWOOD 88% 4 - GOLDENEYE NINTENDO RARE 85% 

. 5 TONIC TROURLE URISOFT URISOFT 88% 5 - NRACOURTSIDE NINTENDO LEFTFIELD 84% 

6 6 WWFAniTUDE ACCLAIM ACCLAIM 81% 6 - FORSAKEN ACCLAIM ACCLAIM 81% 

. 7 POKEMONSNAP NINTENDO NINTENDO 86% 7 WORLD CUP’RR EA EA 8G% 

8 a F-IWORID GRAND PRIX ii NINTENDO PARADIGM 82% 8 - CRUISIN’WORLD MIDWAY MIDWAY 78% 

9 9 ROGRATS: SCAVENGER HUNT THQ THQ 58% 9 - GTG4 INFOGRAMES INFOGRAMES 75% 

4 ID MARIO GOLF NINTENDO NINTENDO 81% ID • ALL-STAR 8ASERALL ’88 ACCLAIM ACCLAIM S2% 

ISSUE 31 



Our release schedule is brought to you by Department 1, and while It Is the most accurate list you will find anywhere, bear In mind that In the 
games Industry release dates often change with the wind...Whatever you are looking for, give Department 1 a ring on (0171) 916 8440. 

4X4 Mud Monsters 
Carmageddon 64 
Command & Conquer 
Duke Nukem: Zero Hour 
Duke Nukem: Zero Hour 
Gex 3: Deep Cover Gecko 
Harrier 2001 
In-Fishermans Bass-Hunter 
Monster Truck Madness 
New Tetris 
NFL Blitz 2000 
NFL Quarterback Club 2000 
R/C Revolt 
R/C Revolt 
Shadow Man 
Shadow Man 
Tonic Trouble 

Army Men: Sarge*s Heroes 
Gauntlet Legends 
Hybrid Heaven 
Jet Force Gemini 
Lego Racers 
Ogre Battle 3 
Paperboy 64 

/man 2 

& WIN A GAME! 
Its time to get your voice heard 
in the pr^atest N64 magazine! 

Send us a list of the five games 
you play most regularly, and the 
five upcoming games you are 
most looking forward to, and 
we'll print charts every month. 
Oh yeah, and one of you every 
month will be picked out of a 
hat, winning a stonking new 
game in the process! 
Cut out this form and send it to 
the address printed on it! 

Road Rash 64 
Roadsters Trophy 
Starcraft 
Shadow Man 
Shadow Man 
Tonic Trouble 
WWF Attitude 

Army Men: Sarge's Heroes UK 20-10-99 
Bassmaster 2000 USA 16-11-99 
Biohazard 2 JAP TBA 
Daikatana UK 77-11-99 
Destruction Derby UK 77-11-99 

77-08-99 Donkey Kong 64 UK 77-12-99 

77-08-99 Duck Dodgers UK 77-12-99 

77-08-99 Eternal Darkness UK TBA 

18-08-99 Excitebike 64 UK TBA 
18-08-99 Jungle Emporer Leo UK 7?-??-b6 
25-08-99 Mario Golf UK 77-10-99 

77-08-99 Mario RPG UK 77-??-06 

77-08-99 Monopoly 64 USA 19-11-00 , 

77-08-99 Nuclear Strike UK TBA 

02-08-99 Perfect Dark UK 77-12-99 

25-08-99 Pocket Monster Pikachu USA TBA 

14-08-99 Pokemon Snap UK TBA 

77-08-99 Ridge Racer: Revolver UK 77-11-99 

77-08-99 Riga UK TBA 

20-08-99 Road Rash 64 UK TBA 

27-08-99 Shadowgate Rising UK 77-11-99 

77-08-99 Tonic Trouble UK TBA 

Top Gear Rally 2 UK 77-10-99 

Top Gear Hyper Bike UK 77-11-99 1 

Turok: Rage Wars UK 77-12-99 

77-09-99 Turok 3 USA 77-11-99 

22-09-99 Twelve Tales: Conkers Quest UK TBA 

22-09-99 Twelve Tales: Conkers Quest USA i TBA 

27-09-99 WCW Mayhem USA TBA 

14-09-99 Win Back USA TBA 

77-09-99 WWF Wrestlemania 2000 UK 77-11-99 

15-09-99 Xena UK 77-11-95 I 

20-09-99 Zelda: Gaiden UK 77-77-00 

o O 
o O 
Q Q 
O O 
O Q 

Name: 

Address: 

Postcode: 
Send your entries to: 
Chart Attack, Total N64, Rapide Publishing, 
1 Roman Court, 48 New North Road, Exeter, EX4 4EP. 

o ISSUE 31 min 
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On the back of our exclusive Shadow Man feature 
last issue, Mike Le Roi returns and we give you our 
invaluable opinions and tell you if it really lives up to 
the hype.The dead side is no place to be without 
some helpful advisory prose - once again we 
oblige. Enter the shadows with TN64. 



Just as we thought it was safe to buy body oil for our 
own personal use. Acclaim put out another wrestling 
game and make us all look like hard-core fans. Get 
ready to rumble with the latest wrestle-fest. 

► 

COMMAND 0 CONQUER (m TONIC TROUDLE ^ 
...commanded armies, 
conquered worlds! Tosh! C&C 
64 is the best console version 
ever! And we can prove it! 

^ , Just the Tonic we needed. Ubisoft get legless - and 
[ armless - with us as we take their latest platform 
\ romp for a jump In the middle of the office - ooer! 

© Superman 
In-Fisherman Bass Hunter 64 © © 

OugralRcavenger Hunt © Pnkemnn Snap 

Marin Gnif 

The New Tetris 

ISSUE 31 
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At last, we have a new breed 
of hero on the I\I64, and I'm 
not talking about Howard 
The Duck, either. 

m 
I: ■ 

O "Looks like there's a bit of nasty 
weather approaching...where's 
my mac and wellies?' 

here have been 

many attempts over 

the years to redefine 
I the idea of a 
superhero, with 

many believing that the 

pyjama-laden pretty boys of 

days gone by are Just not the 

sort of folk late 20th Century 
people want to believe in. Sam 
Raimi's Darkman had a stab at 
a more sinister, darker hero, 

and the Spawn and certain 

Batman comics also succeeded 

to an extent. Acclaim Comics' 

Shadow Man character. 

however, is an altogether 

different rusty kettle of man- 

eating fish. A former hitman 

with his family's blood on hi* 
hands and an unholy 
relationship with a voodoo 

pmBiun(t 
Shadow Man’s sainmdiat 
uttconyentional control takes 
some getting used to, but it 
soon feels like second nature. 



There are a gruesome bunch of 
baddies throughout the game who 
are itching for the chance to turn 
Shadow Man into some kind of 
minced meat. 

"Crumbs, you're a bit big 
aren't you? I was just 
looking for the Post Office. 
Could you... no? Oh, you 
want to crush me. 
Dagnammit." 
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YOU’VE BE N V OUTED 
Like Stable-mate Turok, Shadow Man 
has a rather cool selection of weaponry 
stuffed down his jeans... 

What II It be, punk? 
Hot lead from the Uzi 
9mm...or hot lead 
from the semi¬ 
automatic rifle?" 



The game's theme has a 
sinister voodoo 
undercurrent 
throughout. Without 
this dark power, 
however. Shadow Man 
would not be able to 
save us all from the 
darkness 
that is coming... 

®"Whoah! Just look at the gooovy 
lights, maaannn..." 

Agnetta is definately one 
of those chirpy optimistic 
people whose constant 

happiness really gets on 
your nerves! 

priestess, he's not exactly 

Roger Ramjet, but he is the 

only person that can save us 

all. You just wouldn't have him 

round to tea to thank him... 

Crucially, Shadow Man's 

transformation from graphic (and 

then some) novel anti-hero to N64 

protagonist has been a smooth 

one, with none of the expected 

dumbing down in attendance. 

Shadow Man swears like a one- 

armed man hanging off a cliff, 

and starts the game in bed with, 

you knoyv, a lady. Shadow Man, 

then, is the first N64 game with a 

distinctly 'adult' content, taking a 

gritty and subtle approach rather 

than the outrageous over-the-top 

blood and splatter of, say, Turok 2. 

mmin^ 
ne gsine worlil is huge, ani 
it will take you a minimum 
of sixty ang an average of 
eiglity hours to complete. 

The first thing you notice is 

how beautiful the game looks. 

Acclaim Studios Teesside have 

developed something called the 

VISTA engine, which eliminates 

the N64's tendency towards 

needing fogging or pop-up to 

hide its short draw distance. The 

result is a landscape that stretches 

for miles, and a stunning 

landscape it is too. Add one 

Expansion Pak to the mix and you 

have the best-looking N64 game 

to date, with hi-res graphics, 

stunning effects and all kinds of 

quite nasty looking jiggery-pokery. 

It's hard to go into too much 

depth about the game here - 
anyone who read last month's 

Total N64 will already know just 

about all there Is to know about 

the game - and now that we've 
had a chance to complete it, we 
don't want to give anything 
away, as the game is full of nasty 
plot twists and shocking surprises. 

The gameplay is intuitive and, 

more importantly, innovative, 

giving you a huge amount of 

control over Shadow Man's 

actions without it ever getting 

complicated. He can do anything 

Lara or Mario can and more (of 

course, he also has the 

advantage of not being a dumb 

chick or a fat dwarf). 

The only criticism I have with 

the game is that it is occasionally 

too easy to get hopelessly lost 

with absolutely no idea of what 

to do next, but this is an 

unfortunate downside to any 

game as big as Shadow Man. 

Shadow Man is not Ze/da. Not 

quite. It's better than Castlevania 

and Tomb Raider, which is not to 

be taken lightly, and it offers 

something highly entertaining and 

relatively unique to the N64 

gamesplayer. Its chilling 

atmosphere and morbid tension 

will keep you thoroughly addicted, 

and you won't be seeing the end 

of the game for quite some time. If 

you don't buy it, you'll probably 

feel quite violated. 

I RATED BY: JON Torn N64 

^PLAYED SUTEDll^ 
One of the best games of the year, 
and one that proves that Nintendo are 

I serious about their adult image. 

ACID TEST 
Huge challenge. 
Stunning graphics. 

Enemy Al. 
You'll come away disturbed! 



The game features over an hour 
of brilliantly directed real-time 
cut-scenes, with full voice acting 
throughout. 

®The cut-scenes really do bring the N64 to 
a new level, both in terms of graphical 
power, and movie-style drama. 

ISSUE 31 

Jack T. Ripper, with 
the ultimate in 
walrus moustache 
face accessories! 

Err...hey. Shads, that 
looks suspiciously like 
a great big pair of 
fangs behind you! 

OH 
Mike Le Roi's quest takes him to all kinds of places you 
wouldn't really want to go to for a summer iloliday.:. 

The stronger 
Shadow Man 
becomes, the more 
he glows with power! 

"Here poochy!" 
Shadow Man 
stumbles across a 
pack of hungry 
Dobermans. Which 
is not good really. 

►) MOVIE MADNESS 
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►) SWEATY SUPERSTARS 

US, Acclaim have decided they're 

going to go out on a high note. 

WWF Attitude is, for all 

intents and purposes, an 

updated version of last year's 

smash hit, WWF Warzone. 

They've taken on board 

comments and suggestions 

made by fans of the previous 

game, and they've done their 

best to ensure that it's been 
improved upon. 

pimBiimit 
Pulling off moves caB be 
quite trioky to lean, tot 
ooce you’ve mastered them 

All of the WWF's top names are 
available as playable characters. 
Here are some of those that have 
made themselves household 
names across the world. 

PUBLISHER 
ACCLAIM 

DEVELRPER 
ACCLAIM 

PRICE 
E49.9S 

RELEASEB 
17THSEPT 

SAVE GAME 
MEMURYPAK 

RUMBLE PAR m 

AnTHDE 
Shall we kick that shiz-Biit doggee 
style? Lay the sRnack dowRi? 
niah, we'll drlBik caRis of whup- 
ass, and play WWF Attitude. 

This is the boy 'Stone Cold', of 
course. He waxes his chest, but 
you'd still go to quite some lengths 
to make sure you didn't spill his 
can of 'whup ass'. 

hether you like 

the WWF or 

you hate it 

the world's 

most 

successful wrestling 

promotion is here to stay. In 

America, the sport of 

professional wrestling is 

bigger than baseball or 

American football, and stars 
like 'Stone Cold' Steve Austin 
and The Rock are household 

names across the States. 

Acclaim have been 

developing games based on the 
lucrative WWF franchise since 
before the dawn of time, but, as 

they say, all good things must 

come to an end. Yup, this is the 

last WWF game to be developed 

by Acclaim, as THQ have now 

secured the licence. Luckily for 

ISSUE 31 



create-a-player mode is so versatile 
^ that you can create a lookalike of just 

about anyone. Here are perfect likenesses 
■' of the Total N64 team in their work attire, all 

of which (apart from Lee) were created with 
the "male, pasty, skinny" template! 
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>) MAD MATCH-UPS 
There are loads of different 
types of matches available in 
WWF Attitude, ail of which 
lengthen the game's lifespan 
considerably. 

®Cage matches add a whole new 
element of danger and require 
completely different tactics 
from the player. 

Owen Hart wants to 
know if Billy Gunn wants 
to help him wash the 
second-floor windows of 
his house. 

The graphics are much 

improved on last year's offering 

and (the result of much hard 

work by the guys at Acclaim 

Texas) feature the most realistic 

looking and the most smoothly 

animated characters in any N64 

game. If you are a fan of the 

WWF, you'll note that every 

detail on the wrestlers is 

accounted for; all tattoos, 

prominent scars and missing 

teeth are present and correct 

(maybe not the missing teeth...). 

It WWf Attitude were a 
town, it would be 
Optiensville. There is oo 
chance that you’ll be getting 
bored any time soon. 

Turok 2's much ballyhooed 

sound compression techniques 

have been ported over and filled 

up with most of the catchphrase- 

happy WWF soundbites, so If you 

want to warn your opponent that 

you're soon to be "laying the 

smack down on his monkey ass", 

all it takes is a quick button press. 

Of course, all the wrestlers also 

have note-perfect renditions of 

their entrance theme music. You 

can tell It's note-perfect because 

it's as godawful as is it on the TV! 

The game plays in a very similar 

way to Warzone, eschewing the 

grappling system used in WCWvs. 
A/1/1/0 Revenge and instead 

utilising a Street Fighter style 

combo system where a series of 
button presses executes a move 

depending on your position and 

that of your opponent. 

There are around forty 

characters (plus quite a few that 

are secret) to get to grips with, 

hundreds of moves, more game 
modes than Hulk Hogan could 

shake his moustache at, and the 

superb create-a-player feature Is 

back! All in all, it won't fail to 

delight anyone who delights in 

the ring-based sports pantomime. 

The consensus of opinion, and 

indeed mine, is that the WWF 
Attitude engine is still not quite 

as good as THQ's wrestling 

engine, last showcased in WCW vs 
NWO Revenge and soon to be 

featured in WWF Wrestlemania 
2000, but this is largely irrelevant 

as they are pretty different in 

terms of gameplay. WWF 
Attitude is, and will remain, the 

greatest looking and sounding 

wrestling game you can buy for 

the N64. It perfectly recreates all 

of the aspects of the WWF which 

have made it so monstrously 

popular-the high-octane 

violence, the over-the-top 

characters and the in-ring 

theatrics - and It's loads of fun. 

It's the kind of game where you 

can spend all evening having a 

laugh as you bash the stuffing 

out of your mates, and, best of 

all, you get to live the flamboyant 

lifestyle of a top wrestler without 

having to lay down with men. 

I RATED BY: JON TOTAL N64 

Great grappling fun and a superb 
multiplayer rumble. 

ACID TEST 
GThe accurate and detailed 

presentation values. 

You need three mates to get the 
most out of it. 

91% 
ISSUE 31 
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The wrestlers' entrance routines have had a 
lot of effort put into them and are a very 
impressive precursor to the matches. 

Al Snow is a TN64 office favourite - he 
carries a mannequin's bonce around, and 
constantly talks about his love of "head"! 

D-Lo Brown is one of the 
WWF's coolest stars, and 
he has a cool intro tool 

The game is a tribute to 
late wrestler Owen Hart 
who tragically died in 
May of this year. 

Like any professional 
businessman, Kane 
makes sure he brings 
his briefcase to work 
every day! 



Tonic Trouble contains some 
of the most colourful 
characters on the N64. Most 
of them will stop at nothing 
to try and eat/squash/ 
electrocute/burn Ed, but 
fortunately he has got some 
assistance from friends such 
as the Doc, his daughter Suzy, 
and a large flying mammoth. 

5o then youn^ man, \ 

want to ^et the carf 
from Gro^h I 6ee? 

Watch out, A^ent Ed, the 
Doc'e toasters have ^one 
crazy. Their toaete are 

Xyz is the leader of the Resistance on 
Earth against Grogh. Unfortunately he 
never mutters the immortal line "I 
wheel zay zeese only wunce". 

Are you dure you realy 
want to find that can, 
du^arpie? 

Suzy, the obligatory love 
interest. Ed likes her because 
she's smart. Suzy likes Ed 
because he's purple, hard, and 
well over three feet long. 

The French have given us many 
things; the beret, blockades at 
ferry ports, an irritating GCSE, 
and now platform games. □ biSoft are gearing 

up to release the 

French-developed 

Rayman U in the 

very near future - 

already being hailed as a 

platform classic - and to keep 

us on our toes until then, they 

are unleashing Tonic Trouble. 

But with all the anticipation 

for Rayman, how can any 

platformer hope to convince 

the salivating public to part 

with their cash? In the case of 

Tonic Trouble, it's relying on a 

strong public health message 

warning of the dangers of 

alcohol. Most people know 

that alcohol can lead to 

cirrhosis of the liver, cancer of 

the colon and incredibly bad 

taste in women, but few 

realised that it can also lead to 

megalomaniac Vikings running 

amok creating genetically 

modified vegetables. Yet this 

is the story behind Tonic 

Trouble. Only Ed, a character 

who looks like a purple chip, 
can save Earth from Grogh the 

Viking and his army of 

tomatoes, sharks, frogs, and... 

erm, toasters (don't ask). The 

fact that space-travelling Ed 

also happened to be the 
reason that Earth is in danger 

in the first place is of no 
consequence. His discarded can 

of lager fell to Earth and gave 

Grogh evil powers, and now 

he must travel around some of 

the most dangerous places on 

the planet to find the Viking 

villain and reclaim his can of 

beer. On his journeys, Ed 

encounters a bunch of the 

wackiest creatures you'll find 

this side of Chernobyl. Flying 

mammoths, carnivorous 

carrots and man-eating 

mushrooms all pop up in this 

world. Ed's only help along the 

way are a doctor and his 

daughter, who give our purple 

friend weapons, and the 
leader of the Resistance, Xyz, 

who appears throughout the 

game to give you handy tips. 

Bsmies ® 
n looks great, aim the 
aaiaiatiea eo the characters, 
ie particelar ftf, is faetastie. 
Cheek eet the expressiees 
ecu’s face as he races 
areeod the differect levels. 

The game plays very much in 

the same vein as last year's 

Starshot but thankfully without 
the major flaws which scuppered 

that game. It also avoids repetition 
by dotting the game with nice 

little variations on gameplay, such 

as the opening level when you're 

skiing down a snowy slope, and 

another when you have to glide 

across a landscape. 



Tonic Trouble is enormously 

playable, not least because you 

are always interested to see what 

kind of creature those twisted 

French minds concocted next. 

The only real fly In the ointment 

(or should that be tonic?) is that 

the camera angles can be very 

irritating at times, resulting in 

the feeling that you don't know 

quite where you are or which 

way you're facing. That small 

quibble aside, this is the perfect 

release to lay the groundwork for 

Rayman II. The problem then, of 

course, will be whether or not 

Tonic Trouble will only ever be 

seen as Rayman's poor relation. 

Only time will tell. In the 

meantime, 77 Is the perfect tonic. 

And remember, alcohol can lead 

to inflated sense of self worth 

and mutated vegetables. 

TOTAL N64 I RATED BY: NEIL 

The beer lands on earth, mutating 
everything that consumes it, 
including Grogh the Viking, who 
proceeds to rape and pillage. Now 
Ed must mend the damage. 

01:55.00 
00:54.03 

Top notch platform action. 
Loads of wonderful characters. 

ISSUE 31 

Superb platformer with a bizarre 
French twist. Supertonic! 

O Camera angles. 
Er... 

Inside the ship's storeroom, Ed is doing a 
spot of spring cleaning. All the cleaning 
makes him thirsty, and so he necks a can 
of lager. Disorientated by the alcohol, Ed 
drops the can out of the ship. 

Sliding down icy slopes 
at high speed may seem 
difficult, but imagine 
doing it if you were a 
purple chip. Respect is 
due to Ed. 

►T^RCH FOR TRE ROLY ALE 
The explanation behind Earth's transformation from a quiet, 
peace-loving planet (ahem) to a warzone is played out in a great 
bit of animation when you start a game. It begins with Ed's 
spacecraft, the Mothership Albatross, gliding through the galaxy. 

V 
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PUBLISHER DEVELOPER 1 PRICE RELEASED 1 PLAYERS 1 VERSION 
NINTENDO HINTEHDO/HAL 1 APPROX. E50 OUT NOW Iff Intsc 

n 
1 mm 

Dr. Oak is your guide to the world 
of Pokemon. He's also clearly mad! 

►) MONSTER ISLAND 
Different kinds of Pokemon 
inhabit ail kinds of different 
environmental climates. Here are 
some of ^ose that you will 
explore in the game. 

What a stupid idea - a 
PokesnoHi photography 

siNnuiation? I ask you, what 
is the worid cooning to? 

The riverbanks are covered 
' in lush foliage which the 

monsters hide behind - 
and you also have to be 
aware that something may 
be under the water! 

yrs, A relatively open area where 
J it is easy to see various 

monsters at play. 

VOLCANO If 

f anyone can make a 

brilliant game from 

the most ridiculous 

idea, it's Nintendo; 

you only have to 

look at Mario Golf and Mario 

Party to see what I mean. 

That's why Nintendo have 

always been, and will always 

be, the innovators of the 

videogame industry; they're 
not afraid to explore risky 

new directions and attempt to 

capture niche markets. Mario 

Party, for example, has 
created a whole new genre, 
with THQ and Acclaim 
jumping on the electronic 
board game bandwagon with 

new Rugrats and South Park 

titles respectively. 

Pokemon Snap is yet another 

such title, and it's probably the 

first in a long line of 

photography simulators. The 

game provides a simple solution 

to a difficult-sounding problem: 

How do you make a game with 

the fast action and quick reflexes 

of a shoot-'em-up, but make it 

completely non-violent? 

like most fUateoBo games, it 
is easy to get iota and plays 
like a dream ■ It sham why 
Hintendo are still top! 

For all Intents and purposes, 

Pokemon Snap is an on-the-rails 

shooter, with heavy weaponry 

replaced by a camera and film. 

On safari on Pokemon Island, it's 

ISSUE 31 
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The reason for this silly expedition is that you have to fill up 
the Pokemon Report with pictures of every species. It also 
allows you to store your best pictures for later reference! 

®Now I don't believe you 
wanted to do that! 

® 6494! What a score! Getting the 
Pokemon to fight amongst themselves 
is always a bonus! 

your job to photograph and 

catalogue all of the monsters. 

Travelling in an indestructible 

environmental pod, you get to 

see all kinds of Pokemon at work, 

rest and play. At the end of the 

level, you choose your favourite 

half-dozen photographs, and Dr. 

Oak will rate them depending on 

composition, action and other 

attributes. Unfortunately, many 

of the Pokemon are hidden or 

shy, and as you progress, you 

attain certain items such as the 

"apple-shaped Pokemon food" 

(err... not 'an apple' then) and a 

flute, which can be used to get 

different reactions from the 

monsters. Throw an apple at 

Pikachu, for example, and he'll 

perform a back-flip of joy (but be 

careful not to hit him with it and 

knock him out), while knocking a 

charmeleon into a lava pit will 

start his transformation into a 

massive fire-breathing dragon! It's 

this interaction with the 

environment around you and the 

effort that you need to put into 

finding Pokemon in hiding that 

makes Pokemon Snap so great. 

The graphics and sound aren't 

going to be winning any awards, 

but if you love Pokemon, you'll 

love this, as will anyone who just 

loves great games. 

TOTAL 1164 I RATED BY: JON 

ll'PlAYEI&RAnDll' 

AGIO TEST 

1 No multiplayer. 
1 It's not the greatest looking game. 
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Another slice of innovative and 
thoroughly playable fun from Nintendo. 

ax 

Even the monsters 
* are polite enough 
to say 'cheese' for 
you when you 
point the camera in 
their direction! 

MA6H^ 

Course Volcano 
Photo by TON 
Score 6490 

KAKUNA 

PH«t* 
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What do you do when you're a 
short, fat, Italian plumber on a 
break from saving princesses 
from evil megalomaniacs? Of your name's 

Mario, then 

apparently you 

pick up your clubs, 

pack your balls, 

and tuck your socks into your 

ridiculous chequered 

trousers (probably). Yes, as if 

roaring around race tracks 

in motorcarts isn't enough 

of a hobby to take your 

mind off the damsel in 

distress, that old adrenaline 

junkie Mario has turned his 

gloved hands to golf. 

Golf games have always been 

something of a poor relation to 

other sports sims such as soccer, 

ice hockey and basketball, and 

the clever people at Nintendo 

probably figured that if anything 

(or anyone) is going to make the 

public buy a golf game, it's 

going to be that franchise- 

friendly fella, Mario. 

The Japanese version of 

Mario Golf has been available 

for a short time, but because it 
was written in their language, 

it was totally inaccessible. 
Nevertheless, it was recognised 

as an entertaining and 

colourful romp. 
Now that the options can be 

deciphered, it's clear that there is 

much more to this game than 

just the straightforward 

tournament. While the main 

tournament in one player is for 

golf fans only, a number of other 

variations make a one-player 

game much more colourful. If 

you are going to be a challenger 

for the tournament then you 

must know how to putt, chip 

and drive, and if you want to 

polish up your skills then you can 

use the training facility. When 

you think you're good enough, 

you can build up your collection 

of Marioland characters by 

beating them on the green. 

Alternatively, you could play a 

round of speed golf if you find 

the sport to be a mind-numbing 

experience at its normal pace, or 

you can always knock your ball 

around a crazy golf course. 

Disappointingly, the crazy golf 

courses omit any crazy element 

whatsoever - where are the 

windmills and the tunnels? 

pimBiimiE 
It looks greot, and it really 
comes alive lo main player 
made, but Maria Boll Is just 
another golf game, ao 
matter haw souped ap it is. 

Anyway, it's in the multi¬ 

player option that Mario Golf 

really excels; teeing off against 

your friends is far more 

entertaining - especially when 

ISSUE 31 
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® Luigi hopes to hit 
the ball a fair way 

Mario tees off... With - 
• a waistline like that he 

could be mistaken for 
US golfer, John Daley 

Plum... a girl on a golf 
course! Only in 
Marioland could this 
be allowed! 

Golf appears to be a popular way to relax in 
Marioland, as all the regular characters from the 
series pop up. So, if you want to check out what 
Donkey Kong's swing is like, or fancy playing a 
round with Peach, then now's your chance. Each 
character also has his/her own skills on the course. 

® Peach has never been 
a caddie, so why did 
Mario keep saying that 
she gave him woods? 

I Baby Mario and Yoshi... 
* Again, you can guarantee 
they wouldn't be granted 
membership if this was on 
our planet. - 

S =-3 
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'■S «I i 
^ ro <0 1 
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one of you is prone to finding 

.sis D) O 

g||f 
> ift 3 ^ O 

3 X 

^ P 
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O Mario and Luigi find their ball, but 
they appear to have left their irons 
back at the clubhouse. 

►)F0RE! 
the lakes and bunkers. 

Overall, Mario Go//looks great 

and is a fun addition to the Mario 

franchise, although it suffers from 

the inevitable restrictions of a 

golf sim. However, if you really 

want to enjoy this game, don't 

play it alone. 

TOTM N64 i RATED BY: NEIL 

l4'PlAYID&RATEDl4' rA good golf game, if that's your cup of 
tee, with lots of sub-games. 

ACID TEST 
i The multiplayer mode can be 
* highly entertaining. 

i Don't attempt the yawnsome 
^ one-player tournament. 

81% 
contain their mirth as 
Donkey Kong struggles 
in the bunker! 

They can't help but 
®Baby Mario must play a 290 yard 

shot onto the green while going 
through the three rings and avoiding 

“ ; the lake. I bet his diaper's full! 

ISSUE 31 
•OM 

If you want to attempt a par hole 
whilst knocking your ball through 
a giant ring, then you've come to 
the right place. Or maybe you'd 
like to see who can complete the 
18 holes In the quickest time? 

Sun, sand, and... err... 
seven irons. This is 
golf, Marioland-style. 



PUBLISHER 1 DEVELOPER PRICE 
NINTENDO/THE 1 WESTWOOD E5D.I 

► SPEC OPS 
Another game option is the 
ability to play Spec Ops missions 
concentrating on a Chip Hazard- 
style nutter commando and a 
smaller forCe. Only veteran 
strategists need apply. 

p-'.'Efi PIMT $7M 

(HIIIU niiiiK 

Sim City with real-time 
strategy combat and big 
guns? Command & Conquer 
makes its 64-Bit debut! 

©Occasionally, your commando will 
scream out a ridiculously OTT 
military quip! 

've conquered worlds" 

- the comment made 

by the scary-eyed Irish 

lad from the 

PlayStation advert. 

The game he is referring to is 

Command & Conquer, a three- 

year-old real-time strategy 

game that popularised the 

genre and did big business on 

Sony's machine. 

As part of Nintendo's drive to 

give their console a more mature 

look, they've pushed to get 

Command & Conquer on the 

machine - but why would N64 

owners want to get their hands 

on such an old PlayStation title? 

For a start, it's been given a 

major graphical overhaul. Gone 

is the 2D look of the past, to be 

replaced with a beautiful 3D 

landscape and highly detailed 

military units. The weapons 
effects are also cool, and it even 
supports a hi-res option utilising 
the Expansion Pak. 

You start by choosing whether 

you want to play as the good 

guys (the GDI) or the baddies 

(the Brotherhood of NOD). The 

next thing you need to do is find 

a strategic location for your base, 

preferably near an area rich in 

Tiberium ore, which needs to be 

mined in order to build up 

resources. Your base is then 

enhanced by the additions of 

power plants, Tiberium 

refineries, airstrips and barracks, 

and you then need to defend this 

while building up a huge army of 

tanks, helicopters and infantry. 

If you’ve never playeil a 
game like this before, it may 
take a while to get into, bet 
it’s all geite simple eoeeyeu 
get the bang of it. 

Once your army is ready, you 
need to split them into units and 

use them to perform certain 

tasks, and this is where most of 

the strategy comes in. For 

example, your tanks are 

susceptible from enemy bazooka 

ISSUE 31 
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ACIDTEM 

I No multiplayer mode. 
' You may have seen it all before. 

►)BAmE OF THE PLANETS 
You get to choose 
whether you are 

‘ going to play the role 
of the GDI or the 

^ Brotherhood of NOD. 
■ The GDI are the protectors 
of innocent people, but 

NOD love to indulge in a 
spot of ethnic cleansing, which 

adds a bit of a worrying moral dilemma... 

:= -K 
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® You're treated to a cut scene like 
this after you complete each 
mission. It's the same cut scene 
every time though...- 

O Loads of depth. 
Rock hard. 

I RATED BY: JON 

OYou must always make sure you 
protect your base, no matter 
what...rebuilding is an expensive 
and time-consuming process. 

attacks, so you should assign a 

unit of grenadiers to protect 

them. Defending your base 

while running a distraction by 

torching a village and then 

sneaking some saboteurs into 

your enemy's base gives you an 

amazing feeling of achievement 

and smugness. 

All in all, if you haven't 

played it all before on another 

format. Command & Conquer 64 

is a brilliant title. It's a shame 

that a multiplayer option is 

unavailable, but even without it, 

this is a highly addictive and 

different N64 game that'll keep 

you engrossed for ages. 

This is Seth. He claims to be 
working under the 
Brotherhood's leader, Cain, 
to bring peace to the world 
A nasty bit of work indeed. 

OThe skirmishes are highly detailed 
and often very amusing too, it's 
more comical than violent... 

ISSUE 31 
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►) OPEN SESAME 
Without sounding too 
despondent, the opening 
sequence of Tetris proved rather 
a disappointment. With the game 
itself offering very little in the 
excitement department, we 
thought the intro sequence could 
muster some energy with blocks 
crashing everywhere and 
everything concluding in a 
colourful dusty haze! Sadly, this 
doesn't happen at all. 

The complexity of the graphics 
engine driving this cut-scene is on 
the edge of what technology can 
achieve right now. Oh..."Coxy! 
You put the wrong shot In!". 

fTHE NEW^ 
Maas? 

The opening title screen of The 
New Tetris. As one can see, it is 
a lovely amalgam of browns and 
blues, making for a pleasant, 
eye-soothing event. 

imis 
"Have any of you heard of Tetris? 
We can only assume this is a new 
puzzle game to hit the videogame 
world. Oh, and it's awesome!" 

hat little line was 

plucked from an old 

review of the 

original Tetris in a 

magazine from way 

back. It says Tetris was 

"awesome", and who are we 

to argue? It was the game that 

launched a thousand puzzlers, 

and has become, arguably, one 

of the most infamous titles in 

videogame history. 

These notorious titles aren't 

common in this day and age, with 

the industry forfeiting innovation 
for financial saturation. We have 

become drones in the perpetual 
software conveyor belt that 
encourages sequels and trusted 

concepts and leaves little room 

for daring, untried projects. Even 
the great Tetris has been re¬ 
animated for disposat)le use in 

the late 1990s. If we take you 

back to over a decade ago, the 

launch of this wonderful puzzler 

invited global recognition, to 

such an extent that even the USA 

and the then USSR had disputes 

over the acknowledgements and 

financial rights to it. Well, Tetris 

then was merely a flat, one 

dimensional puzzle game that 

offered no incentive other than 

to just fit shapes together and 

eliminate blocks. It was a basic 

concept, but one that proved 

emphatically successful. 

Sadly, The New Tetris on the 

N64 isn't that new at all. Still we 

have the same coloured blocks, 

still we have the pretty 

ERAPHIES 
Just as we BxpectBil; the 
usual array of multi- 
BulBureE blacks aud detailed 
backgruuBd patterns. 
Huthlnp really dlffereut from 
all the other Tetris games 
that have guoe before. 
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background patterns, and once 

again we have to fit shapes 

together to eliminate lines. There 

are several modes of play, none of 

which are particularly innovative 

or generally exciting, and these 

can be performed in one, two, 

three or four-player modes. It has 

to be said, the four player mode is 

the pick of the game - but isn't 

that the case with most N64 

games? The screen becomes 

quartered and extremely cramped 

-you'll often find yourself 

squinting at the screen - with 

each player having to keep the 

tower at a low level whilst 

columns are added to opposing 

players. Whilst this is the high 

point in the game, generally The 

New Tetris Is very average. 

Fans of Tetris will be drooling 

at the prospect of this N64 

version, but sadly the rest of us 

could benefit from looking 

elsewhere for cranial challenges. 

I RATED BY: LEE TOTAL HB4 

lA'PLAYEDBRATEDlA^ 
Do you want to spend your money on 
a game that lacks anything new? It's an 
uneventful episode in the Tetris serial. 

ACID TEST ©Fans will adore it - especially the 
four player mode. 

O We've seen this genre done to 
death over the years. 

>) MULTI-COLOURED 

Following tradition, after each bout 
you are presented with a screen of 
statistics and score charts. These 
denote who won what and when. 

There isn't really that many features that could set the original Tetris apart 
from the N64 version we have here now (taking into consideration the 
obvious graphical enhancements, that is). The four player mode does 
redeem Tetris, albeit in a very minimal way, but four player games are 
generally better than single player and, once again. Tetris is no exception. 

UCCHU^ 

The four player mode is the only 
reason why you would possibly be 
thinking of investing In this title. 

fiACHAIiCA WINS 35 Ll] 

ISSUE 31 
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Tommy, Chuckle and buddies are 
about to grace the I\I64 in a 
IVIario Party-style bored game 
adventure. Oops, I meant board! 

Lil, are sat around a mystical 

board game with their blatantly 

moronic folks unaware of the 

incomprehensible fate that 

awaits them. After some 

fumbling with the game figures 

and the subsequent breakage of 

one of the pieces, the children 

are literally sucked into the 

game itself. This is where you 

come into the fray. 

ario Party has 

I y I undoubtedly set 

I i i I the precedent 

I V M 
LhAhJLJ videogame 

industry's newest and 

unlikeliest genre - the 

electronic board game 

simulator. With the 

aforementioned Nintendo 

title scoring favourably with 

the eager beavers of the 

specialist press and the N64 

owner base lapping it up in 

large doses, giant publishers 

THQ are about to hop aboard 

the bandwagon with their 

own turn-based simulation. 

Based on the successful 

Nickelodeon cartoon series 

Rugrats, the eponymous 

software provides you with 

the opportunity to guide 

these hapless juniors around 

a large hazard-fraught game 

board encountering all 
manner of potential disasters. 

The initial storyline is loosely 

reminiscent of the Hollywood 

movie Jumanji, starring the 

rubber-faced comedic actor 

Robin Williams. The Rugrats 

stars, Tommy, Chucky, Phil and 

You can choose to play as any 

one of the children over any of 

the three initial game boards. 
You can play alone with three 
CPU characters (fun if you have 

no friends, but the computer- 

controlled players sometimes take 

longer on their goes than your 

dopey mate with the runny nose) 

There are a fair few different 
levels to play, and each specific 
one comes in three different 
sizes, conveniently labelled as 
small, medium and large. The 
boards of play initially available 
are an underground Inca-styled 
tomb level, an underwater level 
complete with transparent 
scuba diving helmets, and 
bubbles and large chocolate 
sundae for dinosaurs! Honest! 

You get to play as the legendary 
Reptar at some points in the game. 

Hot 8 tail selection Of 
oievieg pictures, but having 
saU that, net a let is really 
ueeheg. After all, it’s Just a 
few babies on a glaritieU 

■ » 

1 



or with three of your chums. The 

action is turn-based, so you'll 

spend most of your time waiting 

for your go and doing nothing in 

the meantime (unlike Mario 

Party, where the sub-games 

regularly keep you on your toes). 

It all comes down to an age 

thing really. Overall, the game 

Isn't all that bad. If you like the 

Rugrats cartoons and you have a 

duvet and curtain set to verify 

your fanaticism, then you will 

melt with pleasure at this. But 

for the majority of us over 

twelve-years-old, this will be a 

waste of valuable Resident Evil 

64 and Perfect Dark cash. Save 

your money for something a 

little more appropriate. 

TDTM N64 I RATED BY: LEE 

Ik-PUYIDBRATIIA- 
The kids will love it, but Rugrats 
should really have remained an 
animated cartoon series. 

ACID TEST 
i Definitely a worthy title for any 
" younger N64 owners. 

11 don't wear nappies. I don't like 
"them. Goodbye. 

As one would expect for software based on a cartoon series, the game is 
literally full of animated sketches. There are opening scenes featuring all of 
the characters and a number of mini In-game ones. They're not the greatest 
sequences you'll ever see, and you'll often wonder why you didn't just buy 
a different game and a Rugrats video. 

©Angelica remains in her 
usual ebulliant mood 
throughout most of 
the game! 

®l wonder where I can 
get one of those 
trendy suites from. 
MFI perhaps? 

ISSUE 31 
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►) WHERE’S MV SICK BAG!? 
With the N64 finally adapting 
to the cinematic style of 
videogaming and recently 
throwing a series of exciting 
and well presented opening 
scenes our way, it was with 
cries of disapproval that we 
measured the Superman 
intro. Looking like a scene 
from a C64 game in 1985, you 
could say we were a little 
discontented. 

Faster than a speeding bullet! Is 
it a bird...? Certainly not. This is 
Superman - hero to many, and 

of this horrid game... 

mere are few who 

can claim to not 

recognise the 

outlandish blue and 

red outfit of 

Superman. His enigmatic 

coiffeur and bulging 

muscles make him an 

irresistible catch for any 

wanting fair maiden in 

distress, and his constant 

quest for universal calm 

amidst a choking cauldron of 

wannabe master villains 

ensures his popularity to the 

masses. The Superman licence 

is a real coup, one which Titus 

can really shout their 

corporate mouths about and 

make a stinging noise in the 

industry corridors. However, 

such licences have recently 

proved backward in their 

advance, with top stars 

flogging proverbial 'dead 

donkeys' and doing little for 

their legion of admirers who 

buy the product for a fantasy 

ride with their idols. Superman 

is one such title. With an army 

of baiting pre-pubescent fans 

and wannabe superhero dads 

alike, the son of Jor-el is sure 

to make a welcome addition 
to many N64 collections... It's 
just a shame it won't be a 

quality one. 
Frankly, Superman 64 is 

unrelenting, money-spinning 

drivel. It has no place in 

anybody's games cabinet and 

should be shunned in the stores. 

Surprisingly, It has sold 

bucketloads in the States - 

proof once again that 

Americans can't actually read - 

and is geared for a heavy-duty 

marketing campaign on these 

shores soon. Our advice to you 

is STAY AWAY and don't be 

EBAPHICS 
Oh, the tun we 
hah leeking at this! The 
sharp edges on the pelygous 
gave Superman ‘pixie’hunts. 
The fugging is hnrrenUuus, 
jerkyauiuiatittu... theiist 
iseniliessi 
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brainwashed by the adverts! 
There are no redeeming 
features whatsoever! The 
gameplay is shoddy, the 
graphics are third rate, and 
Superman's own monotone 
voice becomes repugnant 
within minutes of play... What 
a disaster this title really is. It 
would be more enjoyable 
sunbathing in the shadow of a 
sweaty fat guy than staying 
indoors playing this. 

To round up, it wouldn't be 
unfair to say this game really 
doesn't do any justice to the 
license. It was delayed due to 
gameplay problems which still 
haven't been addressed, and 
subsequently the whole thing has 
suffered. Do not get this game. 

I RATED BY: LEE TOTAL NG4 

lA'PLAYED BRATEDll' 
This game symbolises all that is 
wrong with the world today. 

►) I NEED HELP, I DO! 
The summer just flew by with these 
multiplayer options! There are two 
modes of play - racing and fighting - and 
one to four players can take part. Nothing 
could contain our excitement as we fumbled 
around in our spaceships!! Drove through 
underground tunnels!! And without a sniff of 
Superman's presence. 

-in 
'U d 

To give the illusion of speed, 
the developers have tried to 
make streaming shadows of 
the hero as he runs... Tried! 

The best screen in the game! It's only 
an option screen, but one can't fault it 

The multiplayer levels In 
Superman are kinda like 
playing Forsaken, only in 
"crap" form. 

®lt really is all as bad as It 
looks, or. If you can imagine 
it, even worse. 

e/3 
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Fishing is enjoyed by more 
people in Britain than any 
other sport, but can it 
work on a console? 'Darn' may not seem 

a strong enough 
word when you 
have been fishing • 
for half an hour. We 
await the uncut 

nf you were told 

that you could 

now wrestle with 

your rod and 

tinker with your 

tackle in the confines of your 

own bedroom, you would 

probably reply that you 

already do and that it's 

damaging your eyesight, but 

you would be missing the 

point entirely, because now 

you can experience all the 

wonder and enjoyment of 

fishing on the Nintendo 

courtesy of Bass Hunter 64. 

According to statistics, more 

people go fishing every weekend 

than watch or play football, 

cricket, rugby, or... err, cheese 

rolling. So, if you happen to be 

one of those wader-wearing 
fanatics, then you're probably 

quite excited about the prospect 
of enjoying angling on your N64. 

But how can you hope to 

capture the sights, sounds, and 
(most prominently) smells of 
fishing on a screen? Quite simply, 
you can't. Bass Hunter 64 Is 

packed full of options and 
equipment you can fine tune, 

but angling is not a sport which 

can be simulated. 

The premise of Bass Hunter Is 

to build up your career as a 

fisherman by participating in 

various tournaments and 

collecting trophies and points 

from them. The more points you 

obtain from the tournaments, 

the more sophisticated the gear 

you can buy from the shops. So, 

once you have upgraded your 

boat, rod and tackle to the very 

best, you can be a veritable Rex 

Hunt of the fishing circuit. How 

receptive the fish are to your 

tackle also depends on the time 

of the year, the weather, and the 

water conditions. However, even 

with all these variables and the 

added bonus of the Rumble Pak 

which imitates the shaking of 

the rod when you have a fish on 

your line. It still just doesn't 

SRAPmS (► 

gooil. The lakes are seeaie, 
the casting looks aotheotic, 
ao6 It really seems like the 
fish is petting up a fight 
worthy af Jaws. 

Depending on the water conditions and 
where the fish are swimming, you may 
have to use different baits. Although you 
start off with two different types - the 
crank bait and the surface lure - if you 
want to land a monster bass you'll have to 
save up the points and buy better stuff. 

PURCHASi SCRliN 

SKOW ACIIQH SfINNING fiOO 

KANCtn BASS MOAI 

POlMS AVAH.ABl.£ 0 

PURCHASE SCREEN 

Slow ACTIOH SfJNHING «qO 
KANCiJt BASS BOAT 

AVAILA8|.£ 0 

COST 20 

f.' SELECT 

COST 12 

SELECT « 

■X The Bomber - the Dwight 
O Yorke of the bait world; it's 

expensive and can't wait to get 
hold of a bit of bass. 

lURE SELECTION 

BAlJlt TBAP 

fiBi riciit 

1 IUR£ SEllCTiOH I 
SUfUACL lURLf 

POP ft 

V 
W 

1 
C SELECT r.lHELP * »EXIT 

^ SELECT fjnELP f.iEXll 

®The crank bait apparently imitates 
minnows, frogs or crawfish. It is still 
perfecting its tadpole and Michael 
Caine impressions. 

FISIERMAN 
lUSIHIHH 



OJack Charlton has far too much 
time on his hands since quitting 
soccer management. 

work. Most people go fishing to 

get away from the wife and 

breathe some country air - 

catching fish is only a minor 

priority - so sat in a smoky 

lounge waiting for a fish to bite 

misses the point by a country 

mile. Bass Hunter 64 will be a 

terrible bore for most gamers, 

but if you really must buy a 

fishing simulator, then this Is as 

good as it gets. Unfortunately. 

n RATED BY: NEIL TOTM m 

O Looks atmospheric, and animation 
on the fish and angler is great. 

O Sitting around waiting for a fish 
to bite is not fun on a console. 

Here we can see that 
Fanny Baitman is 
slowly creeping up 
the leaderboard, just 
nudging past Poppy 
LaRouche... 

It may be worth 
attempting to endure 
the adverse weather 
conditions... 

Before you can land a whopper, you've got to find where the little blighters 
are hiding. Although you start the game standing up, rod in hand, the only 
thing you'll catch like that will be exposure, so get In the boat and keep an 
eye on the fishfinder in the top right of the screen. 

A bite! If Captain 
Birdseye wasn't so 
busy playing with 
the children, he'd 
be proud. 

Cut the engines on 
your boat when 
you've found the 
bass, then cast a line 
into the murky depths 
and hope for the best. 

As you're cutting through the water, check 
for black blobs appearing on the fishfinder. 
If one appears then it's fish ahoy! 

ItVl Win 

rOTitf WflCHF; 5 IDS / OZ 

THfS fISH 3 IDS 7 07 

' UIADIR BOARD 
llAMt » fiSH WtlOHt 

T LQuis,f!8CH£R 19^^ . 

4 . SJftJE>ICJOiJ80j$ 5 
I s 1<5m jENrciNS 4 

« ^ SluBSt NUS... 
7 ^ f AMNif. eAlT.wAX 1 ^ 
s PdT>PY larouchC 2 
$ paddy.fR£tNAN 1 

10 jo'.jfp iroLlcr ' 1 ^ 
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I want to subscribe to Total N64 
magazine for tbe next 12 issues 

including delivery 
anywhere in the UK 

iwiiiiitftiwMr 
□ CHEQUE (made payable to Rapide Publishing) 
r~| POSTAL ORDER (made payable to Rapide Publishing) 

Please charge my credit card: 

□ visa □ access □ mastercard 

Card no;. 
Expiry date:. 

Napie . 

Address 

Postcode 

Telephone 

Signed Date 

Send payment and this completed form to: 
Subs Dept, Total N64, Rapide Publishing, 1 Roman Court, 48 New North Road, Exeter, Devon, EX4 4EP. 

Please note: subscription will start automatically with the next available issue. 
If ordering by phone please quote reference: TN30. 

■r~'y ^ ■ 
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N^ni? 

Address 
£4.95 EACH £4.95 EACH 

Telephone Postcode 

Send payment and this completed form to: 
Subs Dept, Total N64, Rapide Publishing, 1 Roman Court, 48 New North Road, Exeter, Devon, EX4 4EP. 

fQUADI 

Issue 13 

Issue 23 Issue 14 

Issue 24 Issue 15 

Issue 25 Issue 16 

Issue 26 Issue 17 

Issue 27 Issue 18 

Issue 19 

Total Price issue 20 

Mellii If Piymt □ CHEQUE (made payable to Rapide Publishing) 
□ POSTAL ORDER (made payable to Rapide Publishing) 

Please charge my credit card: □ VISA 

Card no: 

□access □ mastercard 

Expiry date: 

BACK ISSUES 



Exclusive to cable, satellite and skydigitap 

1.00 & 4.30pni Mon-Fri 
12.00 & 5.00pm Sat-Sun 



It's too hot to handle! Every month we print the 
best and worst letters that you send to us - 
send us a letter and join in the fun! 

'Can you tell what it is yet?' More pictures, cartoons 
and damn fine efforts from budding artists. Has your 
picture been printed this month? 

Once more we offer you the chance to get your 
reviews into our mag. This month Duke Nukem 
64 and ISS 64 get the treatment. 

If you can't get past level one then this is the 
place to be. All the cheats and codes for all the 
latest games can be found here! 

Reckon you are good at games? Well if you do, 
here's the place to show your mettle! Check out 
these pages to see the best of the best! 

Total N64's thorough round>up of every game on 
the N64. We've played all of them! 

ISSUE 31 M 
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O Write ti: Tke Burning Issue, Total NG4,1 Rnman Court, 4S Now North Road, Exeter, Bevnu, EX4 4EP. 

The Burning Issue gives you, our beloved 
readers, the opportunity to air your views. You 
must have something N64-related to get off 

your chest and here's the place to do it. What we are 
looking for is opinions, criticisms or good old fashioned 

venom. There are a wealth of top prizes supplied by 
dear old Gamester LMP that really ought to give you 
ample incentive. Get on your soapbox and spit it out! 
To make things even more tempting, you can now 
email your opinions to: burningJssue@rapide.co.uk 

free stuff 

Each month Gamester will 
be providing us with some 
top quality prizes for your 
opinions on the hottest 
Nintendo subjects. We will 
give the 'Star Opinion' 
letter ari>N64 steering 

fjyjffieel and s|x lucl<y runners 
get a pad and a 
^aWFwith 1 MB of 
^ get thinking 

thoughts 
of the 
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Beatea iata sabaiissiaa 
Tni64, 

I have been trying to understand 
the logic behind the lack of beat- 
'em ups on the N64. Originally, 
Namco and Capcom used the 
price of cartridges and the user 
bases of N64s as their excuse, 
but with Capcom fine about 
making Resident Evil on a 
512Mbit cart, that surely can't be 
the problem. The N64 has got 
twice the power and RAM with 
the Expansion Pak - the only 
advantage the 
PlayStation has is 
storage space - so if 
Zelda fits nicely on 
256Mbits, I'm sure a few 
characters and some 
backgrounds could be 
squeezed into a similar¬ 
sized cart. We all know 
that it is the quality of the 
games that count, not the 
power of the console, and it 
has to be said that the while 
the N64 has got better corridor 
shooters, the PlayStation wins 
hands down in*other 
departments like 
fighting and 

strategy games. Can you really 
recommend the N64 to a 
fighting or strategy game fan? 
Therefore, common sense would 
state that all fighting fans would 
have PlayStations and all 
corridor shooter fans would 
have N64, which could explain 
why developers keep churning 
out fighting games for the 
PlayStation and shooting games 
for the N64.1, like most N64 
owners, really want games like 
Tekken as opposed to Yoshi's 

Story but don't want to drop 
down to an inferior machine, but 
come September there will be a 
new console twice as powerful 
as the N64 which already has 
several excellent fighting games. 
If Namco and Capcom won't 
make fighting games, Nintendo 
will have to make them to cover 
this gaming area or lose it to 
Sega. This makes Nintendo's 
decision not to bother releasing 
Smash Brothers here yet even 

more insane. At the most 
it would take three 
months to convert to 
PAL from its January 

Japanese launch, and 
Nintendo could have 
really done with more 

games during the first six 
months of the year. We all 
know Tekken 64 would sell 

hot cakes, but if Namco 
thinks it would be a loss-maker 

for some strange reason, why 
don't Nintendo agree to publish 
it if Namco make it? 



Bustiag a vessel 

IN THE CAN 
"Are Rare going to produce the 
brilliant Zelda 64 for the 

Dolphin" Miles Gale 

IN THE CAN 
"I'm sick of games, why 
can't we have other things 
on the N64" 
/V/c/r Grace 

IN THE CAN 
"I'm your No1 fan and I read 
your mag every month - can 

^you send me some games!" 
b Aaron Taylton 

IN Tl-ll- CAN 
I don't want to worry you, or 

concern you about your jobs, 
but the Dolphin will blow thi' 
N64 away and nobody wflf ' 
want N64 magazines!" 
Aian Graveney 

HeatHeg seath te a very peer Park 
TIU64, 
I have just borrowed South Park 
on the N64 from one of my 
friends. I am a great fan of 
South Park, but I thought the 
game was rubbish. I tried multi¬ 
player with my brother and we 
played it for about five minutes 
- neither of us was very 
impressed. I then tried single 
player and it was even worse. It 
has to be one of the worst 
games I have ever played. TN64 
(that's you) are the only 
Nintendo magazine that didn't 
say that South Park was an 
excellent game, and you didn't 
give it a percentage in the 
nineties. WELL DONE TN64. 

I have just completed 
Zelda, and I thought that It 
was the best game ever (you 
PlayStation fans don't know 
what you're missing out on). 
The graphics are amazing and 
the gameplay is great. 
Everything about it is 
excellent - it really is a top 
game. It took me quite a 
while to complete it, but it 
was well worth the money. 
So, if you're thinking of 
buying a new game, don't 
waste your money on South 
Park, buy Zelda. 

David Farrell 
Exeter 

Tiy64, 

Congratulations on the best 
magazine ever. It's excellent in 
every way a 64 magazine 
should be. Most 64 magazines 
are full of rubbish and junk, 
but not Total N64. 

Now to the point. I am 
disgusted at the amount of 
games that look, sound and play 
like Sega Master System games. 
I was looking at Volume 2, Issue 
11, when I came across a game 
called Bust-a-Move 3.1 

wondered what it 
was about. I 

only had to 

look at the pictures and read 
two or three lines to know it 
was a game that should be on a 
Super Nintendo. Who gave the 
rating for that game? I demand 
an answer! Is this a plan that 
Sony are using to sabotage our 
games and make dumb.ones, 
thus forcing us to buy 
PlayStations? 

How many people do you 
think will buy a game like that? 
It's not just Bust-a-Move 3, it's 
the lot -1 was playing Bust-a- 
Move 3 for an example! It may 
be good in lastability and 
playability, but how long do you 
think the 64 will last with 

stupid games like Bust-a- 
Move 3 with ridiculous 
graphics and sound coming 

into stores everyday? 
If you look at a 

PlayStation game, you 
will see that if it's not 

great game but a 
good game its 
graphics, sound, 
lastability and 

playability is nearly as good, 
or even as good as anything 
we have seen on the N64. 

Has anyone played Spyro 
the Dragon on PlayStation? I 
have. I thought it was a cool 
game, better than Mario 64 and 
Banjo-Kazooie. Banjo and 
Mario are excellent games but 
fall behind Spyro. 

Am I mistaken, or does 64 
mean 64-Bit? Why aren't we 
using 64-Bit power all the time 
instead of games that are 12-Bit 
power? Most 64 games are 
excellent, but around 20% are 
shocking. Games like Turok 2, 
Rogue Squadron. Star Wars: 
Racer. Zelda and many others 
are the games that are boosting 
the lifespan of the 64, but 
when shocking games come in, 
the lifespan decreases. So it 
works both ways. 

Keep up the good work on 
your fab magazine. 

Kristopher Evans 
New South Wales, Australia 
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Top prizes awarded for artistic 
endeavour! Thanks to those 
fine chaps at Fire, the Star 
Picture winner will receive an 
official N64 pad, two Jolt Paks 
with built in IMB memory, 
two X-tender cables and two 
official N64 keychains. 
Runners-up will get a a Jolt 
Pak with 1MB memory and an 
official N64 keychain. 
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• Racier nvuc'^s • woem wu'^s 

CSUneU^ nvU'^S • ^adc^' nvu^s • 

WHITE 
^ncUt nvut^i - ^untict nvuy^s 

THINK THAT YOU CAN NO NEmH THAN THE 
HIGHLY THAINEO WHITERS ON TOTAL N64? 
Have you got too much time on your hands when you could be 
writing reviews? Well, if you don't put your time to good use, you 
might end up writing something obscure, irrelevant and wholly 
pointless. To you we say channel your talent, focus yourself and one 
day you might be as good as us. No, really. Send in your reviews to 
wow us with your writing talents. You never know, you might just 
win yourself a prize... 

International Superstar Soccer is a great football 
game. There are lots of competitions to enter and loads 
of teams to choose from. There are lots of special 

moves to do, and when you've worked them out it makes 
the game even more interesting to play. Multiplayer mode 
is a good laugh, especially If you invite three of your 
mates round to play it. Once you've completed all the cups 
on one player mode, you get the chance to play with the 
superstar players in the game. 

Whilst playing, you have the choice of many different camera 
angles, but, as with any footie game, the graphics are nothing to 
shout about. When playing against a mate it can become very 
competitive as winning the cup is a rare sight, especially when 
playing the game on the pro levels. 

This is certainly one of the most entertaining footie games ever, 
and I would definitely recommend it to anyone. 

Duke Nukem has to be the worst game I have ever 
played apart from Ft Pole Position 64. This game has 
the worst graphics known to man and the handling is 

a pile of old pants. I spent half my time working out how to 
complete one level, only to find the next is even harder. I 
spent at least half an hour trying to solve the simplest of 
clues. I can't see little kids getting very far with this game - 
it is a complete waste of money. 

Believe it or not, Duke Nukem does have a few good points: 
there are plenty of guns that can cause a lot of damage to the 
baddies, of which there are lots (even if they look like fat 
warthogs). During the game there is a bit where you have to work 
out a code to blow up a building. If I ever meet the man who 
invented this game I might just have to take his game and ram it 
up his ass, because the code is almost Impossible to work out. 

Margate SEE YOUR NAME IN PRINT AND BE THE 

ENVY OF YOUR MATES BY SENDING YOUR 

REVIEWS OP ANY N64 CAME IN TO: 

WRITE ON!, Total N64, Rapide Publishing, 1 Roman Court, 
48 New North Road, Exeter, Devon, EX4 4EP / 11, y; 
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SEUCT mi mfT 
You can also play the game as a captured TIE Interceptor! Simply enter 
TIEOUP on the password screen, and the screeching beast is yours. The 
craft is hidden behind the Millennium Falcon in the hanger, so when 
you get to the Falcon you need to press up to get to it. 

CRACKED IT! 

© PLAY AS A NABOO STARireHTER! 
LucasArts managed to keep this one quiet didn't i 
they! Their stunning shoot 'em-up Rogue Squadron \ 
contains a top-secret cheat that allows you to play as 1 
a Naboo St^irfighter from the new movie, Star Wars 
Episock V /Ifenace! 

AH you have to do enter HAUP^^ as a password, 
and then enter any word you like as a second password 
The fast and powerful Naboo Starfighter is only 
available on^ndssions where the X-Wing is selectable. 



and all the C buttons and 
press R. There will be an 
arrow pointing right at 
the bottom of the screen. 

ALTERNATE COSrUME 
Enable four player mode, then go to 
the prediction house. You will be 
able to change costumes. 

Have controllers in all four slots. 
Then play the game with one or 
two players. Find 44 hands from 
various levels. Then, on the third 
and fourth controllers, hold C- 
Right + Start. 

OlEIMnHi 
To get the Level Select, 
go to the main screen. Go 

tho ant hill anH hnlH 7 

Dreamcast PlayStation 

Visit these Home Pages for more products. Many we are not ailowed to mention here 
Fop Nintendo 64 products 

NTSC-PAL colour converter.£34.99 

RGB Scart Cable.£14.99 

VMS Memory Card.£19.99 

Virating Pack.£24.99 

Spare Control Pad.£19.99 

Controler Extension Cable.£9.99 

Arcade Stick.£44.99 

Steering Wheel.£44.99 

Step Down Convertor.£14.99 

Pb/'j/arb/i 
Coloured Replacement Case.£17.99 
Memory Cards from.£2.99 
Smart Link (for smart Cart).£19.99 
Vibratina Vest.£24.99 
Action Replay Pro V3 (Datel).£34.99 
RGB G-con &art Leaas.£3.99 
NTSC-PAL Colour Converter.£9.99 
VCD adapter (No mod needed).£34.99 
Laser Unit (NtW not recon).£34.99 
Range of Light Guns from.£16.99 
Controler Xtender Cable.£4.99 
Cybershock analog ue controler. .£17.99 

Sn 
Th« Smart Cart allows you to play you 
Import playstation gamas without the 

fc’’ *- ^^0 chip. Simply plugs into 
the baefc of tfe» Rkyst^ion 

Fop (Sameboy ppoducts 

Memory Card Cop 

Allows you to copy your Plav.,.« 
Memory card to another Memory 
card. It also allows you to copy your 
memory card to your PC and back 
allowing the use of 1000s of Saves 
on the Internet for extra levels, lives 
and endings etc. Supplied with 
software and sample saved games. 

Leather Phone Cases.£4.99 
Flashing Keyring (flashes when.£4.99 
mobile phone is about to ring) 
Flashing Ericson Antenna.£4.99 
Ericson 5110 Fascier (with siide).£19.99 
Ericson Football Antenna.£4.99 

£4.00 
£9.99 

Just quote N64FREE. Choice of N64 
"' memory card or Flashing Keyring 

Sr/ 
Nintendo 64 with Golden Eye.£94.99 

Nintendo 64 with Super Mario....£94.99 

Nintendo 64 Games.£5 below RRP 

Original Nintendo Controler.£19.99 

Xtender control pad cables.£4.99 

Action Replay Pro (Datel).£34.99 

Memory Cards from.£6.99 

Jolt Packs.£6.99 

Jolt Pack vibrating memory from..£9.99 

Novelty Nintendo keyrings from...£2.99 

RF Unit.£9.99 

tJ JU r'la/crs 
Pioneer DV515 Auto Region..£449 

Pioneer DV-K101 All Region..£369 

age and Packaging 
£2 small items 

£10 large items 

IChMUM * P«rt»l Onlj« mede 
Ipa^birto intirwflng Dovlee* ltd 
llntere3ting Devices Ltd 
124 The Crescent 
iKeresley End 
iCoventry 

8JT _ 

Php ^.01203 339805 Fax. 01203 339804 Allprkas 
Voice Hr.dS open 'I(Vm-4pm Mon-Fri B vka include VAT 
http’■//WWW.mtepest{ng-devlces^ga^*—---^j^.™ No Credit C-trd 
http ;//w^>;. z64.co.uk surcharge 
http://www.dvd-worlc.co.uk ^ 
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Level Password 
PGBR VK?B 65BH Y3HD 
1KLS DN5H 7NBF DWRQ 
2KLR SDRY ?VV4 YQ8X 
VK3T 7LFC 94B7 D3R3 
WK3H QNBW NLV5 XGL3 

Enter FBBC VBBB FBBC VBF7 for a deathmatch 
level with a 1:40 time limit and rocket launcher. 

Enter FVBS LBBB 7VBC 3BGB to play in another de 
level akin to Twists' but with a greater challenge. 

Enter S3TC OOLC OLOR S??? 

Enter S3TL OWGR V1TY ???? 

K681 X8CLH01K1PF5 
J6?0 BT5M NRZ2 QXLL 
H6?0 XXFW PHV1 77P4 
G6?9 GYMK RWNK SMSL 
F6Y3 WXQK CHDO 8K4D 

Enter S3T1 NF1N 1T3S HOTS as a password, 
Note: This code also allows higher jumps. 

CRACKED IT! 

7 TK7P SLIP KWGY XD4V 
8 STON QPX4 2WGY JXTS f 
9 R??P 7NY4 2WGX 99TX t 

i 1 10 Q??K BBBV NBQ1 7GCV • 
T 1 11 P64? ZM5B ?BM0 5YH6 

12 N664 SQ63 XB?K B7LF f 1 

iai 1 / ; * 13 M682 M7QT 1215 8098 
/ 



R, L, Down, up 

CRACKED 

Pause game, then hold Z and press 
R, B, A, B, A, GUp, GDown, C-Left, 
GRIght, GUp, GDown, GLeft, G 
Right. Then select 'Unlock Worlds' 
and press A to select levels. 

0 BONUS LEVELS 
Press Start, then hold Z and press 
C-Down, L, R, L, R, L, R, L, R, L, R._^ 
Choose 'Enter Secret Worlds' 
option and press A. 

iHilllElllil O 
- www.madeiragames.com 

WE SELL EVERYTHING.. 
All the latest US, Jap Games always in stock - We get-’em first 

PRE-ORDERS TAKEN NOW. 
WE WILL HAVE THEM 1ST 

Dreamcast. 

PSX 
■164 

Metal Gear Solid, WWF Warzone, GT, Duke 
2, Spyro, Point Blank 2, Elemental Gear 

Bolt, Rival Schools.the list goes on 

WWF Warzone, Banjo-Kazooie, Mission Impossible, 

■ Gex 64, Dezaemon, Iggy’s Reckin’ Balls, Turok 2 

OUR PRICES WILL NOT BE BEATEN 
PSX, Inc RGB Lead.£159 
USA N64 Inc RGB Conversion.£149 
PSX VCD Adapter.£79 
PSX Lasers.£CALL 
NTSC-Pal Adapters.£19.99 
Portable VCD Players.£149 

Scart Leads, Mem Cards, Controllers, Keyrings, 
Repairis* We do ‘em all 

MADEIRA GAMES, LYNNE ROAD, 
HEACHAM, NORFOLK, PE31 7JF 
Tel 01485 5r0256, 0831 444041 Anytime 

Fax; 01485 570501 Email sales@madeiragames.com 

IWF WARZONE 
0 GALL ANOTHER WRESTLER 
Here are the secret codes which allow you to call for expert 
computer help while fighting. Hold all the buttons together during 
a match. Be warned that this means an instant disqualification. 

Ahmed - L, R, Z, C-Down, Shawn Micheals - L, R, Z, B, 
Bret Hart - L, R, Z, C-Left, 4-. Steve Austin - L, R, Z, A, t- 
Bulldog - L, R, Z, A, 4-. Thrasher - L, R, Z, C-Left, 4^. 

Ahmed - L, R, Z, C-Down, 
Bret Hart - L, R, Z, C-Left, 4-. 
Bulldog - L, R, Z, A, 4-. 
Faarooq - L, R, Z, B, 
Goldust-L, R, Z, B, 
Kane - L, R, Z, B, 4^. 
Shamrock - L, R, Z, A, 4^. 
Mankind - L, R, Z, C-Left, 4^. 
Mosh - L, R, Z, C-Down, 4^. 

Owen Hart - L, R, Z, C-Down, 
Rock - L, R, Z, A, 

Triple H - L, R, Z, C-Left, 
Undertaker - L, R, Z, C-Down, 
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Head through the doorway at 
the end of the room and push 
the switch to open the 
adjacent door. Don't go 
through the door yet, instead 
run down the stairs and collect 
the ever-handy grenade / 
launcher. You can even give it 
a go by blasting the Berserker 
on the other side of the I 
window. Stand back, mind. 

Now head back to the door you 
just opened and make your way 
back to the long blue corridor. 
Take the bridge over the first 
room you entered. 
Head right when you reach the 
end and run up the slope to the 
generator. Walk up to the 
generator and you will 
automatically place the 
explosives. Move away from the 
generator as it explodes. Collect 
the super shotgun if you haven't 
already got one, that Is. 

Mission Objectives: 
Find explosive charges 

As you enter the first room 
you'll see a door on the far side. 
At this point a force-field blocks 
your path, you must return here 
once you have deactivated the 
power supply. 

Head up on to the platform at 
the back of the room and collect 
the stimpacks. Make your way 
through the doors and shoot the 
barrels In the corner. A supply of 
armour will be revealed. Head 
on to the lift and activate the 
button, head through the door 
at the top. Collect the stimpacks 
from the narrow walkways. 
Check between the machinery 
for pick-ups. 

You can see an armour supply on a 
ledge in the corner, to get to this you 
must stand on the box nearby and 
jump to the ledge. 

Drop down into the room below and 
shoot the barrels, behind the ladder a 
small room is revealed. Here you can 
find the super shotgun. After placing the explosives on the 

generator look to the left and you will 
see a dark blue patch on the wall. 
Head up the slope and jump across to 
the very narrow ledge, you'll find a 
power amplifier in a small room. 

Mission Objectives: 
Locate entrance to 
Central Complex Head through the open door on 

the left and proceed through the 
corridor. 
When you reach the top of the 
stairs head right through the 
door past the green walls. Shoot 
the barrel at the end of the 
corridor and it'll blow a hole in 
the pipe next to it. Head past 
the pipe and collect the machine 
gun from the corpse. Head back 
to the pipe and enter. Follow 
the pipe down until you reach a 
large watery room. Drop down 
and shoot the barrels In the 
nearby room. Collect the pickups 
and then ride the lift up to the 
next section. 
Turn left at the top and you'll 
see the Explosive Charges on a 
small ledge. 

Head through the narrow 
passage and into the first room. 
Pick up your first weapon, the 
shotgun, and collect the armour 
shards in the corner. Open the 
door and hang back until you 
have the killed the enemies in the 
room. Remember, It's always safer 
to let the enemy come to you. 

Head through the door at the 
top and shoot at the plaque 
above the door there. 

Now head down and through 
the newly opened door on the 
left and hit the switch at the 
end of the corridor. This will de¬ 
activate the force-field blocking 
the doorway In the first room. 
Make your way back to said 
door, on the other side you will 
find the teleporter with which 
to make good your escape. 

Head into the water and dive 
down under the walkway. Collect 
the ammo and armour to activate 
your first secret area. 

As you walk into this section you'll 
be prompted to shoot the plaque 
above the door. When shot it 
reveals a small room on the left 
that contains adrenaline. Not all 
secrets are this easy to find! 

In the room where you found the 
explosives you can see two barrels in 
the corner. Blow these up and collect 
the Adrenaline from the darkened 
corner. 

Head through the next door 
and down towards the water, 
collect the pick-ups from 
underneath the platform and 
then make your way up 
around the corner. 
Enter the double doors to 
exit the first level. 

ISSUE 31 



Head Into the large room and 
make your way up the slope, 
enter the doorway and operate 
the machine. This will de¬ 
activate the security doors. 
Now head back to the corridor 
with the laser beams and head 
for the opposite door. As soon 
as you round the corner you'll 
come face to face with a Tank. 
Use the wall to duck back and 
forth while using your grenade 
launcher to good effect. After 
about eight hits he'll keel over 
and die. Collect the combat 
armour from the top of the 
chest in the corner. Head 
through then open door at the 
end and you will come to 
another door with a force-field 
blocking it. 
Make your way through the 
blue corridor, you'll come to a 
large room. In the centre is the 
data disc you need, as soon as 
you take it two doors on either 
side of the room will open 
revealing enemies and two 
switches. 
Use these two switches here to 
turn off the force-field that Is 
now blocking the entrance. 

Head through the door at the top 
and use the lift. When you reach 
the bottom watch out for enemies 
behind crates. As you make your 
way along this corridor a door will 
open behind you releasing 
enemies, be ready. 
When you reach the door at the 
end, enter the two side rooms. 
One contains an armour supply, 
the other has the switch to open 
the locked door. 
When you enter the next corridor 
you will see green laser beams 
blocking your way. Wait until the 
top beam is switched off and 
then jump over the lower beam. 
Run under the next beam when 
the lower one is out. You will 
then reach a junction, head left 
over the single beam and 
through the door. 
Make your way down the long 
corridor, watch out for enemies 
hiding behind crates and pillars. 

Head back to the door where 
you saw the force-field 
previously and enter the lift. 
End of level. 

Mission Objectives: 

Locate data disc 

Head out into the first room 
and collect the armour shards 
from the right side. Make your 
way through the door and 
collect all the pick-ups, 
including the grenade 
launcher for ammo. 

SECRET ONE 
As you head through the first door 
look up at the ceiling. You will see a 
small panel in a deep hole, shoot this 
to reveal a secret door ahead. Inside 
you will find a supply of armour. 

SECRET TWO 
At the end of the long corridor you 
will see a stack of crates. Shoot the 
panel with the cross on it to reveal 
the secret. Inside it you will find a 
supply of ammo. 

SECRET THREE 
In the corner of the room where you 
obtain the data disc you can see some 
blue sparks. 
Shoot the cracked panel here and it # 
will reveal some health and ammo. 



MILITARY SUPPLIES 

This power-up will increase your 
heath by as much a 100% but it will 
wear down after a short time. 

When you collect these handy 
backpacks they will increase the 
maximum amount of ammo you 
can carry. 

These little ampoules will boost your 
health by two points each. Usually 
found in groups of five, these can be 
used to increase your total health 
beyond maximum. 

There are three different types of 
armour to be found: Flak Jacket, 
Combat Suit, and Body Armour. Each 
suit will provide the player with a 
limited amount of protection from 
normal attacks and energy weapon 
attacks. If you are running low you 
can always pick up more and add it 
to your depleting total. 

This provides a considerable boost to 
your total health. 

When worn, these suits will protect 
you from the corrosive powers of 
slime, lasts for a limited time only. 

This handy item will deaden the 
sound of your bullets so enemies 
won't hear you coming. Last's for a 
limited period only. These munching shards will add two 

points of armour to your existing suit. 

Improves the level of protection 
from attacks but it will drain your 
cell energy as a result. 

As the name suggests, these power-ups 
will render you invincible for a limited 
time. These are very rare Indeed. 

The water on Stroggos is safe 
enough for a swim, just make 
sure you take a deep breath 
and surface regularly. 

Slime is common on 
Stroggos and it eats away at 
any human flesh that it 
comes into contact with. 
You'll only survive a dip in 
this pool If you're kitted out 
with the Environment Suit. There are a fair few traps to 

watch out for In Stroggos. 
When they come you'll know 
about It and you'd better 
have an idea what to do. Be 
prepared and always look 
behind you. 

type of enemy you encounter 
is also different: on the earlier 
levels you will be up against 
more deadly foe. Even if you 
have played it through on the 
Easy setting, don't think you 
have seen all the game has to 
offer. Play It on a harder 
setting and you'll find It a 
whole new experience. No 
longer will you be able to zip 
through the levels, more time 
will need to be taken to 
reserve your supplies and to 
use your best gameplaying 
skills to stay out of trouble. 
There is also a surprise waiting 
for intrepid players who 
complete the game on Hard. 

Nothing can help you 
avoid the searing heat of 
lava on Stroggos. Your best 
tactic is to stay well away 
at all times or you'll burn, 
baby burn. 

When you play Quake II on the 
various difficulty levels it can 
make a lot of difference to the 
game. The presence of the 
Expansion Pak also alters the 
reactions of the enemies. When 
set on Easy, the enemies are 
easier to kill and there are less 
of them. The type of enemy you 
get will also vary. 
On the Medium and Hard 
settings the enemies take more 
shots to kill, there will be more 
of them and they also have the 
ability to shoot as they die. The 

Explosions are mainly caused 
by radioactive containers. 
These should be used to kill 
distant enemies without 
getting personally Involved. 

SLIME 

LAVA EXPLOSIONS 



WEAPONS 
BLASTER 
Power Rating: • 
Range: This little pistol can shoot far 
into the distance, just don't expect 
quick results. 

Comments: Your 

primary weapon is 

more useful than 

you think, it's 

perfect for shooting 

enemies that can't 

shoot you. If you have some distance 

between you and the enemy it is worth 

using this to save the rest of your ammo. 

Makes the perfect weapon for shooting 

those secret plaques, barrels and walls. 

V 

MACHINE GUN 
Power Rating: • • • • 
Range: The machine gun has a superb 
range but it can get a little shaky. 

Comments: Once 

you have your 

target in sight 

unload a few rounds 

into him and you'll 
stop him in his 

tracks. This gun does suffer from a little 

kick but the bullets will stop flowing as 

soon as you stop firing. Bullets will spread 

at long range. 

GRENADE LAUNCHER 
Power Rating: • • • • 
Range: The grenades should never be 
used in close quarters combat. The range 
will increase the more you tilt it up. 

Comments: The 

grenades are a very 

handy weapon to 

have when trying to 

flush out certain 

areas. Best for 

stairways, lift shafts and high level 
platforms. Just make sure it doesn't 

return to sender! 
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SHDTGUN CHAIN GUN 
Power Rating: • • 
Range: Reasonable range but not brilliant. 

Comments: The 

shotgun is great for 

guards as it can kill 

them in only a few 

shots, but it can 

seem to take an age 

to kill something tough. Best used for 

close quarters work like the Flyers. At 

medium range it is just as effective as the 

Super Shotgun. 

Power Rating: • • • • • 
Range: Being the machine gun's bigger 
brother this gun has a similar range. 

Comments: A great 

weapon for 

prolonged attacks, it 

will take a while to 

warm up and to 

stop which can 

leave you vulnerable. The main downside 

to this gun is the speed in which it uses 

your ammo. Best used on enemies that 

take that little bit more to kill. 

SUPER SHDTGUN 

mm 

Power Rating: • • • 
Range: Very poor range indeed, with such 
a large spread you'll be lucky to kill 
anything within six metres of you. 

Comments: 

Although lacking 

in range, this 

puppy will deal 

with the most 

oppressive corridor 

situations. Always have this handy 

when you're in confined spaces or 

heading through doors. Uses twice as 

much ammo as the Shotgun. 

BFG1DK 
Power Rating: •••••• 
Range: Range is not an issue for this 
gun as long as your enemies are in the 
immediate vicinity. 

Comments: The 

mother of all 

weapons. The most 

powerful gun in the 

game takes about 

three seconds to fire 

a round. You don't even have to get a direct 

hit, just deliver the bolt into the room and 

an electrocuting beam will connect with 

every enemy turning them into Strogg jerky. 

RDGKET LAUNGHER 
Power Rating: • • • • • 
Range: The rockets will travel as far as 
the eye can see and they remain as 
deadly as ever. 

Comments: Another 

weapon that 

requires respect. 

Never shoot it off 

willy-nilly as it's 

only too easy to get 

caught in the blast. Great for big enemies; 

even better for long distances. 

RAIL GUN 
Power Rating: • • • • • 
Range: This gun has a decent enough range 
but the accuracy will suffer at longer distances. 

Comments: A very 

powerful weapon if 

only you can get it 

to make contact. 

Takes a long time 

to reload and fire, 

make sure you have your enemy 

pinned down before you let this one 

lose or you'll be chasing them around 

like a fool. Has the ability to pass 

through numerous enemies at once. 

HYPERBLASTER 
Power Rating: • • • • • 

Range: Like all the automatic weapons, this gun has superb range. 

Comments: Like the Chain Gun only quicker, as soon as you fire 

the bullets will flow. The bullets will create small explosions 
when they impact causing even greater damage. Best used for 
multiple enemies. Uses the same ammo as the BFG 10K. 
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LEVEL FOUR: 
COMMUNICATIONS 
CENTER 
Mission Objectives; Upload 
data disc to command 

SECRET ONE 
As soon as you exit the lift look up at 
the ceiling and you will see a small 
plaque. Shoot this with your pistol to 
reveal a door on the left. Inside you 
will find two lots of health. 

Enter the main room, here you 
will see a giant compressor 
slamming into green slime. You 
can also see an environment suit 

on top of a crate. To enter this 
section you must first shut 
down the compressor. 
Proceed through the open door 
in the corner. You will come a 
corpse on the floor. Collect the 
armour shards and proceed up 
the steps and through the door. 

SECRET TWO 
On the right side of the steps leading 
into the building you'll find a plaque. 
Shoot this and a small room will open 
on the far wall. Inside it you will find 
a very nifty silencer. 

Collect what you can from the 
room and then use the lift to 
reach the next level. Drop down 
on to the armour below and 

then make your way up again. 
Follow the path and you will 
reach a platform right above the 
compressor. 
Proceed through this section, as 
you reach the other side you'll 
see a switch, flicking this will 
deactivate the compressor. 

SECRET THREE 
After you have shut down the 
compressor, walk to the edge of the 
platform above and jump to reach the 
environment suit. Once you have it, 
dive into the slime to collect your 
bonus which in this case is a dose of 
mega health. 

Head around the corner and 
watch out for the enemy that 
burst out through a wall at the 

end. Inside his little haven you can 
find a variety of items for use. 
Head down the steps and past the 
door with the green force-field 
and into the next room. This is the 
control centre, walk up to the ^ 
control panel and use your disc to , 
deactivate the force-field. Head ^ 
back out and enter the now open ^ 
door to exit the level. 
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lEVElFIVE: 
ORBITAL OEFENCE 
Mission Objectives: Disable 
gravity generator 

Collect the pick-ups from the 
first room and head behind 
the teleporter. As you pass 
through the small corridor 
you will come to a Tank on 
the right. The best place to 
stand Is In the first room, wait 
until it appears at the end of 
the corridor and then duck in 
and out from behind the wall. 
Once the Tank is dead, head 
right and through the 
doorway that leads down the 
stairs. You will shortly arrive 
in the gravity generator 
room. Beware of the edges 
here, if you fall down there's 
no way out and it's game 
over. Follow the path to the 
opposite side and head up the 
stairs. In the room at the top, 
hit the switch to shut down 
the gravity generator. You 
will now find that you can 
jump further. Your next job is 
to locate the explosive 
charges. 
On the way back you will be 
able to reach the armour on 
the ledge in the generator 
room, just be sure you make It. 

When you reach the top of the stairs 
go right and look up. You'll see a 
small plaque on the ceiling, shoot this 
and a door will open. Head back 
down the stairs and you'll see the 
ledge that has now appeared. To 
reach this ledge you must stand on 
the first step down and jump around 
the corner. Be warned, this may take 
some time! 

Make your way back to the first 
corridor you entered and follow 
it along to the end, you will come 
to an airlock. Press the button 
and the doors will open, take a 
good run up and jump the gap. 
Once on the other side, press the 
button and the airlock will close. 
Follow the passage until you 
reach the Loading Bay. As you 
enter an airship will take off. 

SECRET TWO 
As you make your way towards the 
airlock you will hear some sparks 
crackling. Look up and you will see a 
hole in one of the vents, shoot this 
and a mega health power-up will fall 
to the ground, just nicley at your feet! 

SECRET THREE 
As you enter the Loading Bay a 
spaceship will launch. Jump into the 
hole it came from before the hatch 
closes. Inside you will find some 
rocket ammo, follow the corridor and 
take the lift to get back out. 
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Collect the pick-ups in the room and 
then head up to the platform 
above. Stand on the right of the 
aates and a Tank will appear on the 
walkway above. Use your grenade 
launcher to take him out, but 
beware of his rockets. Now make 
your way up the stairs on the left 
and across the walkway that the 
Tank was just on. Enter the corridor 
at the end, turn left and head 
through the doors. You can find the 
three sets of explosives in this room 
on top of the many crates. 

SECRET FOUR 
In the corner of the room with the 
Explosives you can find a stack of 
small boxes. On one of the boxes 
there is a switch sticking out, press 
this and a door will open next to you. 

Now you have the explosives, 
walk back to the corridor 
outside the Docking Bay, on 
the left you will see the 
now open exit. 



make the last section easier as 
you will have killed everything 
before the timer runs out. 
Head into the main room and 
through the door on the right 
side. Kill the enemies there and 
head into the corner with all the 
boxes. Shoot the two blocks to 
reveal the pick-ups. 

As you round the corner you will see 
one of the orange panels has a switch 
on it. Jump up and push the switch to 
reveal a door behind you. inside you 
will find some health and some ammo. 

As you go to take the lift, jump back 
off and look below where the lift 
was, here you will see a plaque. Shoot 
the plaque and a little hatch will open 
above the keyboard on the left. 
Inside you'll discover a nice shot of 
adrenaline. 

Mission Objectives: 
Destroy generators 
with explosive charges 

Enter the first corridor and you'll 
encounter a new type of enemy, 
the Icarus. These flying beasts 
need to be stopped. As you 
progress towards the main room it 
is best to let the enemies come to 
you. Once clear, enter the room 
and collect all of the pick-ups lying 
around, including the rocket 
launcher. 
Head into the corridor that leads 
down, when you reach the corner 
kill the Gladiator and enter the 
room. You'll see the first generator 
on which to place your explosive 
charges. Now head into the room 
next door and take the lift up. 

In the Docking Bay there is a stack of 
boxes in one corner, after shooting the 
exploding boxes jump up on to the 
crates on the left. Look down Into the 
gap between them and the wall. There 
you will see a plaque to shoot. A door 
will open next to you containing 
rocket ammo and some health. 

Make your way along the long 
corridor and follow It round. Use 
the computer when you reach It 
to shut down the force-fields 
blocking the doors in the main 
room. Make your way down the 
slope and you'll come to the next 
generator, instead of placing 
your explosive charges, carry on 
out into the main room. This will 

Follow the long corridor to the 
end and enter the next generator 
room, place the explosive and 
leave through the other door. 
Beware of the numerous enemies 
in this section. 

Now head back to the last 
generator and place your 
explosives down. Return to 
the Docking Station without 
any hindrance. Use the 
keyboard to open the hatch 
and then jump in. 
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the end. You will see two doors 
on either side of the corridor. 
Head right and enter the door. 
Take the next door and get 
ready to kill a couple of 
Gladiators (if only). Take the lift 
at the back of the room and 
ride it up to the next level. 
Enter the corridor at the back of 
the room. Collect the pick-ups 
from the nooks and take the lift 
at the end. 
You will then find yourself in a 
control room, use the two 
keyboards to disable security, 
collect the blue key from the 
case at the back of the room 
and then push the button that 
opens up on the central pillar. 

Mission Objectives: 
Reprogram navigation 
computers. 
Redirect to Strogg moon. 

direction. Once they are both 
activated the floor will lower 
and you can get down. Enter 
the door and you will finally 
reach the end of this level. 

panels previously blocking this 
area will now raise and allow 
you to reach the railgun. 
Now head back to the corridor 
and take the opposite route, 
you'll come to a blue key door. 
As you enter you will be 
confronted by a Tank, stay well 
back and take him out with 
one of your more powerful 
weapons. If you can! 
Once he's been neutralised, 
enter the room and use the 
two keyboards to set your new 

Head into the first room and kill 
the guards on the platforms 
above. Take the lift up and clear 
the area of pick-ups and enemies. 

After you have activated the switch 
look up into the small gap at the top. 
Here you will see a plaque which you 
can shoot, a door will open on the left 
which contains another shot of 
adrenaline. 

Shoot the white panel on the central 
pillar to reveal a small room with a 
new weapon, the hyperblaster. 

Take the lift at the back to the 
level above. Watch out for the 
many enemies that await you 
there. Head through the door at 

Now return to the lift and ride it 
up, at the top you will 
encounter a Gladiator. The glass 



As you round the corner of the long 
corridor look in the small crevice. 
You will recognise this area from 
earlier. On the far wall you can see 
a plaque. Shoot this with your 
pistol and a secret door will open at 
the far end of the corridor. Inside 
you will find a quake multiplier. 

Once you are up on the platform 
above the boxes jump on to the 
narrow ledge on the left of the door. 
In the corner you'll find a switch, this 
will open a door in the room below. 
Head down and collect your new 
found stash. 

Follow the conveyor belt down to 
the end to collect the armour. Be 
careful not to get crushed as you 
make your way out. 

Mission Objectives: 
Locate pod area 
Escape to the Strogg moon 

Head to the end and enter the 
door. Make your way up the 
stairs and you will enter a room 
with a transparent ship hovering 
above you. You will notice a 
computer panel with a red key 
symbol next to it. Return here 
once you have found the key. 
Head to the lift and you will see 
that It is broken, you'll have to 
jump down. 
Kill the enemies here and then 
pull the valve on the wall, this will 
open a hole in room. This is your 
only way out so jump on down. 
Follow the water round and 
ride the lift up, enter the 
hatch at the top. 
Exit the room through the door 
and you will see a conveyor 
belt with boxes travelling 
along them. 

Enter the next room and climb 
on to the single box, jump to 
the next stack and up to the 
platform above. 

Enter the door at the top and 
follow the corridor round 
killing the many enemies that 
occupy them. . 

Make your way through the 
door at the end. In this next 
section you will be above the 
area you first entered. Head 
around the corner and collect 
the red key from the small 
booth. Now drop down to the 
room below and find the control 
panel for the red key. Once used, 
the floor will lower to reveal a 
new path. Jump down the hole 
and head along the corridor. 
When you open the door you 
will get attacked by numerous 
enemies, so hang back to take 
them out. Once dead head into 
the room and collect all the pick¬ 
ups you need and then enter the 
shuttle pod to exit the level. 
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ilEVIlTEN: 
STORAGE FACILITY 
Mission Objectives: Find 
teleporter to planet's surface 

First of ail ignore the door 
directly ahead and follow the 
corridor round to the end. In a 
small room you will find a 
switch, hit this and head back 
to the door. As soon as you 
open the door, shoot the 
explosive boxes on the right, 
this will kill most of the 
enemies. Head to the end and 
use the teleporter. 
When you enter the next room 
you will see a stack of crates, 
at the back there is an 
explosive crate that allows 
you to reach the mega health. 
Don't pick this up yet, though, 
as you'll need it more later. 
You'll find the door on the left 
locked so head through the 
right-hand door. 
Make your way along the 
corridor and take the small lift 
when you round the corner. 
On the platform above you'll 
find a switch, this will move 
an explosive box to the 
doorway below. Jump back 
down and shoot the box to 
gain entry. 
When you enter this room, kill 
the enemies and search the area 
well for pick-ups. In the back 

Mission Objectives: 
Destabilise mining area 
Locate emergency exit 

You start this level atop a small 
ledge, below you are many nasty 
enemies. Use your grenade 
launcher to thin them out and 
then jump down to finish them 
off. Head through the door on the 
left, you'll be attack by a Mutant 
shortly after entering. Prepare 
yourself well for this beast. Once 
you have cleared the room push 
the switch under the platform. 
Now head back out of the door 
you entered by and go over to 
the opposite door. You will enter 
a similar looking room with yet 
another Mutant to deal with. 
Once you have cleared this room, 
push the switch and head 
through the hatch on the 
opposite side. You will then find 
yourself at a junction with exit, 

this is not open yet. Head through 
the door opposite to the exit. 
You will be up against many 
Mutants in this room so stand back. 
Head through the two doors on 
either side of the strange 
fountain and you'll find a switch 
in each room. Activate these and 
return to the exit. Beware of new 
enemies appearing after you 
have activated these switches. 

SECRET RNE 
Once you have used all the switches 
return to the strange looking fountain. 
Jump into the water and dive to the 
bottom. Collect the armour and stimpacks. 

corner you will find armour 
which can be reached by 
shooting the box and jumping 
on top of it. 
If you jump up onto the ledge 
above the switch using the 
boxes, you can find some more 
of those ever handy pick-ups. 
The switch cannot be used until 
the mirrors have been activated. 
Now head Into the narrow 
passage that leads off this 
main room. 
You will reach a room with 
boxes on one side and a 
switch on the other. Hit the 
switch to activate the laser. 

SECRET RNE 
Head behind the stack of boxes and 
shoot the explosive one. Jump up on to 
the crates and in a small hole you will 
see the ultimate weapon - the BFG 10K. 

Now take the open door 
out and you will be back in 
the first room. Collect the 
mega health now. 
Now make your way into 
the large room to activate 
the lasers, as soon as you 
do this a huge Tank will 
appear from below. This 
mutha is mean, so stay out 
of the way and whatever 
you do don't touch the 
laser beams or it's game 
over. The best technique here 
Is to climb up on to the boxes 
and on to the ledge above the 
switch, there is a small nook 
in which you can hide away 
from him for a short time. This 

is, however not always good, 
so you might have to come 
down and fight him face-to- 
face. Use your newly found 
BFG 10K and he'll be gone in 
no time. 
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LEVEL ELEVEN: 
ORGANIC STORAGE 
Mission Objectives: Infiltrate 
the base security booth 
Unlock security doors 1 _ 

Head through the first door Once cleared, take the lift up to 
and you'll find yourself In a the next level. From here you can 
station. Check the two jump down to the ledge below 
compartments for pick-ups and collect some rocket ammo, 
and then head through the Take the lift back up and take the 
door at the end. only open door. In the next room 
In the next room you'll find kill the Gladiator and continue, 
lots of boxes, kill the many As you enter the next corridor two 
men standing around first and Flyers will appear from small 
then head up on to the slope. hatches In the ceiling. When you 
Position yourself between the reach the next room, activate the 
boxes and jump across to computer and then drop down the 
reach the ones below. Jump hole. You'll find yourself back in 
again to reach the shells, then the previous corridor but there will 
turn around and jump up to be a hatch that has opened. Collect 
reach the quake multiplier. the pick-ups and head back to the 
From here you can reach the large room. Go through the now 
armour on the box near where opened door there and enter the 
you began. next large room. Kill all the 
Now head through the door enemies and then head up the 
and get ready for some action, stack of boxes on the left, 
many guards will appear as Enter the open lift with the switch 
you enter the large room. and you'll be transported to the 

next level. 

As you make your way through the 
corridor, turn left and shoot the panel Head up the stack of boxes on the 
on the wall; it will open, revealing a left, and then jump from the top 
ladder. Follow this up the three levels e^er to the other side. Here you 
until you reach the top. Here you can ^jH ^e able to find some more 
find super armour. armour and a few other of those 

handy pick-ups. 



room is a yellow key door. Head 
past this and head around the 
corner, collect the power core 
from the hole and drop down the 
hole opposite. Activate the 
switch and the conveyor belt will 
start. Ride the conveyor to the 
other side. Follow the corridor 
down and you'll reach a room 
with many boxes in it. Jump 
down and place the power core 
In the blue hole. This will activate 
the box lift above you. Get back 
up onto the higher platform 
using the lift and then jump onto 
the box lift and ride it until you 
can jump off to the other side. 
Now collect the yellow key from 
the hole and head down the slope. 
Hit the switch at the end and 
you'll be at the bottom of the 
conveyor belt room. 
Now head into the yellow 
corridor and ride the lift up. 
At the top head for the yellow 
door, follow the corridor 

You will reach a 
switch which 
cannot be operated 
yet, head to the 
end and ride the 
lift down. Here 
you'll find the 
switch to activate 
the drill. 
Head back up and 
use the switch there. 
The drill will then 
burrow into the 
ground and reveal 
your escape route. 

Mission Objectives: 
Gain entrance to 
geothermal station 

Enter the first room and 
collect the pick-ups from on 
top of the various boxes. Use 
the small box at the top of the 
slope to reach the others. 

0 

SECRET ONE 
Just above the small box from which 
you jump to the others is a plaque. 
Shoot this and the crates in the corner 
will lower allowing you to reach the 
mega health. 

Continue through the next 
corridor until you reach a conveyor 
belt. Ride the conveyor belt along 
and kill the enemies that attack as 
you enter. On the far side of the 

if-sanin ‘i ISSUE 31 

down into the large outdoor 
room. Kill the many enemies 
waiting here and then head 
out through the corridor at 
the bottom. 

SECRET TWfl 
As you enter the large outdoor area a 
door will open on the left. Shoot the 
panel on the ceiling to release the 
quake multiplier... Now let loose with 
both cannon, baby! 
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Mission Objectives: Activate 
geothermal power systems 

Collect the pick-ups around you at 
the start and then proceed on to 
the platform. It will take you up 
the river of lava to the top. Make 
your way down to the hole in the 
wall and enter. 

Head ‘ ^ 
through the 
door and 
have a look 
in the lava pit. You'll see a 
stirrer moving round the lava, 
you must get onto this arm 
and jump off as you pass the 
other side, good luck. 
Once on the other side, head 
up the lift and over the bridge, 
watch out for some nasty 
enemies up here. 
Head through the door on the 
other side and pass through 
the earthy section. Follow the 
corridor along to the end now, 
taking out the Flyers as you 
go. When you reach the top of 
the stairs, pass the switch and 
head to the opposite end. Hit 
the switch here and the 

pumps to the cog. From the cog 
jump to the centre pump and 
quickly jump to the ledge ahead. 
Hit the switch and the door next 
to you will open. 

Instead of heading through the 
hole, look just around the corner 
and you'll find a quake multiplier 
hidden behind the wall. 

When you are standing on the cog jump 
to the centre pump. Quickly jump to the 
two small platforms sticking out of the 
side. This might take a few attempts but 
the armour is worth it. 

cooling system will shut 
down. Now head back to the 
other switch and a bridge will 
extend across the lava. 
Walk across the bridge to exit 
the level. 

You will come out in a room with 
a pool of lava in the centre. Head 
down the ladder and you'll come 
to room with pumps and cogs. Hit 
the switch to activate the pumps 
and then jump from the two 
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LEVEL FMIRTEEN: 
DETENTION CENTER 
Mission Objectives: Locate 
entrance to Strogg Lab 

Collect the pick-ups from the 
sides and then head up using 
the ladder on the right side of 
the room. 

SECRET ONE 
As you reach the top of the ladder look 
up and you'll see a vent with a blue 
spark. Shoot this and an invisibility 

^ ’ supply will fall. 

Head up the stairs and follow 
the corridor round until you 
reach the switch. This will 
deactivate one of the beams 
below. Head back down and 
enter the door on the right, 
shoot the enemies as one of 
them holds the yellow key. 
Head back up the stairs and 
enter the yellow door. Inside 

you will find three men in a 
cage, pull the switch on the 
wall to lower them in, when it 
rises back up you will be able to 
collect some armour. 
When you enter the next room 
put the prisoners out of their 
misery. 

SECRET TWO 
In the room where you find the 
prisoners check up above the 
window. Here you will find a plaque, 
shoot this and a door will open 
where the prisoners stood. Inside 
you'll find some rockets. 

Head down the slope and you'll 
see two crushers that come down. 
As soon as they are up run for it. 
The next section involves a set of 
spikes, the best way of overcoming 
this is to run as soon as you get the 
chance, you'll probably take some 
damage but not much. 
The next section is a little harder, 
you must jump from one corner of 
the broken glass here to the other. 

although the main problem Is that 
this will collapse after a short 
amount of time. 
Once you have reached the other 
side you will see a most disgusting 
(and disturbing) sight. 
Poor Innocent men are being 
dropped head-first Into a crusher, 
oh the humanity! 
As you make your way past this 
obscenity you will come to a laser 
show, watch out behind you. Wait 
until the lasers are off and then 
make your way across the room 
pretending you have seen 
nothing. 
You will then reach another prison, 
shoot the cracks in the wall to open 
up a new route. Head across the 
water to the other side, you'll 
appear behind the first prisoner you 
saw when you entered the level. 

SECRET THREE 
Instead of passing over the water 
section dive down and enter the 
darkened corner. Here you can find < 
quake multiplier for your troubles. 

Head to the end of the corridor 
and activate the switch, this will 
call the elevator down. Enter the 
room at the top and you'll see a 
conveyor belt carrying dead 
bodies. Get onto the conveyor 
belt to complete the level. 

/6 ^ 
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LEVEL FIFTEEN: 
RESEARCH LAR 
Mission Objectives: 
Disable tlie base energy core 

Jump down off of the conveyor 
belt to the room below. Follow 
the corridor along taking out the 
enemies along the way. You'll 
get to a room with a red key 
door, you can't open this yet, so 
drop down into the room below. 
Head to the corner and follow 
the corridor along. As you get 
about halfway along the floor 
will fall away and you'll be 
walking on lava, quickly head to 
the right window and shoot 
through it to escape. Take the 
lift up to the next level. 

SECRET ONE 
You will see two cells with rotting 
corpses in them. Head round to the 
left and you'll come to a cracked 
vent, shoot this and you'll be able to 
collect the armour from the cell. 

Head through the door on the 
right and you'll see lasers killing 
more innocent men, hitting the 
switch at the end will stop this. 
Head down into the corridor 
and hit the switch, this will 
open the door in front of you 
allowing you to reach the red 
key door. Once you have passed 
through the red key door, head 

left and down the stairs at the 
end; you'll enter the main 
control room. Hit the switch 
there and return to the other 
switch in the previous corridor. 

In the far right-hand corner of the 
room is a small cubby hole, enter this 
and look up over the entrance. There 
you'll see the plaque which you need 
to shoot. This'll open a door opposite 
that contains a quake multiplier. 

In the main control room look up into 
the large hole on the ceiling, there 
you'll see a plaque. Shoot this and a 
small room will open on the left 
containing a much needed shot of 
adrenaline. 

Head through the now open 
door and kill the Gladiator 
waiting around the corner. 
At the end of this corridor is a 
train, climb on board to end 
this level. 

Now head across the beams and 
Into the lift, where you will be 
able see the armour. 
Once at the top, kill the 
numerous beasts that appear 
and hit the switch at the far 
end. This will deactivate the 
force-field blocking the door. 

QBAREII 
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LEVEL SIXTEEN: 
BIO WASTE TREATMENT 

r i . 

^ Mission Objectives: 
Disable locking mechanisms 

You start this level from inside 
the train. Collect the pick-ups in 
the station including the silencer 
from the blue ledge. Enter the 
corridor and watch out for the 
Gladiator in the following room. 
As you enter the first room a 
hatch will open behind you, as 
well as releasing an enemy this 
also contains a supply of armour. 
On the other side of the main 
room is a locked door, if you 
look Into the pit of green water 
you will see a hole and a valve. 

SECRET ONE 
In the room with the valve and water 
there is a small pool of water in the 
corner. Dive into this pool to discover 
the ever helpful quake multiplier. 

Jump into the hole, if you try the 
valve now It will not work, so 
dive down into the hole. Head for 
the ladder as you reach the next 
room and watch out for Flyers as 
you surface. Hit the switch to 
activate the transfer pump and 
return to the valve. Activate the 
valve and the water in both pools 
will rise. Now head back through 
the pipe and surface in the next 
room. Now that the water has 
risen you can reach the other side 
of the room. Hit the switch on the 
wall to now give you access to 
the previous room. 
Head up the lift to the next level. 

from here you can see a couple of 
ammo pick-ups on the pipes 
below, jump down and help 
yourself to all of them. 
Now head down the stairs and 
through to the area above the 
water pool. 

SECRET TWO 
When you reach the top level head 
right to the end of the passage. Turn 
around and you will see a shot of 
adrenaline on top of a pipe. Jump to 
this to receive your valuable secret. 

Carry straight on past the corpse 
and into the corridor at the end. 
Here you will see a covered 
hatch. Head up the slope into 
the room at the top and hit the 
switch. This will open the hatch 
and allow you access. Jump 
down and head along to the 
crack, shoot this and prepare to 
fend for yourself. 
Once cleared, head up the 
ladder and along the corridor, 
collect the armour from under 
the next ladder. Make your way 
over the pipes and jump to the 
other side. Head up the stairs 
and enter the door, hit the 
switch and return to the 
maintenance doors. 
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Head along the yellow corridor 
on the right until you reach the 
room at the end. In this room 

Mission Objectives: you1i see a valve and various 
Locate remaining lock machinery, pull the valve to 
to core entrance open the waste drain. A hatch 

will open behind you once you 
Head out into the first room have used the valve, 
and activate the switch. Now 

so you can reach the door. Enter 
the new room and get ready to 
kill everything in sight, once 
everything is dead a Tank will 
rise up in the centre. Stay 
above it and pick it off with 

stand on the platform and take 
a ride across to the other end 
of the green slime passage. 
Watch out for resistance along 
the way. Head up the stairs to 
the top, but watch out for an 
ambush coming from behind. 

SECRET ONE 
After you reach the top of the stairs a 
hatch will open. Stand up against the 
wall with the hatch behind you and 
look up. There you will see the plaque 
which you need to shoot. A platform 
will rise and allow you to reach the 
adrenaline. 

SECRET TWO 
Enter the hatch that opens after you 
have used the valve, look up and you 
will see a plaque. Shoot this out and a 
door opposite you will open. Jump 
the gap to reach the quake multiplier. 

From here, jump down to where 
you started and then into the 
now empty drainage tunnel. 
Find the hatch leading out and 
head up the lift, watch out for 
the hounds. In the room at the 
top activate the two switches, 
one will open the door and the 
other raises the bridge outside 

grenades or rockets. On the far 
side you can find the BFG 10K 
if you need a refill. Once the 
Tank is down a bridge will 
extend across the gap to the 
other side. Before crossing, _- 
make sure you stock up on the 
pick-ups in the pit. Cross the bridge and head for 

the door at the end of the 

SECRET TRREE 
As you cross the bridge look back, on 
the top left-hand side you can see a 
small square. Shoot this and a door 
will open on the right. Inside the 
small room you can find a shot of 

corridor. Inside you'll find a 
switch to open the large doors 
you just passed. Enter these 
doors and head towards the lift 



II nvni Just after the lift has passed, jump 
down onto the narrow ledge in the 
centre of the moving pole. Turn 
around and look up, above the 
passage you came from you can see a 
small ledge. Ride the lift as it rises 
and jump off on to this ledge, here 
you'll find a power amplifier. 

Mission Objectives: 
Descend into core 
Locate Strogg Command 

Head through the first door 
and kill the Berserker. At the 
end of the tunnel you will see 
a giant mechanism. If you look 
up you can see two Iron 
Maidens on each corner of the 
platform. Take these girls out 
before you go any further. 
Now walk to the edge and face 
slightly to one side. As soon as 
you see the platform rise up 
from below, walk out onto it. 
When you see the platform 
above walk forward onto It. 

Collect the pick-ups from the 
little nooks and then head down 
the hole. The next room you 
reach is inside a giant 
mechanism, head to the gap in 
the centre and watch the pipes. 
You'll see that there are two 
small ledges on which you can 
stand, it is best to wait until you 
see the one on the right appear 
as the left always follows 
shortly there after. As you rise 
up look out for the thin 
platform, there are many 

enemies on this platform so as 
soon as you step on to it jump 
down to the platform below. 
Head to the only room that 
exits this section. On each side 
you'll see moving parts, every 
now and then a cog will 
appear. Ride one of these up to 
the next level. 
You will then reach another 
section where you must cross 
the large holes. Instead of 
riding the platform up, look 
down and you'll see a door. 
Run across the platform and 
drop off just in front of the 
door. Follow the next corridor 
and you will reach a room with 
a huge hole in the middle. Take 
out the enemies guarding this 
section before you head across. 
Walk to the edge and watch 
for the lift that comes up, as it 

raises jump on to it and then 
off the other side. Head 
through the door to finish the 
level. Phew. 

On the last lift section, instead of just 
running across the lift to the door, 
remain on the lift and jump off when 
you are in line with the platform 
above. Turn around and you'll see a 
mega health on the opposite side. Use 
the lift to cross this gap and collect 
your findings. 
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Step into it and you will be 
transported into the arena. On 
either side of the central pillar you 
will see two giant Tanks. Use your 
rockets to take these guys out. Try 
not to let them box you in 
though. After they are dead, two 
flying Tanks will appear from pods 
at the side of the room. These also 
contain Health and Ammo. Behind 
the pillar directly opposite from 
where you start you can find a 
mega health. When 
dealing with the 
flying Tanks it is best 
to circle-strafe them 
and use your most 
powerful weaponry - like 
the BFG 10K. Once you have 
killed these mothers 
the game will 
end and you ^ 

will be given a 
password for 
an extra level. 

Mission Objectives: 
Destroy the Guardians 
Shut down the core 

Instead of taking the lift up, trigger it 
off so it rises and then drop down 
into the hole. Here you will find 
armour and a power shield. Use the 
teleporter to return. 

Head straight on at the start and 
take the lift up. Check both routes 
for pick-ups and ammo. When you 
have completely cleared the area, 
head for the large door on the 
ground floor. You will reach a 
teleporter which gradually opens. 
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When the picture was taken, this Honduran 

girl had just survived the largest natural 

disaster to hit Central America this century. 

A mudslide wiped out her home in the 

Tegucigalpa hills. In a state of shock, she 

clings to her pet dog - she also clings to the 

hope that someone, somewhere will help. 

The hurricane is over, the relief effort 

is just beginning. 

The disaster may have happened in 

November, but the need for outside aid is 

more pressing as time goes by. The hurricane 

caused immense short-term damage, but the 

long-term effects could be catastrophic. 

The fields are decimated and left infertile. 

Bridges and roads have been swept aside and 

access to some regions is extremely difficult. 

Ironically, though much of the country has 

been flooded, there is little uncontaminated 

water to drink. The risk of cholera and typhus 

is always there, and could reach epidemic 

proportions. 

The people of Central America are resilient 

and resourceful, but they do need our help to 

put the basic infrastructure in place so that 

they can start to re-build their lives. 

Don't let her down - please give what 

you can. 

11,000 people are feared dead, many more 

are missing and millions are homeless. This 

advertising space itself has been donated by 

the magazine, so please donate what you 

can. There are so many people in Central 

America clinging to the hope that you will. 

For Credit Card donations please call 

0990 22 22 33 
CENTRAL AMERICA HURRICANE APPEAL 
Coordinated by the Disasters Emergency Committee representing ActionAid, British Red Cross, 
CAFOD, CARE, Christian Aid, CCF, MERLIN, OXFAM, Save the Children, Tearfund and World Vision. 

Supported by the British Magazine Industry. All photographs donated by Reuters News Pictures Service. Campaign created by River Advertising. 

PET DOG. THE OTHER IS 

THE HOPE THAT YOlI'tt HELP. 
I would like to help the people of Central America with a donation of; 

Please send to: The DEC Hurricane Appeal, 52 Great Portland St, London W1N 5AH. 



ANCIENT LAKE ■■■■ 
UK Race: 0*43.05 - Justin Marshall 

CRYSTAL LAKE ■ 
Daniel Dunn -1*02.73 

Daniel Dunn - 71663 pts 

GOLDEN FOREST ■■ 
Daniel Dunn -1*19.82 

Abraham AIzouman - 61109 pts 

DRAGON CAVE H 
Harold Spiggot- 1*24.25 

Jeremy Wendt- 79535 pts 

HALF PIPE ■■■■■ 
Ross McKinstray - 122328 pts 

CRYSTAL PEAK ■■ 
Daniel Dunn - 1*27.21 

Dominic Floyd - 80320 pts 

MOUNTAIN VILLAGE 
Daniel Dunn -1*30.15 

Daniel Dunn - 61740 pts 

DEADLY FALL ■■■ 
Norman Obeseki -1*07.88 

Dominic Floyd - 147801 pts 

FOSSIL CANYON ■■■i 
UK Race: 1*10.71 - Thomas Geoffries 

HOT TOP VOLCANO | 
UK Race: V14.54 - Joe Perry 

RACING 
WALRUS COVE ■■ 
UK Race: 1*40.34 - Joe Perry 

CRESCENT ISLAND — 
UK Race: 1*14.31 - Richard Dunn 

WINDMILL PLAINS ■ 
UK Race: 1*4576 - Joe Perry 

W _Jjfl 

AIR MAKE 
Ross McKinstray - 101750 pts 

Richard Dunn - 00:25 

FACILITY 
Richard Dunn - 00:35 

John Hunter - 0:13 

SURFACE 
Richard Dunn - 00:20 • 

BUNKER 
Simon Hunt - 00:11 

John Hunter - 1:04 

_ _ 
. STATUE ■■■■■■■■I 37c STCECTS 

Richard Dunn-1:38 |[| ^ Richard Dunn - 00:35 

‘ ‘" ]!!Sg__J m 
ARCHIVES DEPOT ■■■■■■ 
Richard Dunn - 00:10 36 Richard Dunn - 00:13 

^.. 7.--Z 

^ I—— 
~~M Joe Kelly - 00:55 

^jl3225' Richard Dunn - 0:59 ~ ^ 

24 'John Hunter-03:52 ''f. 

iJlf John Hunter - 00:39 W 

FRIGATE 
Simon Hunt - 00:06 

CRADLE ■■■ 
1 Bobby Kenny - 00:36 

SURFACE JHIH 
Richard Dunn - 00:29 

AZTEC COMPLEX 
Martin Flood r 01:56 

Richard Dunn - 00:15 

EGYPTIAN temple 
Bobby Kenny - 00:42 
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JUNGLE FALLS WglM 
UK Race: 0*47.00 - Joe Perry 

DARKMOON CAVERNS 
UK Race: 1*48.90 - Joe Perry 
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ROOKIE MOUNTAIN HIIHI 

UK Race; 0*26.63 - Alan Dundas 

BIG SNOWMAN ■■■■I 

UK Race: 1*37.73 - Robert Gallagher i i; 

SUNSET ROCK i■i|||||■||[ 

UK Race: 1*35.40 - Alan Dundas ■ ! 

NIGHT HIGHWAY 

We're getting a littie bored with the same high 
scores month in month out so we're going to 
change it around a little. There are some new 
games in town and we know they are hot enough 
for you to get so we are going to throw them into 
our 'High Scores’ cauldron and let you add the vital 
Ingredients. Starting next month we will be seeing; 
STAR WARS: EPISODE 1 RACER 

, NINJA LAND 

UK Race: 0*23.76 - Robert Gallagher 

QUICKSAND VALLEY_|H[H{ 

UK Race: 1*36.43 - Alan Dundas 

SILVER MOUNTAIN IHH 

UK Race: 1*46.30 - Erwin Zeevaart 

DIZZY LAND 

UK Race: 1*36.80 - Erwin Zeevaart 

^ UK Race:1 *32.20 - Erwin Zeevaart . 

GRASS VALLEY 

UK Race: 1*42.83 - Alan Dundas 

KALIMARI DESERT ■■■ 
UK Race: 1*26.15 - Glen McHorton 

UK Lap: 0*25.38 - Glen McHorton 

US Race: 1*39.14-Tim Kliewer 

US Lap: 0*32.65 - Tim Kliewer 

TOAD'S TURNPIKE ■Hi 

UK Race: 1*47.19 - Glen McHorton 

UK Lap: 0*33.09 - Alan Dundas 

US Race: 1*51.04 - Greg Ihnatenko 

US Lap: 0*34.05 - Greg Ihnatenko 

FRAPPE SNOWLAND ■■ 
UK Race: 0*28.12 - Steven Canuck 

UK Lap: 0*06.54 - Alan Dundas 

US Race: 0*26.13 - Loustarinen Tata 

US Lap: 0*05.51 - G Weif/G Ihnatenko 

CHOCO MOUNTAIN ■■■ 
UK Race: 1*00.56 - Richard Dunn 

UK Lap: 0*18.73 - Daniel Dunn 

US Race: 1*24.18 - Thomas Geoffries 

US Lap: 0*27.80 - Greg Ihnatenko 

MARIO RACEWAY ■■■1 
UK Race: 1*02.63 - Steven Canuck 

UK Lap: 0*18.69 - Glen McHorton 

US Race: 0*57.63 - George Weif 

US Lap: 0*17.96 - Greg Ihnatenko 

MOO MOO FARM BliHi 

UK Race: 1*20.29 - Glen McHorton 

UK Lap: 0*26.28 - Glen McHorton 

US Race; 1*17.30 - Greg ihnatenko 

US Lap: 0*26.43 - Greg Ihnatenko 

YOSHI VALLEY ■■■■i 

UK Race: 0*35.56 - Barry Drew 

UK Lap: 0*11.15 - Daniel Dunn 

US Race: 1*30.93 - Loustarinen Tata 

US Lap: 0*09.30 - George Weif 

KOOPA TROOPA BEACH 

UK Race: 1*26.03 - Glen McHorton 

UK Lap: 0*28.18 - Glen McHorton 

US Race; 1*24.91 - Tim Kliewer 

US Lap: 0*26.70 - Greg Ihnatenko 

BANSHEE BOARDWALK ■ 
UK Race: 1*59.18 - Glen McHorton 

UK Lap: 0*39.06 - Glen McHorton 

US Race: 1*50.70 - George Weif 

US Lap: 0*36.45 - Greg Ihnatenko 

RAINBOW ROAD ■■■■ 
UK Race: 4*00.49 - Glen McHorton 

UK Lap: 1*19.14 - Glen McHorton 

US Race: 4*16.89 - Matthew Bailey 

US Lap: 1*21.69 - Greg Ihnatenko 

LUIGI RACEWAY ■■■ 
UK Race: 0*49.64 - Richard Dunn 

UK Lap: 0*13.06 - Daniel Dunn 

US Race:1*23.10 - George Weif 

US Lap: 0*26.21 - Tim Kliewer 

WARIO STADIUM ■■■ 
UK Race: 0*21.22 - Richard Dunn 

UK Lap: 0*05.20 - Barry Drew 

US Race; 1*06.37 - George Weif 

US Lap: 0*05.41 - Greg Ihnatenko 

SHERBERT LAND —1 

UK Race: 1*50.10 - Glen McHorton 

UK Lap: 0*36.24 - Glen McHorton 

US Race: 1*44.47 - Greg Ihnatenko 

US Lap: 0*34.38 - Greg Ihnatenko 

ROYAL RACEWAY HHI 

UK Race: 2*08.76 - Rob Pierce 

UK Lap: 0*42.28 - Rob Pierce 

US Race: 1*48.73 - George Weif 

US Lap: 0*35.89 - George Weif 

BOWSER CASTLE HHH 

UK Race: 2*04.76 - Glen McHorton 

UK Lap: 0*40.46 - Glen McHorton 

US Race: 1*58.24 - Loustarinen Tata 

US Lap: 0*39.18 - Greg Ihnatenko 

DK JUNGLE PARKWAY ■ 
UK Race: 0*31.96 - Richard Dunn 

UK Lap: 0*05.11 - Rob Pierce 

US Race: 0*34.00 - Greg Ihnatenko 

US Lap: 0*05.7 - Greg Ihnatenko 
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BRITAIN —— 

Ben Yarwood: 00:40.40 = 

__ — 

GERMANY ■■■■■■ 
Mark Mllsted: 

HUNGARY ■■■■■■■ 
Glen McHorton: 00:43.8?^^- ''® 

ITALY kmmmmmmmmmmm] 
Ben Yarwood: 0:039.27 

BRAZ^^^B|i|||H 
Glen McHorton: 00:37.44 

SAN MARINO ■■ 
Ben Yarwood: 00:45.68 _ 

ARGENTINA ■■■ 
Glen McHorton: 00:42.77 

MONACO mpm 

Glen McHorton: 00:43.44 

KUES BRIDGE 

Race: 1.40.2 ~ Rick Jones 

Lap: 18.0 > Jan-Erik Spangberg 

DORON IV ■HHH 
Race: 2.31.3 - Paul Stocks 

Lap: 27.8 - Jan-Erik Spangberg 

SOKANA ■■■■■I 

Race: 2.47.1 - Paul Stocks 

Lap: 30.6 - Jan-Erik Spangberg 

DYRONESS 

Race: 2.04.0 - Paul Stocks 

* Lap: 20.2 - Jan-Erik Spangberg 

MACHAON II ■■■■i 
Race: 3.00.0 - Paul Stocks 

Lap: 31.1 - Jan-Erik Spangberg 

TERAFUMOS ■■■■ 
Race: 2.26.7 - Rick Jones 

Lap: 28.2 - Jan-Erik Spangberg 

VELOCITAR ■■■■■ 
Race: 2.08.8 - Paul Stocks 

Lap: 24.5 - Jan-Erik Spangberg 

LUXEMBOURG M—ii 

Glen McHorton: 00:40.93 

JAPAN 

Glen McHorton: 00'!5433 ^ ^ 

EUROPE 1 
Ben Yarwood: 00:43.92 

AUSTRIA jlMI 

Glen McHorton: 00:40.52 

AUSTRAUA 

Ben Yarwood: 00:46.16 

SPAIN lillliiipi 
Glen McHorton: 00:46.25 

FRANCEjpiiiijii 
Glen McHorton: 00:41.31 

CANADA ■■■■ 
Glen McHorton: 00:39.35 

V-RALLY 99 
INDONESIA ■§^■■■1 

Stagel 3'16.21 Bobby Hughes 

Stage2 4'06.09 Bobby Hughes 

Stage3 5'27.59 Andrew Stevens 

ENGLAND 

Stagel 4'40.20 Andrew Stevens 

Stage2 5'00.19 Harold Hill 

Stage3 5'36.59 Andrew Stevens 

SPAIN ■■■■■■■■ 
Stagel 4'39.01 Andrew Stevens 

Stage2 5*39.50 Andrew Stevens 

Stage3 5*34.02 Andrew Stevens 

SAFARI 

Stagel 3*32.19 Andrew Stevens 

Stage2 5*39.50 Andrew Stevens 

Stage3 5*34.02 Andrew Stevens 

CORSICA ■■■■■■■■ 
stagel 4*51.37 Andrew Stevens 

Stage2 5*40.40 Andrew Stevens 

Stage3 5*28.51 Andrew Stevens 

NEW ZEALAND 

Stagel 4*32.41 Andrew Stevens 

Stage2 5*47.38 Andrew Stevens 

Stage3 5*32.39 Paul Stocks 

FRENCH ALPS ■■■■■ 
Stagel 5*35.19 PauJ Stocks 

Stage2 5*12.27 Martin Green 

Stage3 ' 7*56.19 Paul Stocks 

SWEDEN JpiHHIlijijii 
: Stagel 4*57.50 Andrew Stevens 

Stage2 5*51.39 Andrew Stevens 

Stage3 6*51.41 Andrew Stevens 
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JACK CUP 
Fire Fieid; 0*23.679 - Richard Dunn 

Siience2: 0*28.430 - Richard Dunn 

Sector Beta: 0*28.774 - Richard Dunn 

Red Car»yon2:0*27.1 T3 -* Richard Dunn 

White Land2:0*20.564 « Richard Dunn 

Mute Crty3:0*28.829 - FBchard Dunn 

Mute City: 0*24.140 - Richard Dunn 

Silence: 0*21.698 - Richard Dunn 

Sand Ocean: 0*20.691 - Richard Dunn 

Devils Forest 0*23.454 - Richard Dunn 

Big Blue; 0*26.995 - Richard Dunn 

Port Town: 0*26.429 - Richard Dunn 

JOKER CUP QUEEN CUP 
Rainbow Road: 0*37.875 - R- Duim 

Devil's Forest3; 0*24.249 - R. Dunn 

Space Plant 0*34.895 - R. Dunn 

Siand Ocean2:0*29.165^ R- Dunn 

Port Town: 0*34.366 - Richard Dunn 

Big Hand: 0*42.054 - Richard Dunn 

Sector Alpha: 0*23.104 - Richard Dunn 

Red Canyon: 0*23.376 - Richard Dunn 

Devi}% Forest2:074.061 - Richard Dunn 

Mute Crty2:0*21.196 - Richard Dunn 

Big Btue2: 0*20.243 - Richard Dunn 

White Land: 0*27.206 - Richard Dunn Nawaab Menolee 
is this months 
top scorer. 

CORNERIA 
Andrew Robson - 308 Rob Pierce - 275 

MACBETH METEO 
Andrew Robson - 253 Andrew Robson - 449 

AREA 6 

Greg Ihnatenko - 535 Andrew Robson - 294 

Bobby Hughes - 117 Tim Kliewer- 327 

AQUAS 
Andrew Robson - 305 Andrew Robson - 211 

A big hurrah goes to 
Nawaab Menolee for his 
shooting skills on ISS '98. 
Over the next few issues 
we shall be updating our 
lists to include a whole 
stack of new games for 
you lot to test your 
gaming prowess. Next 
month we shall be 
adding Star Wars: 
Episode One Racer to the 
list - so get to it! 

VENOM FORTUNA 
Andrew Robson - 302 Arron Taylor - 87 

Andrew Robson - 340 

SOLAR 
Andrew Robson -144 

Bobby Hughes - 384 

AREAS ■■■ 
Greg Ihnatenko - 535 Send your high scores to: High Scores, Total N64, Rapide 

Puhlishing, 1 Roman Court, 48 Hew North Road, Exeter, EX4 4EP. 

1 Nawaab Menolee 40-0 

2 Sam Elliott 36-1 

3 Saul Gatstone 32-1 

4 Gary Stepton 29-0 y S Graeme Elder 20-0 

S Stephen Darrow 20-0 

7 Darren Hale 19-0 

8 Lee (TN64) 19-0 

9 Nick (TN64) 11-0 

IB Jon (TN64) 3-0 * 
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SCORES ON THE OOORS 
on innO/ if you don't buy this then 
yU"IUU /O you're mad! Essential. 

MflOO/ Usually have one or two minor 
"Du /D faults. Great if you like the genre! 

61-79% Close, but there is an absence of 
rolled Columbian tobacco leaves. 

AI-RIID/ Don't even go there...not only In 
4I”DU /O times of severe need! 

MAIIO/ masochists need apply! Buy 
■■fU #0 a Playstation for games like this! 

GimCM 

What’S it all about! Total N64 presents 
the full guide to every N64 game ever! 
Total Recall is Total N64's exhaustive 

round-up of every game on the N64. 

Before you open your wallet to buy a 

game you must consult these holy 

pages to see whether your money will 

be well spent or simply wasted... 

Our reviewers know a good game 
when they play one and will steer you 
well clear of turkeys. 

Our ten top 5 charts will also tell you 
what the greatest games are in every 
genre, meaning that you need never 
spend valuable playing time wondering 
about which game to buy! 

We'll also cover other stuff we think is 
cool from time to time, and you may even 
find some big-up compo action lurking! 

1 III 
PUBLISHER ACCLAIM 

DEVELOPER IGUANA 

PRICE £39.ff 

GENRE BASEBALL 

®8B% 
SAVE MEMORY PAK | 

RUMBLE PAK YES f 
EXPANSION PAK YES fj 
PLAYERS 1 

The most playable and realistic Baseball sim anywhere on this 

n -Star Tennis ’9! ®7B% 
PUBLISHER UBKOFT 

DEVELOPER UBISOFT 

PRICE £4B.ff 

GENRE ARCADE TENNIS 

Novel ideas fail to elevate this game a 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK NO 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-4 

ibove it's stature as a Tennis sim. 

Banjo-Kazoole ®B3% 

"'i.' 
'' r-".rT3i, 

'll ■ • ■ - -,.7: 

NINTENDO 

RARE 

£49.99 
PLATFORM ADVENTURE 

BATTERY B-UP 

YES 

NO 

Is this game better than Mario 64 or not? It’s a tough one, that's for 

sure. Sublime graphical landscapes are spread out before your 

bird/bear combo and they are just begging to be fully explored! 

Battletanx 
PUBLISHER 3DO 

DEVELOPER PSYCLONE 

PRICE £4f.f9 

GENRE SHOOT 'BB-UP 

®B0% 
SAVE MEMORY PAK | 

RUMBLE PAK YES f, 
EXPANSION PAK NO / 

PLAYERS 1 

An uninspiring one-player adventure with some super multiplayer fun. 

1BBB° Snowboarding 0 90% 
X 

NINTENDO 

NINTENDO 

£49.99 
SNOWBOARDING 

BATTERY B-UP 

YES 

NO 

Developed by Nintendo's Wave Race team, 1080° features gorgeous 

snow physics, beautiful graphics and perfectly pitched playability. 

Simply the greatest snowboarding game money can buy. 

A Bng’s Life @7B% 
PUBLISHER DISNEY SAVE MEMORY PAK 

DEVELOPER PfXAR RUMBLE PAK YES 

PRICE £44.ff EXPANSION PAK NO 

GENRE ARCADE TBMS PLAYERS 1 

1 A great film but a very generic and disappointing game. | 

Aernfigbters Assan it (155% 
PUBLISHER VH>EO SYSTEMS 

DEVELOPER MRADIGM 

PRICE £4§M 
GENRE JETDOGHGHTVIG 

Tries to be Pilotwings with weapons, t 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK YES 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-2 

)ut completely and utterly fails. 

Aern Gang (151% 
PUBLISHER ASCB 

DEVELOPER LOCOMOUVE 

PRICE E4B.M 

GENRE RAiONG 

This is nothing but a loser's version of 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK YES 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-2 

Wipeout 64. Avoid like death. 

Airbnarder 64 (172% 
PUBLISHER HUMAN 

DEVELOPER BI-HOUSE 

PRICE C4B.ft 

GENRE AMBOARDBIG 

Great ideas inspired by Back To The Ft 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK YES 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-2 

iture 2, but sadly a little shallow. 

Il Star BasebairSB 082% 
PUBLISHER ACCLAIM 

DEVELOPER IGUANA 

PRICE E39.M 

GENRE BASaALL SIMULAnON 

SAVE MEMORY PAK | 

RUMBLE PAK YES n 
EXPANSION PAK NO | 

PLAYERS 1 

Great Baseball game, that is virtually rendered obsolete by its successor. 

Beetie Adventnre 1 Racing 092% 
PUBLISHER EA 

DEVELOPER PARADIGM 

PRICE £3t.tt 

GENRE RAONG 

The best arcade racer on the N64 so fa 

SAVE MEMORY PAK I 
RUMBLE PAK YES 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-4 ^^***^^ 

r. Ignore what lesser mags tell you. | 

Bin-Freaks (17B% 
PUBLISHER MKMVAY SAVE MEMORY PAK 

DEVELOPER SAPPHBBE RUMBLE PAK YES 

PRICE £4B.f9 EXPANSION PAK NO 

GENRE BEAT'EMAJP PLAYERS 1-2 

1 Great ideas and loads of gore let down by some poor execution. | 

Biast Corps . (185% 
PUBLISHER NBfTBiDO SAVE MEMORY PAK I 
DEVELOPER RARE RUMBLE PAK NO 

PRICE £2B.tt EXPANSION PAK NO 

GENRE DESmOYI PLAYERS 1 tSISgUA 

1 It's a puzzler! It's a destruction sim! It's a damn fine title from Rare! | 

Biades Of Steel ©77% 
PUBLISHER KONAMI 

DEVELOPER BI-HOUSE 

PRICE £50.00 

GENRE SPORTS SRNULAnON 

Skating on thin ice once more. Why w 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK YES 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-3 

on't these games puck off I 



original 

MEMORY PAK 

YES 

NO 

KONAMI 

KONAMI 

£44.99 

3D ADVENTURE 

Body Harvesi (^90% 
PUBLISHER GREMUN 
DEVELOPER DMA DESIGN 
PRICE at.M 

GENRE EVERYTHINGI 
Tired looking but action-packed blast* 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK YES 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1 

jr with a huge range of vehicles! | 

Bust-A-Move 2 $ 61% Binbernan B4 <£165% 

Bomberman Hero ®71% 
PUBLISHER NINTENDO SAVE MEMORY PAK 

DEVELOPER HUDSON RUMBLE PAK YES 

PRICE £4B.tt EXPANSION PAK NO 

GENRE PLATFORMER PLAYERS 1-2 

1 Hudson try to beat Mario 64 again. Not surprisingly,they fail. Again. | 

Bost-A-Move 3 070% 
PUBLISHER ACCLAIM 
DEVELOPER TAfTO 
PRICE £39.59 
GENRE PUZZLE 
A fine game certainly, but it's not real 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK YES 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-4 

ly pushing your N64's capabilities. 

Bist-A-Mne ’SB SI49% Bottom Bf The an ^ 75% 

►) ORIGINAL CLASSICS I Ereat games j/ou might have missed... 

1 PUBLISHER KONAMI SAVE MEMORY PAK 

DEVELOPER IN410USE RUMBLE PAK NO 

PRICE £50.00 EXPANSION PAK NO 

GENRE SPORTS SIMULATION PLAYERS 1-2 

1 "American sports are awful" says our designer. And he's right, tool 

PUBLISHER 

DEVELOPER TAfTO 
PRICE APPROX. £50 
GENRE PUZZLE 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK YES 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-4 

A tired, boring and thoroughly unexciting prospect. 

ISSUE 31 

PUBLISHER NINTENDO SAVE MEMORY PAK 

DEVELOPER HUDSON RUMBLE PAK NO 

PRICE £49.99 EXPANSION PAK NO 

GENRE PLATFORMER PLAYERS 1-4 

Hudson try to make Bomberman the new platform hero, and fail badly! | 

PUBLISHER ACCLAIM 
DEVELOPER TAfTO 
PRICE £3«.M 

GENRE PUZZLE 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK YES 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-4 

Fire multi-coloured balls at more balls to make balls disappear. 

One of the launch games for the 
N64, Shadows Of The Empire 

was the butt of many bad 
reviews at the time of launch, due to 
the fact that it tried to mix and match 
several different game styles and 
failed to excel at any of them. 
However, the fact remains that 
despite a couple of dodgy sections 
(the train level, for example), there Is 
plenty to make up for it. Taking down 
AT-ATs with your snowspeeder, or AT- 
STs that you come across while on 
foot, is great, as is meeting Boba Fett 
in a one-on-bne jetpack duel! It's not 
worth buying at full price, but if it 
comes out on the Player's Choice 
budget label, or if you see it going 
cheap second-hand, it really won't 
disappoint any of you Star Wars fans. 

PUBLISHER UM SOFT 
DEVELOPER ARGONAUT 
PRICE £4f.t9 
GENRE SHOOT'EM4JP 
Great shoot 'em-up let down by poor 

California Speed $41% 
PUBLISHER MIDWAY 
DEVELOPER ATARI 
PRICE AROUND £50 
GENRE RACING 
A poor arcade racer? On the N64? Wh 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK YES 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-2 

lO'd ever have thought it? 

Chameleon Twisi 0 40% 
PUBLISHER MFOGRAMES 
DEVELOPER SUNSOFT 
PRICE £49.99 
GENRE PLATFORMER 
A guy with a long tongue embarks up 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK YES 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-4 

on an adventure - unfortunately. 

c hameleon Mst S 033% 
PUBLISHER JAPAN SUPPLY SYSTIM 
DEVELOPER IN-HOUSE 
PRICE AROUND £50 
GENRE PLATFORM 
Bloody horrific platform game. Really, 

SAVE BATTERY B-UP 

RUMBLE PAK NO 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1 

really bad. 1 wouldn't with yours. 

Casllmraiia ®I87% 
^IhP 

Castlevania has it's faults, but it possesses a unique charm that will 

pull you back again and again. Great looking, great sounding and 

great to play with a brooding atmosphere throughout. FangtasticI 

c harlie Blast’s Territory O 74% 
PUBLISHER KEMCO 
DEVELOPER REALTIME ASSOCIATES 
PRICE £50.00 
GENRE PUZZLfR 
Bad looking puzzler with some addict 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK YES 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-2 

ive Bomberman-esque playability. 

c hopper Attac ®79% 
PUBLISHER SETA 
DEVELOPER M-HOUSE 
PRICE £49.99 
GENRE SHOOT'EM-UP 
Not the worst game on the N64. No w 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK YES 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1 

ray. Not the best either though. 

Clayflghter 63 \ 0128% 
PUBLISHER INTERPLAY 
DEVELOPER M-HOUSE 
PRICE £49.99 
GENRE BEAT'ENKIP 
Undoubtedly the biggest joke we hav< 

SAVE NO 

RUMBLE PAK YES 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-2 

; ever witnessed. How we laughed. 

Crois’n US A 051% 
PUBLISHER NINTENDO 
DEVELOPER MIDWAY 
PRICE £29.99 
GENRE RACING 
It's another shoddy racing game from 

SAVE NO 

RUMBLE PAK NO 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-2 

Midway {TN64 feigns surprise...) 

SHADOWS Of 
10E EMPlOE 

CLASSIC 
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Register Your 

M CAUGHT IN THE WEB http://www.tliestonB.cam 

THE STONE The Stone is a new craze that is soon to take 
over the world! This is the idea right - are you 
listening? You go to a shop, yeah, like Toys R 

Us or something, and you buy this small plastic 
pyramid. When you manage to break it open, you 
get a little book of riddles and this stone with 
arcane symbols on. You then register your stone at 
the above address... no, wait, come back, it gets 
better! Then you find your stone mate (someone 
else in the world with the same stone as you), and 
then you have to solve puzzles together, puzzles 
that have been confusing man since the dawn of 
time. And stuff. And it's really great. You never 
know, one of you out there may be our stone mate! 

A A ^ 
V 7 7 

NINTENDO 

PARADIGM 

£39.99 

RACING 

MEMORY PAK 

c YES 

» YES 

1-2 

Basically, this is FI World Grand Prix, but at about ten times the 

speed! Everything you loved about the original is here, although 

unfortunately the blurry graphics have stayed as well. 

Dual Heroes 053% 
PUBLISHER HUDSON 
DEVELOPER M-HOUSE 
PRICE C54.M 
GENRE WAT'EM-UP 
Once again Hudson don't develop the 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK YES 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-4 

! best game in the world. Woah! 

FIfa: RTTWC ’88 075% 
PUBLISHER ELECmOMCARTS 
DEVELOPER ELECTRONIC ARTS 
PRICE E54.M 
GENRE POOTlAU.SMULAnON 

Offered nothing new and showed sigi 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK NO 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-4 

IS that the series was weakening. 

MEMORY PAK 

YES 

NO 

1-4 

RARE - 

rare; 

£39.99 

RACING 

Think Mario Kart 64'crossed with Banjo-Kazooie and you have a 

superb vehicular adventure game. Packed with charm, although 

maybe a little too cute for some "grown-ups". Purrieese! 

DukeNukem64 ®85% 
PUBLISHER GT1 SAVE MEMORY PAK I 
DEVELOPER M-HOUSE 
PRICE £4S.M 
GENRE SHOOT'EM-UP 
Dated, but fantastic shoot 'em-up acti 

RUMBLE PAK YES 

EXPANSION PAK NO fEHt (iL 

PLAYERS 1-4 ''^^===5 

on from the Dookster himself. 

FIFA ’89 
f»|n 

0M% 
, TOO y- 

i'- L KSfiwXlJjTri 

u 
1 IV 

-• 

.« 

EA SPORTS 

EA SPORTS 

£39.99 

FOOTBALL SIMULATION 

MEMORY PAK 

YES 

NO 

1-4 

We reckon that this is the greatest football game ever, only just 

edging past ISS '98. Amazing graphics and animation and spot-on 

playability make this THE game to beat for Konami. 

Extreme-G2 080% 
PUBLISHER 

DEVELOPER PROW 
PRICE £39.M 
GENRE RAONG 

SAVE BATTERY B-UP | 

RUMBLE PAK YES t 
EXPANSION PAK NO j 
PLAYERS 1 

Very fast and gorgeous looking but ultimately flawed in many ways. 

PUBLISHER 

DEVELOPER IMAGMEQt 
PRICE C4S.99 
GENRE WAT HEM-UP 
An interesting fighting system that does not quite match up to Tekken. 

F-1 World Grand Prix 0 SOvo 
PUBLISHER VIDEO SYSTEMS 
DEVELOPER PARADIGM 
PRICE £29.M 
GENRE FI SIMULATION 

SAVE MEMORY PAK | 

RUMBLE PAK YES f 
EXPANSION PAK NO I 
PLAYERS 1-2 ' 

A superb F1 simulation that stands head and shoulders above the pack 



Forsaken ®B1% 
SAVE MEMORY PAK | 

RUMBLE PAK YES f 
EXPANSION PAK NO I 

PLAYERS 1-4 • 

Seriously sickening shooter with 360° movement and some great choons. 

PUBLISHER 

DEVELOPER IGUANA 
PRICE £5f.9f 
GENRE SHOOT'EMMJP 

F-Zeri X (190% 
PUBLISHER NINTENDO 
DEVELOPER MNTENDO 
PRICE £39.tt 

GENRE 

SAVE BATTERY B-UP ] 

RUMBLE PAK YES / 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-4 I 

Nintendo's original speed-freak is a stunningly fast and playab 

►) CHOICE CUTS JhB tBstiBst mrsBis Bf HB4 gaming... 

RACING You're a dextrous monkey in a 
turbo powered kart, and he's 
three tons of blubber. All you've 

got to do is beat him to the top of a 
hill. No problemo. Except the git only 
goes and gets a sneaky head start, 
doesn't he? And you didn't realise 
you'd have to contend with falling 
pillars and Indiana Jones style rolling 
boulders, did you? On top of that, 
you've got horn-face here trying to 
stomp you into the ground or knock 
you off the edge of the mountain. Oh 
yeah, and he can run too, vanishing 
into the distance so fast you don't 
believe he was ever there. With enough 
practice though, you will beat him - in 
a few days possibly. Then you'll feel ail 
tingly inside, because you've just 
beaten the first boss in the stunning 
Diddy Kong Racing. First boss? Arse... 

DIDDY KONG 

Is this the greatest game ever? Quite possibly. Rare's spy-shoot 'em-up 

is still an office fave well over a year after its release. If you don't own 

this, then the men in the wood-pannelled station wagon are coming... 

0-0 X 

-£39.99 NO 

ARCADE FOOTBALL J 1-4 

y still maintain that this, and not Fifa '99, is Uts^greatest football 

B ever made. It’s simply a matter of taste - if-ybil can't decide 

h to get, get 'em both! You'll be glad you didl 

Iggy’s Reckin’ Dali Is (i80“/o| 
PUBLISHER AOIAIM 
DEVELOPER IGUANA 
PRICE £4B.tf 

GENRE INSANE RACBI 
Interesting and innovative ball-based v 

SAVE MEMORY PAK I 
RUMBLE PAK YES 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-4 

vacky races. Great fun with mates. | 

GT G4: Ciiampionship Edit 075% 
PUBLISHER MPOGRAMES 
DEVELOPER IMAGINEER 
PRICE £4S.tf 

GENRE DRMNG 
Poor man's V-Rally or Top Gear Rally. / 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK YES 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-2 

\ homeless beggar's Gran Turismo. 

Kilier Instinct Goii (172% 
PUBLISHER MNTENDO 
DEVELOPER RARE 
PRICE £54.09 

GENRE REAT'EM-UP 
An under par game from Rare! Soon 1 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK NO 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-2 

to be listed next to "Hen's Teeth". 

King Of Pro Daseball Q79% 
SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK NO 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-2 

Decent jap baseball action that no-one gives a crap about, to be honest. 

PUBLISHER 

DEVELOPER IMAGMEEK 
PRICE ANOUND £50 
GENRE 
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BATTERY B-UP 

NO 

NO 

1-4 

NINTENDO 

NINTENDO 

£29.99 

RACING 

MEMORY PAK 

NO 

NO 

Magical Disney Tetris ^ 59% Knife Edge: Nnse Gunner J49% 

Marin Gulf Q73% LastLeginnUX 079% 

Lamborghini Automobil £72% 
PUBLISHER TTTUS 
DEVELOPER BI-HOUSE 
PRICE £49.99 
GENRE RACBIG 
Yet another below par N64 arcade rac 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK NO 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-4 

ing title. Ridge Racer's coming! 

Mike Piazza’s Strikeznne ^32% 

Missinn: Impnssilile ^95% Madden G4 ^97% 
PUBLISHER INFOGRAMES I SAVE MEMORY PAK 

DEVELOPER INFOGRAMES RUMBLE PAK YES 

PRICE £39.99 EXPANSION PAK NO 

GENRE SPY-SIMULATION PLAYERS 1 

Not "better than Goldeneye"as one of our rivals said. Absolutely not. 

MK; Mytholoiies £19% 
PUBLISHER GH 

DEVELOPER MIDWAY 
PRICE £5AM 

GENRE RPGBEAT'EM-UP 
If you can find a worse game than this then we'd like to hear about it. 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK NO 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1 

Mnrtal Knmliat Triingy 99% 

Mnrtal Knmbat 4 
PUBLISHER MK>WAY 
DEVELOPER EUROCOM 
PRICE £39.99 
GENRE ■EAT'EM-UP 

£86% 
SAVE MEMORY PAK | 

RUMBLE PAK NO , 

EXPANSION PAK NO | 

PLAYERS 1 

One of the best beat 'em-ups on the N64. Loads of moves and gory gore! 

MRG Racing ^75% 

Mischief Makers J59' 

Micrn Machines 64 Turhn S91% 

Marin Kart 64 

As good as the old Snes game, at least - despite what rose-tint 

spectacled people will tell you. Superb in one player mode, and 

almost unbeatable for an evening in with three buddies. 

PUBLISHER GTI 
DEVELOPER MK>WAY 
PRICE £49.99 
GENRE BEAT'EM-UP 

SAVE NO 

RUMBLE PAK NO 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-8 

Like playing Mortal Kombat on the Snes, but paying more for it. 

PUBLISHER 

DEVELOPER 

PRICE £49.99 
GENRE RAONG 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK YES 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-2 

Not actually that bad, but then, not actually that good either. 

PUBLISHER GTI 
DEVELOPER DEVIL'S THUMR 
PRICE AROUND £50 
GENRE BASEBALL SIM 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK NO 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-4 

Next time I see a crummy Baseball game I'm gonna whup its scrawny ass! 

1 PUBLISHER END( 1 SAVE NO 

DEVELOPER TREASURE RUMBLE PAK NO 

PRICE £29.99 EXPANSION PAK NO 

GENRE PLAITORMER PLAYERS 1 

Enix? Weren't you once masters of the RPG genre. How you've fallen... 

It's hard to describe the charm of Micro Machines to the uninitiated. 

It doesn't look great, it doesn't sound great, but it is the microchip 

embodiment of the perrenial reviewer's term "playability". 

PUBLISHER 

DEVELOPER KEMCO 
PRICE £39.99 
GENRE HRSrraiSON SHOOTBI 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK YES 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-4 

Really bad shoot'em-up that tries to take on the likes of Time Crisis. 

PUBLISHER CAPCOM SAVE NO 

DEVELOPER CAPCOM RUMBLE PAK NO 

PRICE AROUND £50 EXPANSION PAK NO 

GENRE PUZZLf PLAYERS 1-2 

Not even the magic of Disney can save this painfully average release. 

PUBLISHER HUDSON 
DEVELOPER M-HOUSE 
PRICE APPROX. £50 
GENRE BEAT'EM-UP 
A serious contender for the worst 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK YES 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-2 

game ever. No, really. 

PUBLISHER NINTBIDO 
DEVELOPER V<-HOUSE 
PRICE £50.00 

GENRE SPORTS 
Great fun, and we wait in earnest 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK NO 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-4 

the English language translation. 

Last month we reviewed the brilliant new dance 
record 'Forsaken The Music', and a track from the 
album also appeared on our free CD that came with 
issue 28. This month we've managed to get hold of 
ten copies to give away to our lucky readers! 

All you have to do is answer the following question: 

Please read the following carefully; . ^ 
By entering the competition you are agreeing to be bound by the following terms and conditions: this competition is open to all residents in the UK, except for 
employees of Rapide Publishing, their immediate family and anyone connected with the implementation of the promotion. No responsibility wili be accepted for 
entries lost or damaged in the post or insufficiently pre-stamped. Proof of posting will not be accepted as proof of delivery. Entries become the absolute property 
of the promoter and will not be returned. There are no cash alternatives to this prize. The decision of the judges will be final and binding and no correspondence 
will be entered into. The closing date for receipt of entries is 1st October 1999 and the winner will be sent their prize as soon as possible after this date. 

PUBLISHER INFOGRAMES 
DEVELOPER BIG BANG 
PRICE £44.99 
GENRE PUZZLER 
Looks like a dog, plays like a dream. 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK NO 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1 

Puzzler with loads of challenge. 

PUBLIbHbK NINIbNUU 

DEVELOPER NINTENDO 
PRICE £29.99 
GENRE SHOOT'EM-UP 
Still the greatest free-flying shoot 'em- 

PUBLISHER EA SPORTS 
DEVELOPER EA SPORTS 
PRICE £54.99 
GENRE AMERICAN FOOTBALL 
It's American Football! It's quite good! 

PUBLISHER THE 
DEVELOPER MNTENDO / HUDSON 
PRICE £49.99 
GENRE 

SAVE BAT 

RUMBLE PAK YES 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-4 

Absolutely superb multiplayer fun with Mario, Donkey Kong an 

CODEMASTERS 

CODEMASTERS 

£49.99 

RACING 

Send answers to: 'Forsaken CD Compo', Total N64, Rapide Publishing, 

1 Roman Court, 48 New North Road, Exeter, Devon, EX4 4EP. 

mo publisheil farsakealj^ 
k. Acclaim ^ 
B. Ocean ^ 
C. Crya 
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(®87% 

Nascar ’99 063% 
PUBLISHER ELECmOMCAKTS 
DEVELOPER ELECTROMC AKTS 
PRICE £4t.M 
GENRE DMVMG 
Round and round and round and rour 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK YES 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-2 

id and round and round and ro... 

NBA Pro ’98 
PUBLISHER KONAMI 
DEVELOPER KONAMI 
PRICE £4BJt 

GENRE lASKETBALLSIM 

®Wk 
SAVE MEMORY PAK | 

RUMBLE PAK NO 

EXPANSION PAK NO | 

PLAYERS 1 

..make some games that someone in the UK is at all interested 

NFL Blitz 
PUBLISHER MIDWAY 
DEVELOPER INDWAY 
PRICE £4B.f9 

GENRE AACADE US KXHY 

SAVE MEMORY PAK | 

RUMBLE PAK YES t 
EXPANSION PAK NO [ 

PLAYERS 1-2 f 

Brilliant fun even if you hate American football. Violent gridiron action. 

NFL Quarterback Club ’380 85% 
PUBLISHER 

DEVELOPER IGUANA 
PRICE £4f.tt 

GENRE AMERICAN FOOTY SM 

SAVE MEMORY PAK | 

RUMBLE PAK YES t 
EXPANSION PAK NO [ 

PLAYERS 1-2 f 

A great game, but like most in its genre it is surpassed by its successor. 

NFL Quarterback Club ’93 0 89% 
PUBLISHER ACCLAM 
DEVELOPER IGUANA 
PRICE £3t.tt 

GENRE AMBUCAN KXXTY SIM 

SAVE MEMORY PAK | 

RUMBLE PAK YES / 
EXPANSION PAK YES i 
PLAYERS 1-4 ^ 

The best American football simulation on God's green Earth. Hut! 

N NL Breakaway ’9 062% 
PUBLISHER AOIAIM 
DEVELOPER IGUANA 
PRICE C4t.9f 
GENRE ICE-HOCKEY SIM 
We reckon that ice-skating is for ponce 

SAVE BATTERY B-UP 

RUMBLE PAK YES 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1 

s anyway... and hockey's for girls. 

DUEL OF THL FATES 

We've got hold of five copies of the soundtrack to the stunning new Star Wars movie. The 
Phantom Menace, plus five copies of The Duel Of The Fates to give away. The latter Is the 
brilliant choral music you will remember from the trailer to the new film, and, even better, 
it's limited edition and you can't even buy It In this country! 

All you have to do is answer the following question; 

WAltf Please read the following carefully: 
By entering the competition you are agreeing to be bound by the following 
terms and conditions: this competition is open to all residents in the UK, 
except for employees of Rapide Publishing, their immediate family and 
anyone connected with the implementation of the promotion. No 
responsibility will be accepted for entries lost or damaged in the post or 
insufficiently pre-stamped. Proof of posting will not be accepted as proof of 
delivery. Entries become the absolute property of the promoter and will not 
be returned. There are no cash alterrratives to this prize. The decision of the 
judges will be final and binding and no correspondence will be entered into. 
The closing date for receipt of entries is 1st October 1999 and the winner will 
be sent their prize as soon as possible after this date. 

; 1' 1 S O I 

J1.0-3P0 
B. Jar Jar Sinks 
C. Senator Palpatine 

Send answers to: 'Darth Maul Rules', Total N64, Rapide Publishing, 
1 Roman Court, 48 New North Road, Exeter, Devon, EX4 4EP. 
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Nightmare Creatures @ 59% Premier Manager 64 ® 89% 
PUBLISHER ACnVISION SAVE MEMORY PAK 

DEVELOPER KAUSTO RUMBLE PAK YES 

PRICE AROUND £50 EXPANSION PAK NO 

GENRE ADVENTURE PLAYERS 1 

Second-rate Playstation conversion that shows how good we've got it. 

Offrnad Challenge ®29% 
PUBLISHER 6T1 SAVE MEMORY PAK 

DEVELOPER MIDOMAY RUMBLE PAK YES 

PRICE EXPANSION PAK NO 

GENRE RAONG PLAYERS 1-2 

1 About as stimulating as the AGM of the national crochet blanket society. | 

Olympic Hockey ®80«/qI 
PUBLISHER 611 

DEVELOPER MIDWAY 

PRICE £4f.f» 

GENRE HOCKEY SMUUUION 

Five coloured rings do not prevent thi 

SAVE MEMORY PAK I 

RUMBLE PAK NO 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-4 ISSsiyU 

is from being a hockey game. | 

Pokemon Sna 079% 
PUBLISHER MNTENDO 
DEVELOPER MNTBIOO/HAL 
PRICE iSOMAmOX. 
GENRE PHOTO naykUP 
Surprisingly enjoyable game that is dii 

SAVE BATTERY B-UP 

RUMBLE PAK YES 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1 

eing for a PAL translation. 

Please post completed voucher and payment to: 
Wild Things, 51 Mill Road, Lisvane, Cardiff, CF4 5XJ. Enquiries tel: 01222 755774 

Thank you for your order. Please note this voucher is valid until 31st September 1999. 

h' Ta [i 1 
J LLJ \l 1 

Get yeurself a funky Mirage Pad for a ridiculous G12.S9! 
This is your iast chance to get yourseif 
one of these fantastic Mirage Pads for 
£12.99, a saving of £5 from the usuai 
price! Made by Wiid Things, the Mirage 

Pad is probabiy the best third-party pad 
on the N64, so you'd have to be kerr-a- 
zee not to take advantage of this 
superb offer! 

Please send me: Colour: Quantity: 

□ N64 Mirage Pad □ Metallic Gold . 

Normal Price £: Offer Price £: 

ei7.99 E12.99 
1 enclose a cheque made payable Visa / Delta / Mastercard / Switch - please circle which card. 

to: Wild Things for £ Card No. Expiry date . 

Issue No. (Switch only) . 

Name 

Address 

Post and packaging is 

PUBLISHER 

DEVELOPER QKEkUM 
PRICE £3B.M 

GENRE 

SAVE MEMORY PAK | 

RUMBLE PAK NO t 
EXPANSION PAK NO | 

PLAYERS 1 

Fills a much sought-after niche on the N64, but isn't the best of its genre. 

Quake ®75% 
PUBLISHER GO SAVE BATTERY B-UP 

DEVELOPER MKIWAY RUMBLE PAK YES 

PRICE C4B.M EXPANSION PAK NO 

GENRE mSTPBBONSHOOTBt PLAYERS 1-2 

1 A bit of a disappointment compared to the stunning PC title. | 

Quake II 093% 
1 

iP W 

' 1 
ACTIVISION 

RASTER PRODUCTIONS 

£39.99 

RPG 

MEMORY PAK 

YES 

YES 

1-4 

Frantic 'n' furious shoot 'em-up that puts Turok 2 in its place and 

even matches Goldeneye as far as multiplayer thrills go. This is a 

stonking N64 conversion of an all-time classic PC title. 

Rampage 2: Universal TnurQ 71% 
PUBLISHER 

DEVELOPER AVMLANCHE 
PRICE £4M.f» 

GENRE SMASH 'BUHIP 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK YES 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-3 

Sequel to the classic arcade game that leaves loads to be desired. 



Snobo Kids 2 @87% 
PUBLISHER ATUUS 
DEVELOPER RACDYM 
PRICE AROUND £50 
GENRE SNOWBOARDING 
Similar to the prequel, but much bett< 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK YES rBKSaJ 

EXPANSION PAK NO IfJHTTft 

PLAYERS 1-4 

jr with some great tracks. 

South Park 069% 
PUBLISHER ACOAHM SAVE MEMORY PAK 

DEVELOPER IGUANA RUMBLE PAK YES 

PRICE £39.99 EXPANSION PAK YES 

GENRE HRSTFERSONSHOOTBt PLAYERS 1-4 

Really bad game from a really good license. Avoid like Vanessa Feltz. | 

Starshot 080% 
PUBLISHER MFOGRAMES 
DEVELOPER MFOGRAMES 
PRICE 

GENRE 

SAVE MEMORY PAK | 

RUMBLE PAK NO 

EXPANSION PAK NO j 
PLAYERS 1 

Charming platformer that unfortunately has some major flaws. 

Silicon Valley 090% Rush 2 077% 

San Francisco Rush 076% 

S.C.A.R.S. 084% 

Smash Rrothers Shadowgate 64 ^60% 

Super Rowling 055% Snowboard Kids 080% Shadows Of The Empire ^ 80% 

Send answers to: 'Hands off my pants!' Total N64, Rapide Publishing, 

1 Roman Court, 48 New North Road, Exeter, Devon, EX4 4EP. 

PUBLISHER UMSOFT 
DEVELOPER 

PRICE £44.9f 

GENRE 

SAVE MEMORY PAK | 

RUMBLE PAK YES ( 
EXPANSION PAK NO I 

PLAYERS 1-4 ’ 

Like a Mario Kart for grown-ups, it's a great game but has some flaws. 

{LISHER KEMCO 
/ELOPER M4<OUSE 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK NO 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

^ , PLAYERS 1 

dy RPG-by-numbers that won't make the Japanese flock to the N64. 

PUBLISHER NINTENDO 
DEVELOPER HAL 
PRICE AROUND £50 
GENRE BEAT'EM’UP 
Great Nintendo beat ‘em-up that is crying out for a PAL release soon! 

SAVE BATTERY B-UP | 

RUMBLE PAK YES f 

EXPANSION PAK NO | 

PLAYERS 

PUBLISHER NNflENOO 
DEVELOPER tUCASAKTS 

PRICE £54.f§ 
genre star wars SHOulhR 

save memory PAK | 

RUMBLE PAK NO 

EXPANSION PAK NO | 

PLAYERS 1-4 
GENRE - 
Underrated and not bad meshing of genres in the Star Wars universe 

PUBLISHER NINTENDO 
DEVELOPER AIUIS 
PRICE £29.99 
GENRE SNOWBOARDING 

SAVE MEMORY PAK | 

RUMBLE PAK YES { 
EXPANSION PAK NO I 

PLAYERS 1-4 ' 

Like Mario Kart on the piste, but nowhere near as good as 

PUBLISHER ATHENA 
DEVELOPER SHE SOFT 
PRICE £50.00 

GENRE SPORTS SHMULATION 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK YES 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-4 

As enjoyable as a bowling game could be. Which isn't much.. 

ISSUE 31 

BATTERY B-UP 

YES 

YES 

1 

A truly stunning Star Wars shoot 'em-up which eschews Lylat Wars- 

style frantic blasting action in favour of a more tactical and realistic (?) 

approach. An absolute must for Star Wars fans. Oh, that's all of you... 

TAKE 2 

DMA 

£49.99 

PUZZLE / PLATFORM 

BATTERY B-UP 

NO 

NO 

This is an innovative and often hilarious title that oozes playablity and 

charm. Inhabit the bodies of a host of animals to solve a selection of 

fiendish puzzles on a doomed space station orbiting Earth. 

PUBLISHER MIDWAY SAVE NO 

DEVELOPER BI-HOUSE RUMBLE PAK YES 

PRICE £40.99 EXPANSION PAK NO 

GENRE RAONG PLAYERS 1-2 

Superseded by its sequel, but not much. Slightly dodgy arcade action. 

PUBLISHER MIDWAY 1 SAVE MEMORY PAK 

DEVELOPER BMIOUSE RUMBLE PAK YES 

PRICE £49.99 EXPANSION PAK NO 

GENRE RAONG PLAYERS 1-2 

Better than its predecessor, and an alright arcade style racing game. 

QMliiMi 

Please read the following carefully: 
By entering the competition you are agreeing to be 
bound by the following terms and conditions: this 
competition is open to all residents in the UK, 
except for employees of Rapide Publishing, their 
immediate family and anyone connected with the 
implementation of the promotion. No responsibility 

will be accepted for entries lost or damaged in the 
post or insufficiently pre-stamped. Proof of posting 
will not be accepted as proof of delivery. Entries 

V become the absolute property of the promoter and 
f will not be returned. There are no cash alternatives 
I to this prize. The decision of the judges will be final 
' and binding and no correspondence will be entered 

into. The closing date for receipt of entries is 1st 
October 1999 and the winner will be sent their prize 

as soon as possible after this date. 

vGIVEAWAY! 
WWfAttkude ts Acclaim's 

—foray intp the vXpd of |)4^fy 
►n ‘ men who prelehd to pit each other, 

V and it's a fantisjtic rollicking laugh, as 
you can tell frj)nn pur review. We * " 

'“Wte'stled five 4dpies from Acclaim, and 
they're up for grabs right here. Simply 

swer the following question: 

ntitaKmrFsiitmMf 
A. ‘Quits Bali’Steve Austin 
B. ‘Stone Culi’Steve Austin 
C. ‘Wee Jock MePou Pluii’ Steve Austin. 



NINTENDO 

NINTENDO 

£49.99 

BATTERY B-UP 

NO 

NO 

PLATFORMER 1 

Super Mario 64 is possibly the absolute pinnacle of videogame 

mountain. A stunning adventure from start to finish which provides 

surprises all the way and impresses constantly despite its age. 

1 etrlsphere ®79% 
PUBLISHER NUTTENDO 

DEVELOPER M-HOUSE 

PRICE £2f.9f 

GENRE PUZZLE 

An interesting and difficult puzzle gan 

SAVE NO 

RUMBLE PAK NO 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-2 

le that doesn't re-define the genre. 

Top Gear Overdrive 085% 
PUBLISHER KEMCO 
DEVELOPER SNOWBUND 
PRICE C44.M 
GENRE RACER 

SAVE MEMORY PAK | 

RUMBLE PAK YES t 
EXPANSION PAK YES |i 

PLAYERS 1-4 • 

Similar racer to Beetle Adventure Racing, but nowhere near as 

The music that keeps us saue iu the utfice! 

OHJGINAL MOTtO.N PJCtUHt SOUNDTRACK 

E r ] S O D t I 
THE phantom MENACE 

Not an easy task, making a film soundtrack to match 
(or even top) the scores to the original trilogy, but it 
looks like the boy Williams may have done it, with a 
rousing orchestral soundscape that fits the mood of 
the superb film brilliantly. The choral 'Duel Of The 
Fates' is enough reason to buy this record alone. A 
must for fans of Star Wars, or just great music. 

Feeder's 'Polythene' opus was one of the best 
reasons to be alive in 1997, and this new record 
sees them easing off the gas a bit and exploring 
new musical territory. The trademark schizoid 
thrash-pop is still in attendance, but it's now 
interspersed with insidiously catchy, laid-back 
ballads and quirky pop numbers. Fantastic. 

This is Sci-fi 
A brilliant assortment of theme tunes from sci-fi TV and film 
favourites old and new. Coming on two discs. It 
encompasses the rock/dance of Apollo 440's 'Lost In Space', 
the orchestral themes from Star Wars and Star Trek, and the 
industrial stomp of Terminator 2. Ifs even got the superb Dr. 
Who theme. A great album that's a must for all of you who 
go to Dalek conventions or speak Klingon fluently. 

V-Rally’19 Edition ®86% 
PUBLISHER MFOGRAMES 
DEVELOPER EDEN 
PRICE £39.f§ 

GENRE DRMNG 

SAVE BATTERY B-UP | 

RUMBLE PAK NO 

EXPANSION PAK NO | 

PLAYERS 1 

This is not as playable as the Playstation version, but good fun anyway! 

Virtual Chess ®85% 
PUBLISHER TTTUS 
DEVELOPER M-HOUSE 

PRICE £4t.tt 
GENRE CHESS SMIUlAnON 

Buy a chess board, get a friend and do 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK NO 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-4 

1 it properly. Or get Zelda. .. 
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MEMORY PAK 

YES 

NO 

1-2 

VR Pool B4 (B)84%HWipooit 
PUBLISHER INTERPLAY 

DEVELOPER CELERIS 

PRICE £4B.M 

GENRE POOL SIMULATION 

SAVE MEMORY PAK | 

RUMBLE PAK NO 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-2 ^ 

A little pointless maybe, but the best pool simulation you'll find anywhere. 

®93%MwWFWorzooe 
PUBLISHER MIDWAY 

DEVELOPER PSYCHOSIS 

PRICE £44.f9 
GENRE RACING 

SAVE MEMORY PAK | 

RUMBLE PAK YES f 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-4 ' 

Great graphics, speed and a perfectly judged challenge for all players. 

PUBLISHER ACCLAIM SAVE MEMORY PAK | 

DEVELOPER IGUANA RUMBLE PAK YES r 

PRICE £4t.M EXPANSION PAK NO | 

GENRE WRESTUNG PLAYERS 1 

Great looking and hilarious beat 'em-up with all the big WWF stars. 

Waialae Gol ®85% 
PUBLISHER NINTENDO 

DEVELOPER INNOUSE 

PRICE £3f.M 
GENRE GOLF SIMULATION 

A good enough representation of the 

SAVE MEMORY PAK 

RUMBLE PAK NO 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-4 

sport, but who gives a damn? 

086%HYoshi’s Story 
PUBLISHER EA SPORTS 

DEVELOPER EA SPORTS 

PRICE £39.tt 
GENRE FOOTBALL SRyRJLAnON 

SAVE MEMORY PAK | 

RUMBLE PAK NO 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-2 ’ 

Not bad, but there are a couple of far better football titles out there. 

PUBLISHER 

DEVELOPER NINTENDO 

PRICE £3t.tt 

GENRE PLATFORMER 

084% 
SAVE BATTERY B-UP 

RUMBLE PAK NO 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1 

Not as good as the Snes version but a great little platformer for kiddies. | 

Zelda: Ocarina Of Time 0 85% World Oriver Championship 0 83% War Gods 065% 

Wayne Gretzski’s 30 Hockey0 81% 
PUBLISHER NINTENDO 

DEVELOPER NINTENDO 

PRICE £4S.t9 

GENRE HOCKEY SIMULATION 

SAVE MEMORY PAK | 

RUMBLE PAK NO , 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-4 I 

Hey Canadians, your country's inhabited by mooses and it's too cold. 

W Gretzski’s 30 Hockey ’00 0 82% 
PUBLISHER NINTENDO 

DEVELOPER NINTENDO 

PRICE E44.M 
GENRE HOCKEY SIMULATION 

SAVE MEMORY PAK | 

RUMBLE PAK NO 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-4 ' 

And you gave us grief-monger Alanis Morissette too. Thanks a lot. 

wcwNiiro ®39% 

WGW Is NWO: WirM lour (399% 
PUBLISHER THQ 

DEVELOPER ASMIK 

PRICE £54.tt 
GENRE WRESTLING 

SAVE MEMORY PAK | 

RUMBLE PAK YES r 

EXPANSION PAK NO j 

PLAYERS 1-4 ' 

Proficient wrestling sim that now looks dated compared to its sequel. 

WGW Vs NWO: Revenge 081% 
PUBLISHER THQ 

DEVELOPER ASMHC 

PRICE £39.99 
GENRE WRESTUNG 

SAVE 

RUMBLE PAK 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-4 

Simply the best wrestling game that you can own, better than IVarzone. 

YES 

Wetrix 
ELOPER ZED TWO 

E 09.99 
PUZZLE 

0«3% 
SAVE MEMORY PAK | 

RUMBLE PAK NO 

EXPANSION PAK NO | 

PLAYERS t . - 
like puzzlers you won't go wrong with this watery tetris variation 

NINTENDO BATTERY B-UP 

NINTENDO YES 

£49.99 

ADVENTURE 

NO 

1 

An absolutely unmissable adventure that no N64 owner should ever 

be without. Sprawling landscapes that take weeks to explore, hideous 

brain churning puzzles and the best bosses ever seen. Truly superb. 

PUBLISHER GT1 SAVE MEMORY PAK 

DEVELOPER MIDWAY RUMBLE PAK NO 

PRICE E54.M EXPANSION PAK NO 

GENRE GOLF SlMULATKNl PLAYERS 1-4 

1 Yet another N64 neat 'em-up that needs to be thrown on the pile. | 

Wave Race 64 088% 
PUBLISHER NINTENDO 

DEVELOPER NINTENDO 

PRICE £39.M 
GENRE JET SM RACER 

Stunning Jetski game that plays like a 

SAVE BATTERY B-UP 

RUMBLE PAK NO 

EXPANSION PAK NO 

PLAYERS 1-2 

water-based 1080° Snowboarding. | 

My ansyyer is 

Name. 

Address 

Postcode 

□ I AM 15 YEARS OLD (please tick)_ 

Send answers to: 'Oi! I'm not dead yet!'. Total N64. Rapide Publishing. 
1 Roman Court, 48 New North Road, Exeter. Devon, EX4 4EP. 

At last we have a game that puts an end to the belief that the N64 

"can't do driving games". The handling is superb, the graphics are 

beautiful and the whole thing offers buckets of challenge. 

oy eiiieiiiiy me vwiK-vm.w.. ..... ..3 
be bound by the following terms and conditions: 
this competition Is open to all residents in the 
UK, except for employees of Rapide Publishing, 
their immediate family and anyone connected 
with the implementation of the promotion. No 
responsibility will be accepted for entries tost or 
damaged In the post or insufficiently pre¬ 
stamped. Proof of posting will not be accepted 
as proof of delivery. Entries become ih# Cbsotute 
property of the promoter and will not be 
returned. There are no cash alternatfvil to this 
prize. The decision of the judges will be final and 
binding and no correspondence will be enterad 
into. The closing date for receipt of entries is 1st 
October 1999 and the winner will be sent thair 
prize as soon as possible after this da«k 

ISSUE 31 
[DMT 

MIDWAY 

BOSS GAME STUDIOS 

£50.00 

DRIVING 

PUBLISHER THQ SAVE MEMORY PAK 

DEVELOPER IN-HOUSE RUMBLE PAK YES 

PRICE AROUND £50 EXPANSION PAK NO 

GENRE WRESTUNG PLAYERS 1-4 

Extremely poor follow-up to WCW vs NWO Revenge. Extremely poor... 
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Will this highly / 
awaited title frorry^ 
Konami live up ^ the 
hype? Is it manti|r 
from heaver> or 
should it be^^ ^ 
consignedto hUfl? . 

M IM 1 ^yn 
i iXJ 

mm 
^ free CD? We can't 

[bestever...Guarantee . 

All the thrills, spills and high- 
octane explosions of this 
stunning contender for driving 
game of the year! 

Surely no-one other than 
l^amoto himself can top 
Marh(64. That's what we 
thougffl until we played this 
stunning Ubisoft title! 

tlEWII 

Hmi 
Blood, guts and 
dumper trucks rule 
supreme In this 
zombie-squashing, 
road-rage 
advertisement! 
Pedal to the metal! 

All contents of magazine are subject to change 

ISSUE 32 ON SALE: 30TN SEPTEMOER ISOS 
ISSUE 31 



The Game Boy olor Magazine 



iTiEi 

GARMA 
SAME IDY^ 

Cl are all set to 
bring their 
controversial 
Carmageddon 

franchise to the Game Boy 
Color. Zombies are walking 
the streets and you have to 
mash them up with your 
motor! More news on this 
exciting title soon... 

ISSUE 31 

THE BAniE 
DF CAPCOM 

P059PJJ pop4,, 3^ 

• 5'.; ^ y.v ?.Y? j'.V -V 

r 

I 
HANDHELD 
LIMITED EDITION TOMMY 
HILFIGER GAME BOY COLOR 

ust as we thought shocks and surprises 
were a thing of the past, the GBC 
involves Itself in a move that could 
shake up the whole Industry and how 

we perceive videogames. 
Infamous fashion guru Tommy 
Hilfiger is putting his name too, 
and designing. Game Boy Colors. 
The bright, yellow handhelds will 
sport the Hilfiger logo and will 
be on sale in America in late July. 
Sadly they're only available in 
the States at present, but we are 
optimistic of a European release. 

When Capcom's 7942 flew into the 
arcades back in 1984, It was an 
immensely popular spin on the one- 
man-agalnst-a-whole-army premise. 

Now Capcom have decided to revisit their 
classic shoot-'em-up based on WWII with a 
Game Boy conversion. 

Although It seems a little crude compared to 
more modern releases, the challenge of trying to 
battle your way through 32 levels of fighter planes 
is highly addictive. The only chance you have is to 
pick up the power-ups; as this increased fire power, 
it's the only chance you will have against the end- 
of-level bosses. To help you further, you also have 
three panic-button manoeuvres at your disposal, 
so you can barrel-roll out of trouble. Although it's 
still in production, you will be able to alternate 
with a friend on a two-player option, and it will 
have a password save. 

Due out this winter, 1942 should prove to be 
as popular now as it was in the 80s. 

mmmi 



NEWS 

NICE 
ONE SIN, 
NHL 2000 

A Sports has had a 
virtual monopoly 
on hockey sims 

_^across all the 
consoles for one reason: they 
are simply magic to play. 
Now, NHL 2000 offers owners 
of the Game Boy Colour their 
first opportunity to slap on 
their skates. 

This version is based on 
the Megadrive design. With 
its 2D, overhead scrolling 
perspective, six game modes, 
45 teams available, and all 
the usual highlights such as 
the inevitable rucks on the 
ice, it is packed with the 
elements which made NHL 

so popular on other formats. 
The game also features a 
password option to let you 
continue a season or play-off 
in progress. The only major 
disappointment Is the lack of 
a two-player option, which 
was dropped by the 
developers to avoid 
compromising the speed. 
However, whether this 
scaled down version can live 
up to its bigger brothers 
remains to be seen. 

ith Disney's Tarzan just around the 
corner, it is with a certain degree of 
amazement that Beauty and the Beast: A 

Board Game Adventure has sneaked into 
the picture somewhat unnoticed. The classic 
animated feature length movie from Disney 
starred some endearing characters and told a 
tragic yet romantic story about inner beauty and 
looking beneath the surface of things. Telling such 
a warming moralistic tale earned the story a Disney 
makeover, and now a GBC title. 

The GBC title will not be a direct 
representation of the film, though. True 
enough, the characters will all feature, but as 
the title suggests, do not expect to be sucked 
into a full RPG adventure. The game, which can 
play host to one to four players, will be an 
electronic board game simulation where dice 
rolling determines your progress. Sub-games 
and Beauty and the Beast trivia will form part of 
the game structure, which we should be seeing 
before the end of the year. 

NEWSI 

THROTTLE THIS MAHIAC 
MOTOCROSS MAHIACS 2 If you cast your mind back to the Game front of the pack. In addition, there are also a 

Boy's early days, you may recall number of options available which are unique. In 
Motocross Madness. Well, now Konami Ghost Mode you can see your previous lap as a 
are unleashing a Game Boy Colour sequel transparent rider and race against yourself, and the 

to the motocross action game. Featuring all the game also allows you to design your own tracks, so 
racing elements which proved a success with you can race over your own creations. The link-cable 
Excitebike, this side-scrolling racer allows you to option also means that you will be able to take on a 
roar over ten courses of hills and jumps, avoiding friend. Konami are hoping to have MM2 out by this 
obstacles and collecting nitros to boost you to the September, so prepare your throttle finger! 
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CAFEAU LAIT 
Infogrames sbiw their iitent 

Mission: Impossible 

F" ' 

(4%. (MbJ^ 

n yet another bizarre twist of fate, the one time 
PlayStation phenomena is now nearing its conclusion, 
and in its swansong it is performing on the Game Boy 
Color stage. Worms Armageddon draws the curtain on 

this popular turn-based action simulator and finally sees the 
Nintendo community sharing in the wiggly delights. Retaining the 
traditional fun elements of the original and some odd-looking 
weapons, the final edition of Worms looks set to be every bit the 
comedy extravaganza it has always been. The GBC will provide the 
essential two player mode, players alternating between goes, with 
(as always) the main objective being the total destruction of your 
opponent and all they stand for. The last worm standing is deemed 
the winner, and it should offer some entertaining handheld action 
for all members of the family. If you're either a fan of the original 
Worms or just a fan of them in general, you should definitely be 
keeping your eyes open towards the end of November when it's 
released. We'll keep you informed of l/l/orms'development. 

^^Hi^Hhe original Mission: impossibie on the N64 was quite a large 
piece of kit, and porting it to the GBC could well have made 

^Hfor the most apt game title in history. Infogrames have 
stood by their ambitions, though, and we will be seeing the 

'Tom Cruise-inspired' title by the end of September. The GBC version 
will offer a fine blend of action and arcade adventure, and will 
feature no less than twelve missions and the official game Mission: 
Impossible movie. You will no doubt be aware that you play the role 
of IMF agent Ethan Hunt, and you have to use your cunning and guile 
to complete a series of quite literally impossible missions. Taking Into 
consideration the obvious limitations of the Game Boy Color, the 
ambitious project is already looking inspired. Graphically, It is up 
there with the current crop of prospective triple-A GBC titles, and 
could well prove more popular than its N64 brethren. 

t is unlikely that any games publisher has entertained I such substantial success in the industry as the French 
isased company jnfogrames have in the past twelve 
months. After making near phenomenal strides and 

acquiring some reputable companies en route - most notably 
Grermin and Accolade - the software giants are hbw striving to 
consolidate their position at the summit of the ipdustr^ by securing 
the Game Boy Color market as well. With a considerable number of 
title!^ currently in the\pipelihe and some immei^e licence^ to 
accompany them, tl^ prospect df Infogramei^ttainmga dominant 
role in the GCB sectorfs^farfrom apTpe dfeam. Tot^ N64 has - 
travelled the-dimensions of time to bring you the lowdown on 
some of these titles, aSwetfas artexclusive review of the GBC title 
Antz - the small screen adaptation of the blockbuster movie. 



(mm- 
Looney Tunes 

s we await the arrival of the toontastic software 

revolution, Infogrames have announced plans to port 

their favourable Looney Tunes title to the Game Boy 

Color. Featuring almost every Looney Toon character one 

could imagine, from the delectable Daffy Duck to the biting Bugs 

Bunny, the aptly titled Looney Toons will endeavour to provide a 

varied selection of game levels and introduce you to their energetic 

and comedic style. Each level boasts a variety of different activities, 

including swimming and shooting, and with it each of the characters 

will be assigned movements and animation specific to their Toon 

Town behaviour. Characters will include favourites such as Tweety, 

Porky, Road Runner, and TN64's personal favourite. Wily Coyote. 

Looney Tunes will be making its way to the portable screen towards 

the end of September, so expect a full review in our next issue. 

o confirm their status as one of the Game Boy Color's premier 

providers of software, Infogrames have announced plans to 

produce software based on one of the most exciting licences 

_yet witnessed on the GBC. The Brazilian national team, and 

particularly Ronaldo, have signed a deal to make the French publishers 
envy of the industry. With a Brazilian football game set for release 

towards the end of the year on the home console formats, the GBC gets 

caught up in the samba festivities with their very own Ronaldo V-Soccer, 

set for release towards the end of November. Details aren't that clear as 

to the way the game will play, but the full Italian Serie A league will 
feature prominently (obviously, with Inter being Ronaldo's home club), as 

will the Brazilian national team. A two player link-up mode is also 
planned, as are a useful array of moves and game options. The only real 
competitor to Ronaldo on the GBC at present is ISS '99, and that failed to 

inspire the office when it arrived. So, things are looking decidedly rosy 

for the 'Goofy One' on the eve of his software debut, and rest assured we 

will keep you posted with any further details. 

ILr UP FOR GRABS! 
es, that's right! Total N64 has teamed up with Take 2 Interactive to 
bring you the chance to get your hands on copies of the superb 
Battleships, 3 Lions and Silicon Valleyl The classic Battleships was 
awarded 5 Stars in issue 2 of Boyzone, and while the other two will 

not be reviewed until next month, we've played them and we think they're 
great! 3 Lions could well be the best football game on the Game Boy Color, 
and Silicon Valley, which is great on the N64, is also looking very promising! 

All you have to do to blag yourself a copy is answer the following question: 

BATTLESHIPS 

Lions are part of which 
category of animal? 

A. Invertebrates^ ~ 
B. Arachnids ^ 
C. Felines -M £ A 

Please read the following carefully: 
By entering the competition you are agreeing to be bound by the following terms and 
conditions: this competition is open to all residents in the UK, except for employees of 
Rapide Publishing, their immediate family and anyone connected with the implementation 
of the promotion. No responsibility will be accepted for entries lost or damaged in the post 
or insufficiently pre-stamped. Proof of posting will not be accepted as proof of delivery. 
Entries become the absolute property of the promoter and will not be returned. There are no 

SILICON VALLEY 

cash alternatives to this prize. The decision of the judges will be final and binding and no 
correspondence will be entered into. The closing date for receipt of entries is 1st October 
1999 and the winner will be sent their prize as soon as possible after this date. 

Send you answer, with your preferred choice of the three games, to: 
3 Lions On A Shirt, Total N64, Rapide Publishing, 1, Roman Court, 

48 New North Road, Exeter, Devon, EX4 4EP. 
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S THE GAMES FOR THE SMALLEST CONSOLE! 

REVIEW 

Movie spin-offs - don't you just love 'em? 
The Game Boy Color seems to have Its fair 
share of these little chestnuts, and thus far 
none have appeared to perform at a 

standard we find acceptable to the serious . 
GBC gamesplayer. We've had the godawful UfB 8S 
Men In Black and its extremely limited /mMmgm Sq 
playing experience, and then more ® ' 
recently Disney's A Bug's Life. The latter thp npi 
was a more acceptable movie conversion ^ * 
with you playing the role of bug, Flik, in a horizontal 
scrolling adventure set in a miniature world. 
However, it still had too many shortcomings and 
made for a very average gaming experience. 

Looking very similar to the aforementioned title, 
Antz is again a side-scrolling platform adventure with a 
miniature hero. Based on the movie of the same name. 

this time you play the role of an ant oddly called Z. He is 
a humble worker ant that feigns a position as a soldier 
ant to rescue the kidnapped princess Bala - life as a six- 
legged bug is never an easy task in pesticidal 90s! The 

" f ti title features a whopping 19 
SIKvBffffBu levels of miniature mayhem featuring 
f/Hr PSCIf lit outrageous hazards and obstacles 
¥ul uuajf III Including a shoe, rain, and the terrifying 

IUBI SOS^ sun-drenched magnifying glass. They 
don't sound too threatening, but if you 

were an ant they would be more than a fair size if you 
think about it. Overall, the game plays slightly better 
than the Disney game and makes for a more compelling 
experience. September will see the Antz arrival. Lee 

Surely ants just climb up vertical 
walls? They don't have to worry 
about finding handt little vines 
to shimmy up! 
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HESSMASTER 

REVIEW! 
PH; DR: PHCi: 

Far from the giddy 
heights of the super N64 
version. Avoid. 

niimrTi 
'if 

^WILLIRMS 

®Like the N64 version, 
the game features all 
of the real teams you'd 
associate with the FI 
series in real-life! 

REVIEW! 
PUBLISHER: DEVELOPER: PRICE: 

F-1 WORLD GRAND PRIX The popular racing simulation has version bravely strives to emulate its big 
attained immense popularity within brother as best it can. It harbours every driver 
the N64 community, offering an and even draws their faces in the GBCs very 
exciting blend of realistic driving own limited style. Remarkably, every circuit 

and authentic Grand Prix racing. , makes it In to the game as well. 
Featuring every competitor and JllE 8011011 IS Sadly, however, the gameplay 
detailed circuits that feature in Qlunn/Qh fAp mUCiP doesn't quite live up to the 
the championship itself, it has OlUyylall, UlC mUOlb standards we have become used 

long been touted as the jg hOrPOOilOUS... disappointingly, doesn't 
ultimate N64 driving simulator. really make its mark as a solid GBC 
Now, on the back of the release of the N64's title either. The action is sluggish, the music is 
sequel to this top-notch racer, the Game Boy horrendous (reminiscent of an old Spectrum 
Colour is getting Its own rendition of game), and the overall quality of the title is 
Paradigm's triple-A title. Apart from the dragged back as a result. One for the die-hard 
obvious graphical discrepancies, the handheld F-1 fan only, l-ee 

REVIEW 
PUBLISHER: DEVELDPER: PRICE: 
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0 
It's very gratifying 
when the other 
spy stumbles into 
one of your 
lovingly crafted 
surprises! 

Chess: a sophisticated game. 
Computerised chess: a 
sophisticated game for people who 
have no friends. Still, if you 

appen to be one of these people then you 
lay well find yourself interested in 
hessmaster. It's another run-of-the-mill 
hess game, with the added bonus that 
hould you have a friend/acquaintance/ 
lostage, they can link-up with your GBC and 
hallenge you to a game. Or, if you're totally 
ilone, or feel like cutting yourself off from 
he outside world, then the computer will 

ertainly give you a JOB 
un for your money. u»ui ujiu jw» 

t won't give Gary SCllllIBB Will lIBB 

it mute tern- 

your average Joe Schmo will find it testing, 
And when all the excitement is over... you 
can enjoy the thrills and spills all over again 
with the replay option. If you fancy a game of 
chess and can't be bothered 
to buy the real thing, then 
Chessmaster is probably as 
good as it gets. lUeil 

®Look. A chess board. Not the most exciting of 
game scenarios for a new title on the world's 
greatest hand-held console. 

CHESSMASTEB 

BOYZONE 

2^ 

SPY VS SPY 
py vs. Spy sees you playing the 
role of one of two spies. The 
aim is to search environments 
for certain objects and escape 

before the other spy. It sounds like an 
average concept, but it's not! Not only 
have you got to find the objects, you can 
help to hinder the progress of your 

opponent by 
laying a few 
traps along the 
way. Bucket of uwui miu wwij 

water over the 
door, anybody? 
How about a bomb in a filing cabinet? 
These comedic incidents endear you to the 
action and keep the game flowing nicely - 
it's sometimes easy to just forget the main 
purpose of the game in favour of laying 
traps for your opponent. Still, a right good 

game for the petite machine. 



The best shoot 'em-up 
on the Game Boy Color. 
A superb conversion. 

Very different to the 
average fare, but 
thoroughly addictive. 

REVIEW 

R-Type has proved to be a stalwart of 
the shoot-'em-up genre. It was 
hugely popular with kids and their 
ten-pence pieces in the arcades of 

the 80s, and made a successful transition to the 
graphically-challenged home computers of the 
same decade. It then spawned a sequel, and 
recently wowed owners of the PlayStation. 
Now it's being unleashed on the 
GBC, and the arcade classic 
again proves there's no keeping 
a good game down. 

R-Type DX combines both the 
original game and its sequel to 
create a definitive blaster for the 
Game Boy Color. All the favourite 

fiends are still In abundance from the originals, 
as well as some particularly putrid-looking boss 
monsters for the new game. The gameplay Is as 
frustratingly addictive as ever, and it looks clear 
and colourful. If you're going to play this on the 
train or bus, make sure someone's there to tell 
you when it's your stop. lUeil 

ThegamBplaylsas 
frustratingly aiUictive 
asBVBr,angitlooks 
clBaraugcBlourful. 

Big, metallic, lots of tubes, and it takes the 
p*ss - the end of level one boss, not a kidney 
dialysis machine. 

We had a slight inclination the 
Japanese were a little eccentric, 
perhaps a tad nutty in parts. We have 
witnessed their abstract, creative 

minds overseeing such barmy projects as putting 
plants in vending machines and inventing virtual 
pets for those who just don't have the time for 
the real thing. Well, the nation's passion for 
the obscure and unconventional has spread 
over to the videogame sector and, 
particularly, to the Game Boy Color. 

Harvest Moon gives you the opportunity 
to be a farmer. There are no aliens to shoot, 
cars to race or footballs to kick... just farming. 
You create a character and make him live on a 
ranch. You sew seeds, grow crops, build 
fences, buy supplies and generally manage 
your farm - you even have a dog that 
continually needs feeding and letting out. 
You wake up, have breakfast, have dinner, 
and go to bed. There isn't really anything else 
to comment on. It's totally bonkers. Lee 

The overall look of the game is very similar to that of 
The Legend OfZelda: Link's Awakening DX on the Game 
Boy Color. Which is nice. 

ThBrBarBnoaliBBSto 
skBOt... just farming. 

You have quite a well-furnished living 
area, complete with a working TV! Hiiiiii 

REVIEWI ■■■ 

PIBlISHiR: E DEVELOPER: PRICE: 
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REVIEWI 
PUBLISHER: DEVELOPER: PRICE: 

HOLY MAGIC CENTURY The Game Boy and GBC have proved to be 
the perfect format for rehashing old classics. 
With Pac Man soon to be resurrected for the 
GBC, Virgin Interactive have decided to re- 

release his old arcade adversary Pengu, cunningly 
disguised as a new title named Holy Magic Century. 
Although there is absolutely nothing wrong with 
breathing new life into old games, you can't help but 
feel that it really reflects a lack of imagination on the 
part of the developers. But, as you would expect. Holy 
Magic Century is certainly playable. The basic premise 
is that you storm around the screen, opening chests to 

reveal helpful booty while collecting diamonds and 
avoiding/squashing/shooting all kinds of nasty 
beasties. Sound familiar? At the end of the day Holy 
Magic Century isn't a bad game, and you'll probably 
get a lot of entertainment out of it, but there are many 
more imaginative games on the market than this. I\leil 

There are many mare 
imaginative titles an 
the market than this. 

RATING 

REVIEWI 
PUBIISKI: 

It brings a tear to the eye when the hero 
dies and a halo appears over his body. 
That frog has a lot to answer for. 

DiniDPEinp PRICE: 

POKIMON PINBALL 
I inball games, almost without 
exception, suck. As recently as 
last March, the GBC had to suffer 

I Hollywood Pinball, and now 
another pinball simulation hits the Game 
Boy. However, this time they have a secret 
weapon: Pokemon. Those strange little fellas are ready 
to explode into the public consciousness in the UK, and 
so Nintendo are ready to cash-in by flogging a tie-in. 
Essentially, it's your run-of-the-mill pinball game, with 
the added incentive that if you hit the ball in the right 

aethiag special, it 
caves, you can capture your very own 
Pokemon. And, of course, what do 
Pokemon make? Points! All the usual 
elements are here, and although it's 
nothing special, it does play smoothly. If 
you like pinball games, you'll love it. Even 

if you don't like them, you may yet find yourself buying 
this game when you succumb 
to the irresistible charms of 
Pokemon. Resistance may 
prove futile. 

As far as Game Boy 
pinball games go, this is 
as good as it gets. 

DREAM 
interactive 

The North West's Nol for 
Imports, Retro and official Games 

and Consoles 

GAME BOY ColUSli 
Hardware 
Game boy pocket £47 
Game boy colour £47 
Link Cable £3 
Peripherals £call 

Import(available now) 
Pokemon Red £32 
Pokemon Blue £32 
Pokemon Yellow £call 
Pokemon Pinball £36 
Pokemon Toys £call 

Official (available 08.10.99) 
Pokemon Red £ 
Pokemon blue £ 
All Games £call 

NINTENDO 64 
Hardware 
GB to N64 converter £38 
Cheat Cartridge £26 
Scart Cable £7 
Controllers £18 
Passports £29 
Power RAM £23 
Official Key Rings £3 

Import 
Pokemon Snap (deleted) £call 
Import Games £call 

Official 
Top Gear Rally 2 £call 
Perfect Dark £call 
All Games £call 

Dreamcast 
Pre order your official 
UK Dreamcast today 
and receive a free 
Dream Interactive 
T-shirt. Call for your 

current import price 
list and release date 
information. 

Tel/Fax: 
0151 336 7644 

7 Bridge Street, Neston, 
South Wirral, CH 64 9UH 
Mail order prices may differ from shop retail 

prices. We reserve the right to alter any prices 

without notice. Prices correct at time of going 

to print. We are open Monday to Saturday 

lOam - 6.30pm and Sunday 10am - Ipm 



For unlimited lives, enter the code: DLVTRKBLVS, For access to any levels in the 
game, enter these codes. 
Level 2 DVYLWKVYNL 
Level 3 GRYLWKWVNR 
Level 4 DRYLSRWVRY 
Level 5 GVZLSRWQKZ 
Level 6 DVZLSVQKK 
Level 7 GRZLBVSQZY 
Level 8 DRZLBVSQGG 
Level 9 GVYNBVBQGD 

Type in this code to become invincible: 
DLVTRKBNRG. 

For giving yourself all the weapons, type in 
DLVTRKBWPS. 

To access the bird mode, type the password; 
DLVTRKBBRD. .. .... >^r\5^$ad of typing passwords, 

jtci enter these code to enable 
^ • ^e level selector: DLVTRKBLVL 

t, 

Thanks Slick, but we need 
tbc LTD looking like new... 

® LEVEL PASSWORDS 
2: Manhattan 2710 

; 3: Sewer System 1807 
I 4: Aerodrome 0309 
: 5: Rooftops 2705 
i 6: Woods 3107 

;® FLYING 
; Enter the password 0601. An 
! error message will appear. 
I Press START and this will take 
! you back to the command 
; centre screen. 

? Start playing the game. While 
i standing still, press and hold 
I SELECT + UP to fly. While in 
i the ait; press LEFT or RIGHT to 
: move and press DOWN or 
I SELECT to land. 

^ STAGE SKIP 
i Enter the password 2409 then 

start a new game. To skip to 
the next stage, pause the 
game and press SELECT. 

To see the end FMV sequence, 
enter the password 1943. 



HCEEP 71HE CHMAISE/ 

games Dreamcast. 

th© b©St 931110s N64 
the best prices Mario Party, ReVolt, Hot Wheels Turbo Racing all at £32.99 

free worldwide delivery Jet Force Gemini, South Park Rally both at £34.99 Perfect Dark £36.99 

pre-order your dreamcast console with 1 free game for only £189 and pay nothing until your order is despatched 

http://www.simplygames.co.uk 
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o •BIO Dill MAIL 

Calls may be randomly monitored or recorded 

Deduct £2 extra discount off the price of 
any game if you buy another game or any 
accessory or peripheral at the same time. 
Claim your extra discount when you order 

by post, FAX or phone, quoting 
■-AM TOTAL 64 

SEEDS OF EVIL 94% 24.99 

We're all NUTS about something 
FREEOLA gives you Free On-Line Access, 

a choice of 750 e-mail addresses & much more 
Full details of Freeola's extensive services at 

www.lagerlouts.com 

'Deduct CIO I 
price of any 
other produt 

bought at the 

£20 DEPOSIT 

Join The Olub 
£6.99 gets you 9 Magazines, 3500 Cheats, FREE Competitions and a FREE GIFf 

Market Leaders. Established 11 Years. Great Web Site. Mail Order plus 
Seven Amazing Shops. Brilliant Club Magazine. Huge Discounts. Massive 

Approved. Genuine UK products only. Trial Membership for just 60p. 0% PAY LATER (subject to status). 

Nintendo 641 Goldeneye 
lab 

....99.99 lessElO* 
Nintendo 64, Official 3D Anafogue Controller, RF Lead 

PLUS Goldeneye (98%) 

Nintendo 64 "Fire " + Goldeneye ...107.99 less £10' 
Nintendo 64, Official 3D Analogue Controller, RF Lead PLUS extra 

3D Analogue Controller. 1 MB Memory Card and Goldeneye (98%) 

Nintendo 64 "Fire" + Super Mario 107.99 less £10 
Nintendo 64, Official 3D Analogue Controller, RF Lead PLUS extra 3D 

* Deduct £10 off our price of any one other 
product bought at the same time as a 

Nintendo 64. Compare this deal for example: 

N64 “Fire” with Two Controllers, 1 MB Memory Card, 
Goldeneye plus South Park .£136.98 ...SAVE£46 

Nintendo 64 Controllers 
MAD KATZ 

STEERING WHEEL 
AND PEDALS ...39.99 

Steering wheel and pedals for 

PlayStation, Saturn, Nintendo 

64. 8 digital buttons and 

analogue foot pedals 

JORDAN GRAND PRIX RACING 
WHEEL & PEDALS 93% 45.99 
Official Jordan Grand Prix set 

with built in Dual Shock facility 

TOP DRIVE PLUS DUAL SHOCK 
WHEEL AND PEDALS FOR 

PLAYSTATION & N64 ...49.99 
9 button control. D-shaped wheel, stick 

shift, self centering technology, wheel 

rotation angle select. Full 
dual shock facility for both PlayStation & N64 

OFFICIAL NINTENDO 64 
3D CONTROLLERS WITH FREE 

1 MB MEMORY CARD ...17.99 
Available in many different colours: 

black, blue, green, grey, 

red & yellow 

INTERACTOR RUMBLE VEST 22.99 
Compatible with PlayStation, 

Nintendo 64, Saturn and PC. Sends 

vibrations through the vest to give an 

extra dimension to gameplay 

JOYTECH HI-RES 4 MB RAM 
EXPANSION PACK .16.99 
NINTENDO HI-RES 4 MB 
RAM EXPANSION PACK ...23.99 
Hardware upgrade that provides an all round 

performance boost to your N64. Increases 

RAM from 4 MB to 8 MB thus allowing certain 

games to be played in high resolution. 

ACTION REPLAY PRO ...34.99 
Cheat cartridge containing 100s of cheats for 

most N64 games. Fully programmable memory 

enables you to add, store or delete cheat codes 

as required. Allows cheats such as infinite lives 

or power so you can finally complete that level ■■■■i 

you’ve been stuck on for months! 

XPLORER 64 CHEAT CARTRIDGE .24.99 
Over 1000 cheats codes pre-loaded for the latest and 

greatest games, infinite lives, unlimited ammo, special 
features and much more. Advanced multi-media menus let 

you unlock your games secrets and you can also add new 

codes from the specialist press, codes hotline or dedicated 

Xplorer website. Extend your gameplay to its limits 

Nintendo 64 Extras 
256K OFFICIAL MEMORY CARD ...14.99 
1 MB MEMORY CARD .4.99 
8 MB MEMORY CARD .18.49 

XPLORER 64 CHEAT 
CODE CARTRIDGE .24.99 

JOLTPACK (RUMBLEPAK).7.99 
OFFICIAL RUMBLE PACK .14.99 

JOYTECH HI-RES 
4 MB RAM EXPANSION .16.99 
NINTENDO HI-RES 
4 MB RAM EXPANSION .23.99 

ACTION REPLAY PRO 
CHEAT CATRIDGE .34.99 

PAIR OF EXTENDER CABLES .9.99 

SCART LEAD 
- Nintendo 64 to SCART TV .7.J 

Nintendo 64 Games From £9.99 

Nintendo 64 Games 
1080 SNOWBOARDING 93% ...32.99 
BANJO-KAZOO IE 96%  29.99 
BEETLE ADV RACING 92% .. .33.99 
BIO FREAKS 85% .39.99 
BLAST CORPS 89% .15.99 
BODY HARVEST 93% .12.99 
BUCK BUMBLE .19.99 
CASTLEVANIA 90%  34.99 
CHARLIE BLAST CHALLENGE 29.99 
CHOPPER ATTACK 84%  40.99 
COMMAND & CONQUER 91% 36.99 
DESTRUCTION DERBY 64 .36.99 
DIDDY KONG RACING 97% ...29.99 
DOOM 92%    10.99 
EARTHWORM JIM 3D .37.49 
EPGAGOLF .32.99 
EXTREME G 2 88% .'.24.99 
F-ZEROX92% .29.99 
FIFA 99 94% .33.49 
FIGHTERS DESTINY 93% .36.99 
FORMULA 1 WORLD GP 94% 26.99 
FORMULA 1 WORLD GP 2 91% 33.99 
FORSAKEN 93%  14.99 
GEX64 .12.99 
GLOVER 85%  33.99 
GOLDENEYE 98% .39.99 
GT 64  34.99 
HOLY MAGIC CENTURY 84% ...22.99 
INT’L S/STAR SOCCER 64 97% 22.99 
INT’L S/STAR SOCCER 98 94% 32.99 
JET FORCE GEMINI .39.99 
LEGEND OF ZELDA 98%  38.99 
LEGO RACERS .34.99 
LYLAT WARS 95%  26.99 
MARIO KART 64 94%  26.99 
MARIO PARTY 85%  32.99 
MICHAEL OWEN’S SOCCER ...36.99 

MACHINES 64 TURBO 29.99 
IMPOSSIBLE 92% ...29.99 

MORTAL KOMBAT 4 90% .18.99 
MYSTICAL NINJA 90%  25.99 
MYSTICAL NINJA 2  39.99 
NASCAR 99 .29.99 
NBA HANGTIME .9.99 
NBA JAM 99 89%  27.99 
NBA PRO 98 82% .22.99 
NFL QUARTERBACK 2000 .33.99 
NHL BREAKAWAY 99 90% .24.99 
PREMIER MANAGER 99 90% ...33.99 
QUAKE 92% .18.99 
QUAKE 2 91%  29.99 
RAINBOW SIX .36.99 
RALLY MASTERS .32.99 
ROAD RASH 64  32.99 
RUGRATS TREASURE HUNT ...32.99 
SHADOWMAN (RATED 15).41.99 
SILICON VALLEY 91%  18.99 
SNOWBOARD KIDS 84%  26.99 
SOUTH PARK 92%  38.99 
STAR WARS: RACER 93% .. .39.49 
STAR WARS: ROGUE SQUAD 36.49 
SUPER MARIO 64 100%  19.99 
TAZMANIAN EXPRESS .32.99 
TETRISPHERE 96% .14.99 
TOP GEAR OVERDRIVE 85% ...19.99 
TOP GEAR RALLY 90% .33.99 
TUROK 

V - RALLY 99 90%.17.99 
VIGILANTE 8  33.99 
WAYNE GRETSKY ICE HOCKEY 12.99 
WCW MAYHEM.33.99 
WIPEOUT 64 93% .32.99 
WORMS .32.99 
WWF ATTITUDE 91%  41.99 
WWF WARZONE 90%  27.99 
WWF WRESTLEMANIA 2000 ,. .36.99 

Gameboy Colour 
Available in six 
great colours 

69.99 less £10* 

GAMEBOY CAMERA 
Turns any Gameboy into a digital camera. 

Adjust and modify your pictures with 
the built-in software. 

GAMEBOY CAMERA - BLUE .. .28.99 
GAMEBOY CAMERA-GREEN ...28.99 
GAMEBOY CAMERA - RED .28.99 
GAMEBOY CAMERA - YELLOW 28.99 
GAMEBOY PRINTER .39.99 
Allows you to print the images taken 
with your Gameboy Camera. Supplied 
with batteries and a roll of sticker paper 

THREE ROLLS OF GAMEBOY 
PRINTER PAPER .6.99 

Gameboy Colour Games 
All games listed below will work on normal Gameboy In mono 
BUGS BUNNY 
CRAZY CASTLE 3 .18.99 
CONKERS POCKET TALES .. .22.99 
HARVEST MOON.18.99 
POKEMON - BLUE VERSION 22.99 
POKEMON - RED VERSION ...22.99 
QUEST FOR CAMELOT .18.99 
RUGRATS .21.99 
SUPER MARIO BROS DX .22.99 
TETRIS DELUXE .18.99 
WARIOLAND2 .21.99 
ZELDA 96%.21.99 

PlayStation Top Games 
PlayStation games from E6.99 

DRIVER 94%  31.99 
GRAN TURISMO 98%  18.99 
GRAND THEFT AUTO (18) 95% 17.99 
GRAND THEFT AUTO DATA CD - 
LONDON 69 (RATED 18) 92% ...17.99 
METAL GEAR SOLID 100% ...29.99 
SILENT HILL .31.99 
SYPHON FILTER 93% .30.99 
TIME CRISIS SCORPION LIGHT GUN 
& GUNCOM ADAPTOR 93% .. .29.99 
TOMB RAIDER 2 98%  13.99 

Se^a Dreamcast.199.99 less £1 
HOUSE OF THE DEAD 2 .33.99 
METROPOLIS STREET RACER ...33.99 
RED DOG.33.99 ^ 
SEGA RALLY 2.33.99 Dr^mcaat. 
SONIC ADVENTURE .33.99 heseaveyour 

SOULCALIBUR .33.99 S onl? 
VIRTUA FIGHTER 3tb .33.99 

FANTASY FI *99 - £5000 IN PRIZES - F1FANTASY.COM 

Special Reserve 
Or fax your order on 01279 322 322 and we’ll fax back to confirm. 

I Open 9.30am to 8pm (Mon-Sat) 10am to 5pm (Sun & Bank Holidays) 
I credit card orders must strictly be placed by the card-holder giving their address 
I (BLOCK capitals PLEASE) 
I Name, Address & Post Code_ 

1-- 
1 _1 

1 Phone No Machine 

current members please enter _ 
membership no or post code I 

1 £6.99 Annual Membership includes 9 Magazines, Free 
1 Competitions, 3500 Cheats AND tick a FREE GIFT below i1 
1 We only supply members. There is no obligation to buy anythii 

1 Please enter Annual Fee £6.99 (UK), £9.99 (EC) or £1: 
or Trial Membership Fee 60p (One magazine. One ori 

f you buy any i1 
ng and you can j 

2.99 (World) 
der. No giftI 

tern as you join. ■ 
oin at any age. i 

item 

I itpm I £2 Discounts 
I item as described 
1 above* 
1 item 

litem 

I ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK MAINLAND POSTAGE & VAT 
’ Cheque/P.O./Mastercard/Creditcharge/SwitchA/isa 

New Members - please tick this box if you do 
not wish to receive mail from other companies 

The credit card given must be registered in your name at the delivery address. Hardware items (mains or battery) are 
only supplied to UK mainland. Overseas orders must be paid by credit card. Overseas carriage £2.00 per item 

Free immeclicate cheque clearance 
Cheques payable to Spocial Resorve at 

PO Box 847, Harlow, CM21 9PH 

Free Gifts 
‘Please tick your choice of gift when you join for a 

year (£6.99) at the same time as buying any one item, 
If joining by telephone please ask for your gift at the time. 

□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 
□ 

Pay in 9 Months! 
on purchases totalling over 

10% deposit, no more to pay for 9 months and no 
interest, subject to status. Your total purchase 
must be over £200 including one hardware item. 

Telephone 01279 321 321 or buy on the spot at one 
of our shops (please bring identity, bank 

details, credit card and employer’s address). 

0% APR if the balance is paid in full after 9 
months or 29.8% APR extended loan. 

Written details available on 
request. See Club Mag 

I details. 

Inevitably some products listed may not yet 
be available and prices may change - please 
phone. SAVE = Saving off full recommended 

price. Sent to press 10/08/99 E. & O. E. 
Inter-Mediates Ltd, T/A Special Reserve. The 
Maltinas Sawbridaeworth Herts CM21 9PG. 

Special Reserve Big 
Club Discount Shops 
All our shops have PC Upgrade & Repair Facilities. 
El 2 to Fit or E30 to Rx or Configure. Prices listed 
here are for mail order but you can buy in store 

for just one pound more. 

It’s easy to park 
Open 9.30am to 8pm (Mon-Sat) 10am to 5pm (Sun & 

Bank Houdavs) Basildon opens & closes 1 hour later 

209/213 St Mary’s Lane, UPMINSTER, ESSEX. 
2 miles from junction 29 of the M25. Opposite 

Somerfield Supermarket. 01708 225 544 

43 Broomfield Road, CHELMSFORD, ESSEX. 
Just around the corner from the 

bus station. 01245 348 777 

164 Derby Road, STAPLEFORD, NOTTINGHAM. 
2 miles from junction 25 of the Ml, near Kwik 

Fit and Pizza Hut. 0115 949 1000 

351 Gloucester Road (A38), BRISTOL. 
1 '/ miles from the City Centre and just 

up from Kwik Save. 0117 924 5000 

168 High Street, EGHAM, SURREY. 
Near Windsor and Staines. Just 1 mile off 
junction 13 on the M25. 01784 473 444 

The Maltings, Station Road, 
SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS. 

Not far from the Mil, over the road from 
the train station. 01279 322 399 

Unit 10, Festival Leisure Park, 
BASILDON, ESSEX. 

One mile from A127 Southend 

CHOOSE FREE GOODY BAG 
INCLUDES GENUINE “HEAD” WALLET 
YO-YO (CLUTCH, LIGHTS & RETURN) 

AND VIRTUAL PET. Bundled as one great gift. 
Head wallet, plus a Super Yo-Yo with Clutch, 
Lights & Return and a Virtual pet. 

OR TWO FREE CONTROLLERS 
FOR PLAYSTATION 
Design may vary 

OR TWO FREE 1 MB MEMORY 
CARDS FOR PLAYSTATION 

OR FREE STAR WARS DIGITAL 
WATCH - DARTH MAUL. Official Star Wars 
- Epsiode 1 Darth Maul Flip-Top LCD watch □ OR TWO FREE 1 MB MEMORY CARD 
FOR NINTENDO 64 

OR FREE RUMBLE PACK FOR N64. 
Sends vibrations through the controller 

OR FREE SUPER MARIO 
BINOCULAR & CAMERA SET □ OR FREE CASIO ORGANISER. With 
telephone directory, memo function & 
much more □ OR FREE NINTENDO 64 3D 
ANALOGUE CONTROLLER. □ OR TWO FREE COMPETITION PRO 
CONTROLLERS FOR PC □ OR FREE CD WALLET - 24 CAPACITY. 
Stores loose CDs 

OR FREE GIANT INFLATABLE ARMCHAIRS. 
Choice of colours. Add £3 carriage charge 

- GREEN INFLATABLE ARMCHAIR 
- PINK INFLATABLE ARMCHAIR 
- PURPLE INFLATABLE ARMCHAIR 

_ - YELLOW INFLATABLE ARMCHAIR 
The coolest bedroom furniture in the world. Just add air. 

OR SEVEN GAMES FREE FOR PC CD ROM. 
Actua Soccer, Premier Manager 2, Utopia, Zool 2, 
Retribution, Space Crusade and 

_ Re-loaded. All seven games 
supplied on PC CD ROM. 

Overseas members add £2 postage. 
Other free gifts available, see the club 

magazine for further details. 

Free Bonus 
CHEATS 

TO EVERY NEW MEMBER 

UKGAMES.COM 



Infinite Ammo Unlimited Lives Extra Weapons Maximum Health Extra Vehicles 

Blow YOUR GAMES WIDE llPEN 
Call for details of ydur nearest stockist 

The Ultimate Cheat cartridge for Nintendo^" 64 

•PlayStaBon Version:- Charttrak 1998 
"Nintendo” is a trademark of Nintendo ln(? 
"Xploror" is a trademark of Future Coijsole Design Ltd 

Unit 1 5, Shaw 
□ 1 3D2 32 1 SOS 

Xplorer 64 is the most advanced Cheat Cartridge 
available for your N64. Pre-Loaded with over 100’s 
Cheats for the latest and greatest games. Xplorer 
gives you more power, more ammo,more cash and 
lets you access hidden game secrets like never 
before! 

Unique Keycode system ensures complete 
compatibility and Xplorer 64 can easily be upgraded 
with future updates. 

Cheat Codes are listed in your favourite magazines 
and on the Xplorer website so there's always new 
cheat codes available for the latest games. Xplorer 
can store upto lO’OOO codes. 

Take your gameplay to the next dimension and find 
out what made Xplorer the No. 1 Best Selling Cheat 
Cartridge in the UK in 19981* 

Fire International Ltd 

Wood Business Park, Shaw Wood Way, Doncaster, DN2 5TB 
Fax: □ 1 3D2 322D5 1 Email: MAiLORDER(a)FiRE-iNTERNATiONAL.ltd.uk 

WOREPowm 


